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ABSTRACT

Companies frequently seek to increase market share and/or profit by developing brand extensions

that relate to an existing parent brand. However sometimes these brand extensions are different in some ways

from the parent and therefore present information that is incongruent with consumers' existing impressions of

the brand, which can therefore change consumers' perceptions of the parent brand. Previous research on

brand knowledge changes has considered two alternative models of brand knowledge changes: typicality-

based and bookkeeping. These two models lead to opposite predictions regarding the pattern of brand

knowledge changes in response to incongruent information presented by the brand extension. The

bookkeeping model predicts that j] ..incongruent information causes more changes to the parent, whereas

the typicality-based model suggests that j incongruent information causes more changes. However,

empirical tests of these theories have not shown conclusively which model is best: some studies support one

model, while other studies support the other.

The purpose of this dissertation is to reconcile these previous findings by suggesting that different

models are likely to be correct depending on the tvne of cognitive processing undertaken by the consumer.

This dissertation also notes that different researchers have used different operationalizations of incongruity

and explores the effects of these differences by using multiple operationalizations in the same study. Lastly,

this dissertation examines the differential sensitivity of two different ways of capturing brand knowledge

changes: the strength of associations and the overall attitude towards the brand.

The findings suggest that algebraic piecemeal processing (which focuses on the extension's

information on its own) leads to a bookkeeping-based pattern of brand knowledge changes. In contrast,

thoughtful piecemeal processing, (which focuses on the extension in its relation to the parent brand) leads to a

typicality-based pattern of brand knowledge changes. This pattern is shown to be true regardless of the

operationalization of incongruity. Furthermore, the different measures are found to be differentially sensitive

to certain brand knowledge changes. Therefore, the previously conflicting results can indeed be accounted for

by different types of processing, as well as by different measures of brand knowledge changes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Brand extensions are a popular strategy for firms launching new products in the

marketplace. The attraction of leveraging the brand name via extensions is powerful. For

example, using an established brand name can substantially reduce the initial investment in

an extension and increase the probability of success. However, when considering an

extension strategy, it is necessary to realize that brand extensions not only benefit from the

existing parent brand, but can also change consumer's perceptions of the parent brand. A

brand extension can reinforce the desirable brand associations, but can also convey

information that is incongruent with the parent and therefore diminish the value of the

brand.

For example, when Sunkist, a brand strongly associated with oranges, good health

and vitality, introduced Sunkist Vitamin C tablets, it reinforced valuable existing

associations. This is because Sunkist Vitamin C tablets are strongly associated with health

and vitality. However, another extension, Sunkist Fruit Rolls (a candy) might hurt the

Sunkist health associations. A candy might be perceived as not that healthy, and thus

incongruent with Sunkist's health associations. Thus, a key consideration when developing

and launching a brand extension should be the possible effects of the extension on

consumers' perceptions of the parent brand. In Aaker's (1990, p47) words,

Because the extension can dramatically affect a key strategic asset, both in its original setting
and in the new context, the wrong extension decision can be strategically damaging.

Despite the importance of understanding the impact of brand extensions on the

parent, most previous research has focused on how consumers evaluate the extension in

relation to the parent rather than the parent in relation to the extension (Aaker and Keller
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1990; Chakravarti, Maclnnis and Nakamoto 1990, Minnesota Consumer Behavior Seminar

1987; Park, Jaworski, Mclnnis 1986; Park, Milberg and Lawson 1991; Reddy, Holak and

Bhat 1994; Tauber 1981). Historically, brand knowledge has been considered as a factor

moderating extension evaluation (Boush and Loken 1991; Broniarczyk and Alba 1994;

Dacin and Smith 1994), and less attention has been paid to the parent brand changes in

response to extensions. Recently some researchers have indeed shifted from focusing on

brand extensions to focusing on brand extensions' effects on their parent brands (Ahluwalia

and Gurhan-Canli 2000, Gurhan-Canli and Maheswaran 1998; Loken and Roedder John

1993; Park, McCarthy and Milberg 1993; Roedder John, Loken and Joiner 1998; Romeo

1991; Sullivan, 1990). However, a major problem with understanding the collective impact

of these studies is that they have each used different measures of brand knowledge and

different conceptualizations of the incongruity between the brand and its extension. This

makes it difficult to compare results. Moreover, these studies have provided conflicting

empirical evidence regarding what level of incongruity between the extension and its brand

facilitates changes in response to the extension. it is not clear whether the extension's

effect on the brand structure is stronger when the extension is more similar or less similar to

the brand. A more distant extension might cause more changes because it provides the

consumer with more information that is incongruent with parent brand. On the other hand,

a less distant extension might cause more changes because it is more representative of the

brand, and thus carries information that is more relevant to the brand than distant

extensions do. For example, Neutrogena, a brand strongly associated with gentleness and

high quality might launch two extensions: one is low on gentleness and another is low on

gentleness and quality. Which of these extensions will cause more changes? The extension
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that is low on gentleness might only cause more changes because it is more typical of the

brand, whereas the extension that is low on gentleness and quality might cause more

changes because it carries more information incongruent with the parent brand.

In addition, previous researchers have also reported opposite findings regarding the

conditions under which one or the other result is expected. For example, Loken and

Roedder John (1993) found that less incongruent extensions caused more changes than

more incongruent extensions did when consumers were encouraged to elaborate on the

brand extension's typicality. In contrast, Gurhan-Canli and Maheswaran (1998) found the

same effect when consumers were not given the encouragement to elaborate. Thus, there is

no clarity about the conditions under which one or the other result is expected.

This dissertation is motivated by the need to understand the mechanism of brand

knowledge changes in response to incongruent information presented by extensions. Its

purpose is to extend the emerging literature by developing and testing a framework that

integrates competing theoretical views and reconciles conflicting empirical evidence. In

addition, it aims to contribute to an understanding of brand knowledge structural variables

that are susceptible to changes in response to incongruent information, and of alternative

ways in which incongruity between the brand and its extension can be operationalized.

More specifically, the aim of this research is to clarify the conditions under which

different levels of information incongruity between the parent brand and extension will

10



facilitate structural brand knowledge changes. The central argument developed is that

conflicting evidence from previous studies can be reconciled if one allows for:

1) The effect of alternative types of incongruent information processing;

2) The influence of different types of incongruity between the parent brand and brand

extension;

3) The effect of the measures used to capture the brand knowledge.

Each of these propositions is addressed and explained more fully in the body of this

dissertation.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The purpose of Chapter 2 is to review the issues and research related to brand

knowledge changes in response to incongruent information. It will also summarize the

limitations of previous studies, and provide background theoretical information that will

help to address these limitations. It is structured in the following way: Section 1 considers

alternative models of brand knowledge and different measures of brand knowledge changes

proposed by each model. It also analyzes the different ways in which incongruity between

the brand and extension can be operationalized. Section 2 describes two alternative

perspectives on how brand knowledge changes in response to incongruent information and

empirical studies supporting each of these perspectives. Section 3 provides an overall

assessment of the literature.
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2.1 The Cognitive Structure of Brand Knowledge:
variables capturing changes; incongruity between the brand and extension

The goal of this dissertation is to reconcile competing theoretical predictions and

conflicting empirical evidence regarding the complex issue of brand knowledge changes in

response to an increasing magnitude of information incongruity presented by brand

extensions. Reconciling previous research requires answering three questions:

1) What is the cognitive structure of brand knowledge?

2) What changes might occur to this structure when incongruent information is incorporated?

3) To what extent and in what way is the new information incongruous with existing

knowledge?

The answers to the second and the third questions are more directly related to the goal

of this dissertation, but it is impossible to begin answering them without answering the first

question. This chapter considers three alternative approaches to modelling the cognitive

structure of brand knowledge: the associative network approach (Keller, 1993), the

categorization approach (Loken and Ward 1990; Park, Lawson, and Milberg, 1989; Sujan

and Dekieva 1987), and the schematic approach (Crocker 1984; Meyers-Levy and Tybout

1989). A list of research using each of these approaches is presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Approaches Used to Model the Structure of Brand Knowledge

Associative	 Categorization	 Schematic
Network

Quillian (1966)	 Rosch, 1973;1978	 Meyers-Levy and
Collins and Loftus, 1975 Rosch and Mervis, 1975 	 Tybout, 1989
Anderson, 1983	 Mervis and Rosch, 1981	 Crocker 1984
Keller 1993	 Barsalou, 1983;1985	 Crocker, Fiske, and
Farquhar and Herr 1993 Sujan, Dekleva, 1987; 	 Taylor 1984

Park, Lawson and Milberg 1989; 	 Rumelhart and Norman
Lokenand Ward 1990	 1978

13



Because each model offers a different view of the cognitive structure of brand

knowledge, each proposes its own list of variables that might change in response to

incongruent information, and its own set of dimensions along which incongruity between

the brand and extension should be conceptualized. Rather than arguing that one model is

superior to the others, this dissertation argues that each of the models emphasizes different

aspects of brand knowledge development and performance. As a result, I will draw upon

all three models when examining the ways in which a brand extension can affect a

consumer's knowledge structure regarding the brand.

Broadly speaking, brand knowledge has been defined in terms of two components:

brand awareness and brand image. Brand awareness relates to brand recall and recognition

by consumers. Brand image refers to the set of associations linked to the brand that

consumers hold in memory (Keller 1993, p.2). While brand awareness is certainly essential

to the success of a brand, this dissertation focuses on the cognitive structure of brand

knowledge - that is, what associations people make with a brand once they are aware of it.

This cognitive structure has been viewed as a "brand image" component of brand

knowledge (Roedder John, Loken and Joiner 1988).

The next three sub-sections consider each of the three approaches to model brand

knowledge and summarize the different measures of brand knowledge changes and

operationalizations of extension incongruity.
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2.1.1 Brand as an Associative Semantic Network

Studies of brand knowledge as an associative semantic memory network are based

on Anderson (1983), Collins and Loftus (1975) and Quillian (1966). This model views

cognitive structure as a set of nodes and links. Nodes store information, and are connected

by links (associations) that vary in strength. Semantic memory operates due to a

"spreading activation" process (Collins and Loftus 1975). A node becomes a potential

source of activation for other nodes, either when external information is being encoded or

when internal information is retrieved from long-term memory. Activation can spread from

this node to other linked nodes in memory. When the activation of another node exceeds

some threshold level, the information contained in that node is recalled. Thus, the strength

of association between the activated node and all linked nodes determines the extent of this

"spreading activation" and the particular information that can be retrieved from the

memory.

Consistent with an associative network memory model, Keller (1993)

conceptualizes brand knowledge as consisting of a brand node in the memory to which a

variety of associations are linked. For example, when considering a soft drink purchase, a

consumer may think of Pepsi because of its strong association with the soft drink product

category. Consumer knowledge most strongly linked to Pepsi should also then come to

mind, such as perceptions of its taste, sugar and caffeine content, or even recalled images

from advertising campaigns or past product experiences.
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In his further conceptualization of brand knowledge, Keller (1993) adjusts

Anderson's model to make it more convenient for the analysis of consumer responses to

brands. Keller (1993) focuses his attention on those characteristics of brand associations

that are most important in determining different consumer response to brands. These

characteristics are: favorability, strength, and uniqueness. In addition, Keller introduces a

hierarchical classification of the types of brand associations in order to support the idea that

brand attitude is the most global association, which incorporates all other associations.

According to Keller's conceptualization, brand associations differ by their level of

abstraction - that is, by how much information is summarized or subsumed by the

association. Along this dimension, they can be classified into three major categories of

increasing scope: attributes, benefits and attitudes. Attributes are those descriptive features

that characterize a product or service. For example, consumers might think that Pepsi is

sweet and cold. Benefits are the personal values that consumers attach to the attribute of

the product or service - that is, what consumers think the product or service can do for

them. For example, a consumer might choose Pepsi because it makes him "feel young and

active." Brand attitudes are defined as consumers' overall evaluations of a brand. For

example, a consumer might like Pepsi overall and feel that it is a good product. A widely

accepted approach to measuring attitudes is based on a multiattribute formulation in which

brand attitudes are a function of the associated attributes and benefits that are salient of the

brand (Fishbein and Ajzen 1975; Ajzen and Fishbein 1980). For example, a consumer's

attitude toward Pepsi might be a summary evaluation of how sweet and cold it is, plus how

16



young and active it makes the consumer feel. According to Keller's conceptualization,

attitudes are the most comprehensive aggregated structural variable of brand knowledge.

What brand knowled ge changes might occur in response to incon gruent information?

Based on the associative network model, the following changes in brand knowledge

structure might occur in response to a brand extension:

1) the strength of attributes and benefits associated with the brand node;

2) the favorability of the overall attitude towards the brand.

According to this model, changes in attributes and benefits should be reflected in

changes in the overall attitude towards the brand, and this global measure is widely used to

capture the changes in brand knowledge structure in response to new information presented

by an extension (Aaker and Keller 1992; Park, McCarthy, and Milberg 1993; Park,

Milberg, and Lawson 1991; Romeo 1991).

Operationalizations of incongruity between an extension and its brand

Based on the associative network model, incongruity between the extension and its

parent brand can be operationalized along the attributes and benefits dimensions. For

example, the brand can launch an extension that is inconsistent with the price attribute

(Gucci launching low price bags), or it can launch an extension inconsistent with the

benefit (Gucci, a brand with symbolic benefits, launching durable allweather shoes, an

extension that has a functional benefit).

17



To summarize, the associative network model of brand knowledge encourages a

focus on changes in the brand's attributes, beliefs, and overall attitude. These depend on

the favorability of specific brand associations. The incongruity between the brand and its

extension can be operationalized along two dimensions of brand structure: attributes and

benefits.

18



2.1.2 Brand as a Category

Studies of brand knowledge as a category are based on the principles of

categorization developed for two types of categories: natural ("taxonomic") and ad hoc

("goal-derived") categories (Barsalou 1983; 1985; Mervis and Rosch 1981; Rosch 1973,

1978; Rosch and Mervis 1975; Tversky 1977).

Taxonomic categories are those commonly used by members of a culture to classify

phenomena based on their physical characteristics. Goal-derived categories, such as

"things to take from one's home during a fire", are created ad hoc from items related to

goal achievement. Brands are shown to have characteristics of both taxonomic and goal-

derived categories (Loken and Ward 1990; Park, Lawson, and Milberg 1989).

One fundamental premise of the categorization approach is that objects can be

grouped based on their perceived similarity at varying levels of specificity. Rosch (1978,

p.30) defines a category as "a number of objects considered equivalent". Studies of

taxonomic categories suggested that the new members be assigned to categories based on

the similar or shared features between the new category member and other members of the

category. These studies have also developed an understanding of the structural aspects of

the brand, introducing the concepts of hierarchical and graded structure of the category

(Rosch 1978; Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, Boyes-Braem 1976; Rosch and Mervis 1975).

Understanding the hierarchical structure of categories allows researchers to explain

the relationships among different categories. Lower-level categories share features with
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their higher level categories, plus have specific additional features, which make them more

specific than higher level categories. The most abstract (or "superordinate") categories

include several lower level categories (basic level categories), which in turn include several

lowest level (or "subordinate") categories. Members of superordinate categories are

distinguished from one another by some key attributes, but they share a few key features.

For example, furniture is a superordinate category. It includes chairs, tables, and lamps,

objects different from one another on some key attributes but which are all types of

furniture. Chairs, tables and lamps are examples of basic categories. They are called

"basic" because their attributes are thought to provide the greatest discrimination between

categories and because they tend to be most frequently used to categorize both natural and

social objects. For example members of the "chair" category are characterized by common

key attributes (chairs are for sitting on, chairs tend to have four legs, etc.). The lowest level

of the hierarchy of categories is the level of subordinate categories characterized by the

small number of features that discriminate objects within the category and a large number

of features shared by the objects within the category. For example, all chairs (basic level

category) are similar on some key attributes, but a kitchen chair (subordinate level

category) might be discriminated from a living room chair. Table 2 provides examples of

hierarchical category structure (Rosch 1978, p.32).

Table 2: Examples of Taxonomies Used in Basic Object Research

Superordinate	 Basic Level	 Subordinate
Furniture	 Chair	 Kitchen Chair

___________________________ Living room chair
Table	 Kitchen table

_____________________________ Dining room table
Lamp	 Floor lamp

_______________ _________________________ Desk lamp
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In addition to the concept of the hierarchical structure of categories, Rosch (1978)

introduced another important concept - graded category structure. The graded structure of

the category reflects the fact that some members of the category are more representative of

this category than other members are. For example, a robin is more representative of the

"bird" category than a penguin is because a robin shares more features with other members

of this category. Prototypes are the clearest cases of category membership defined

operationally by people's judgment of goodness of membership in the category. Rosch and

Mervis (1975) show that the prototypical members of the category share more attributes

with other members of the category. Thus, studies of the natural categories conducted by

Rosch and colleagues suggested that new members are included in the categories based on

the features of similarity, and developed the two concepts explained in the previous

paragraphs (i.e. the hierarchical and graded structure of category).

The studies of goal-derived categories pioneered by Barsalou (1983; 1985) suggest

that, in contrast to taxonomic categories, the members of goal-derived categories do not

necessarily need to have similar features. Goal-derived categories are formed around a

specific goal. Each member of the category is included in the category because it satisfies

the goal for which the category is formed. For instance, the category "things to take from

home during a fire" might include paintings, document files, jewelry, and/or some items

that have emotional value. Each item is included in the category based on its ability to

contribute to goal achievement (which might be to minimize loss). Items vary by their

ability to contribute to goal achievement. Paintings might be more important for some

people, whist manuscripts are for others.
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The structure of goal-derived categories is governed by ideal concept consistency

(the extent to which each member of the category contributes to the achievement of the

goal around which the category is formed). Concept consistency is a characteristic similar

to the attribute (graded) structure of the taxonomic categories. It reflects how

representative the member is in relation to the category.

The studies of taxonomic and goal-derived categories shed light on the principles of

categorization and structural aspects of the categories. New members are assigned to

taxonomic categories based on their feature similarity with other category members. In

contrast, new members are assigned to goal-derived categories based on their consistency

with the ideal concept around which the category is formed. Both taxonomic and goal-

derived categories have graded structure: some members represent the category better than

the others do, and both are organized in the hierarchies.

Categorization research was applied to studies of brands by Meyers-Levy and

Tybout (1989), Park, Lawson, and Milberg (1989), Loken and Ward (1990), Roedder John,

Loken and Joiner (1998); and Sujan and Dekleva (1987), among others.

Sujan and Dekieva (1987) use Rosch's tests determining the hierarchical structure

of the categories to examine product class, product type, and brands. Meyers-Levy and

Tybout (1989) use Rosch's categorization principles to operationatize incongruity between

the brand and extension. Roedder John, Loken and Joiner (1998) show that consumers

perceive Johnson and Johnson baby shampoo as a prototypical product for the entire brand.
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Park, Lawson, and Milberg (1989) and Loken and Ward (1990) directly investigate

the application of categorization principles to brands and product categories. Park,

Lawson, and Milberg (1989) study the difference in the memory structure of brand names

for functional, symbolic, and usage-based brand concepts. They conclude that the products

of functional and usage-based brands are categorized based on a feature similarity

principle, and thus are similar to taxonomic categories. In contrast, products of symbolic

brands are categorized based on the principle of concept consistency (for example, luxury).

Gucci, for example, produces diverse product types, such as shoes, watches, and bags, but

they are grouped together based on their ability to satisfy/express the need for luxury.

Thus, symbolic brands are similar to goal-derived categories.

Loken and Ward (1990) provide another good example of consumer behavior

research conducted to verify the applicability of categorization principles to a

brand/product category context. Their findings suggest that product categories have both

goal-derived and taxonomic properties, since both goal-derived measures (ideals and

attribute structure) and taxonomic measures (feature similarity) significantly predicted

typicality across all product categories.

Taken together, these findings illustrate that principles of categorization are

applicable to brands. Some brands are structured taxonomically (functional brands, such as

Sony, for example), while others are structured according to goal-derived categories

(symbolic brands, such as Gucci, for example). The structural variables advanced by
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categorization theory can be used for the analysis of brand knowledge changes and for

operationalizing incongruity between the brand and its extension.

What brand knowled2e chan2es mi2ht occur in response to incongruent information?

Considering a brand as a category provides sound guidelines for measuring brand

knowledge changes. According to this perspective the variables that can be used to capture

brand knowledge changes are:

• feature similarity - the degree to which two products' features are similar;

• ideal concept (attribute structure) consistency - the degree to which the product has salient

attributes related to the goals or uses of the brand.

Operationalizations of incongruity

Based on categorization theory, incongruity between an extension and its parent brand

can be operationalized in three ways:

• feature incongruity;

• concept (attribute structure) incongruity;

incongruity along the distance between the categories in the hierarchy of categories.

An example of afeature operationalization of incongruity is provided by Loken and

Roedder John (1993). Imagine that Neutrogena, a brand strongly associated with

gentleness, launches a new extension that is low on gentleness. In this case the extension is

incongruent to its parent brand on the feature of gentleness.

An example of attribute structure incongruity is used in Roedder John, Loken and

Joiner (1998). Johnson and Johnson is a brand strongly associated with gentleness and
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hygiene. Gentleness is more strongly associated with Johnson and Johnson than hygiene is.

Consider two new Johnson and Johnson's products: one is low on gentleness and another is

low on hygiene. The extension that is low on hygiene is less incongruent than an extension

that is low on gentleness because gentleness is more strongly associated with the parent

brand.

Meyers-Levy and Tybout (1989) use an example of incongruity along the distance

between the categories in the hierarchy of categories. They propose that degree of

incongruity can be defined by the ease with which an incongruity can be addressed within

the activated hierarchical structure. Moderate incon gruities can be resolved by moving to

the next lower level of hierarchical structure, because this level is linked directly to the

activated category and accessible with only moderate effort. To illustrate these different

types of incongruity consider Figure 1, which presents a hierarchical structure of brand

knowledge. A structural incongruity with the beverage category might be, a beverage

description including attributes not represented in the beverage category, such as

preservatives. This incongruity could be resolved by activating an alternative category at

the next lower basic level (e.g. soft drink), so it is a moderate incongruity.

Figure 1: Operationalization of Incongruity as the Distance Between Product
Categories

I
soft dnnk

Basic level

(:)
moderate incongruity 	 extreme incongruity

all natural	 diet cola
soft drink



More incon gruent extensions are those that have the features of the categories that

are the same level or above. The incongruity of more extremely incongruent extensions

can not be resolved by invoking a schema at the next lower level in the hierarchy. Instead,

they require a more complex strategy. For example, a beverage description that included

carbonated and all natural would fit neither the soft drink nor the fruit juice basic level

category schema. This more extreme incongruity might be resolved by moving down

multiple levels. The resolution of such an incongruity is made effortful by the absence of a

match at the level immediately below the activated category. Thus, categorization theory

provides several possible operationalizations of incongruity between an extension and its

brand: feature incongruity, concept (attribute structure) incongruity, and incongruity along

the category distance.

To summarize, in addition to the hierarchical description of brand associations

developed by the associative network theory, categorization theory provtdes some insights

regarding the principles of grouping specific associations and the structural organization of

the brands. It suggests a feature similarity categorization principle for functional brands,

and concept consistency principle for symbolic brands. It also emphasizes two structural

aspects of the brands as categories: the hierarchical and the graded dimensions.

The next section addresses schema theory perspective on the brand knowledge changes.
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2.1.3 Brand as a Schema

In contrast to the associative network and categorization theory approaches, schema

theory is concerned primarily with the application of prior knowledge to the understanding

of new information. It encourages a focus on changes in all of the structural variables

advanced by the associative network and categorization approaches, and proposes some

additional types of measures of changes. In addition to possible dimensions of incongruity

between the brand and extension considered by categorization theory, schema theory

suggests that incongruity can be operationalized along the constraint values of the schema

variables.

While categorization theory describes how we classify and identify individual

instances as members of larger familiar groupings, schematic processes describe how

generic prior knowledge applies to the understanding of new information. According to

Fiske and Taylor (1984), social schema research picks up where categorization research

leaves off. In its essence, categorization research is more concerned with the classification

of instances, while schema research is more concerned with the application of organized

generic prior knowledge to the understanding of new information (Fiske and Taylor 1984,

plY!).

The notion of schemata is introduced by Bartlett's (1932) studies of memory.

Bartlett makes use of schemata to explain why it is that, in understanding and remembering

stories, people tend to reconstruct the story to fit with expectations based on their prior

knowledge and past experience. Crocker (1984) applies this to brands, and Meyers-Levy
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and Tybout (1989) develop these concepts further. The notion of schema is relatively well-

developed in contemporary cognitive and social psychology (Crocker, Fiske, and Taylor

1984; Fiske and Linvill 1980; Rumelhart arid Ortony 1978; Rumelhart and Norman 1978;

Taylor and Crocker 1981).

Schemata consist of structured groups of concepts which constitute the generic

knowledge about events, scenarios action, or objects that has been acquired from past

experience (Eysenk and Keanne 1990, p.3 16).

Crocker, Fiske, and Taylor (1984) define a schema as "an abstract or generic

knowledge structure, stored in memory, that specifies the defining features and relevant

attributes of some stimulus domain, and the interrelations among those attributes". A

schema can represent any kind of knowledge, from simple knowledge of, for example, the

shape of Coca-Cola's bottle, to more complex knowledge of topics like the performance of

particular fabrics in specific products [100% wool is not good for socks (warm, but not

durable), whereas it is good for blankets].

The structural features of schema are specified by Rumelhart and Norman (1978)

and Crocker and Fiske (1984). Crocker (1984) applies them to consumer behavior context.

These researchers describe the following structural features of schema:

1. A schema has variables;

2. Variables have constraint values;

3. Variables have interrelations;
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4. A schema has vertical and horizontal structure;

5. A schema may include particular instantiations of the schema.

1. A schema has variables

A schema specifies the relevant attributes of some stimulus domain. Those

attributes are called variables (Rumelhart and Norman, 1978). For example, Fructis,

L'Oreal's line of shampoos and conditioners, can be described along the following relevant

attributes: scent, country of origin, colour of packaging, special benefits. All of these

attribute dimensions are variables describing the Fructis brand.

2. Variables have default values

The most widely agreed upon feature of schemas is that there are "expected" or

"default" values associated with the schema's variables (Minsky 1975; Rumelhart &

Norman 1978; Rumeihart & Ortony 1977; Schank & Abelson 1977; Taylor & Crocker

1981). When a schema is incompletely instantiated, the schema encourages consumers to

fill in missing information with default values. When someone mentions Fructis, the

default values of the attributes describing this brand come to mind: a specific good scent,

French country of origin, green color of bottle, special effects improving hair health.

3. Variables have constraint values

Variables have a specified range of possible values that they can assume. Not every

instantiation will match exactly the default values for the variables, but there are constraints

or limits on what values are acceptable (Rumelhart & Norman, 1978). If Fructis launches

extensions, there are certain constraints on the variance of typical attributes that would

allow an extension to be perceived as still Fructis. For example, the typical scent, or the
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color of the bottle might vary only within certain limits. If the bottle is in a different shade

of green it will probably still be perceived as Fructis, but if it is in black it is less likely to

be perceived as being a legitimate member of the Fructis schema.

4. Variables have interrelations

Schema theory also specifies how variables are related to one another. Variables

may be related in time (Schank & Abelson, 1977), in space (Minsky, 1975), they may be

correlated (Medin, Altom, Edelson, & Freko, 1982), or they may be causally related (Read

1983; Schank & Abelson 1977). For Fructis, the scent is related in time to healthy look of

the hair. Scent comes first, healthy look of the hair comes second, after application.

5. A schema has vertical and horizontal structure

A schema includes information that has two types of structure. Vertical structure

refers to the number of levels of abstraction contained in the schema. At the most abstract

level is a generic concept that has typical features and relevant attributes. At the most

abstract level the constraint values associated with the variables may accept a wide range of

values. A schema with vertical structure will have more specific levels within it and the

number of levels of abstraction may vary from schema to schema (Cantor & Mischel 1979;

Rosch 1978; Schank & Abelson 1977). For example, one of the typical features of the

Fructis brand is "promotes a healthy look". At the most abstract level this variable might

accept a wide range of values "for all types of hair". At the lower level, different products

accept only a sub-set range of values on this attribute "for fine hair" or "for normal hair".
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Horizontal structure refers to the number of different subcategories at any given

level of abstraction. The range of values on the type of hair includes several different sub-

categories, such as "for fine hair" or "for normal hair," etc.

6. A schema may include particular instantiations of the schema

The most specific level of a schema may consist of specific instances or exemplars

of the schema. Generally, the instances that are stored with the schema will be "good

examples" of the schema, with instantiations of variables that are close to the default values

for the schema. For example, Fructis has a specific trapezoid shape of the bottle as a

default value. Most Fructis shampoos and conditioners have this shape of this bottle.

However, Fructis deep conditioner has a different shape of the bottle. It is a specific and

less typical instance of the Fructis brand schema.

What changes might occur in response to incongruent information?

Schema theory is specifically relevant to research on the development of the

cognitive representation of knowledge in response to new information because it provides

comprehensive guidance for the analysis of possible structural changes which might occur

with every individual structural variable described above:

a) variables can be added to/dropped from a schema, or the strength of individual variable

associations with the schema might be changed;

b) the constraint and default values associated with variables can change;

c) the horizontal structure of the schema can change;

d) the particular instances associated with the schema can change.
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Operationalizations of incon2ruity

Based on a schema theory perception of brand knowledge structure, a new extension

can be incongruent with the parent brand on the following dimensions:

1) default values;

2) vertical and horizontal structure;

3) constraint values associated with the schema;

Overall, schema theory includes recognition of the changes considered by other

theories. An additional contribution of schema theory is that, in contrast to other theories, it

draws attention to the changes in the schema when the new information is incorporated.
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2.1.4 Summary of Different Perspectives on Brand Knowledge Structure

Overall: what brand knowfedte chan2es mi2ht occur in res ponse to an incongruent
extension?

The previous sections considered three main perspectives on the cognitive structure

of brand knowledge. Each of these perspectives provides valuable insights, and it is useful

to consider these approaches as complementary. Different theories have provided different

definitions of the structural variables of brand knowledge susceptible to changes. These

theories are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3: Measures Capturing Changes in the Cognitive Brand Structure

Measures capturing Associative Network	 Categorization Theory 	 Schema Theory
changes___________________ _____________________ ________________
Ratings of associations	 Attributes

e.g Fructis is a brand	 Feature similarity	 Variables
strongly associated with 	 Default values
mild mixed fruit smell
Benefits
e.g Fructis makes your
hairshiny	 ________________________ ___________________

Attribute (Graded)	 Horizontal
Structure/Ideal Concept 	 Structure
Consistency
e.g. apple smell is a better
representative of Fructis
brand than mixed fruit

___________________________ __________________________ smell	 ______________________
Overall evaluation of the Overall attitude towards
brand	 the brand

e.g Fructis produces
_______________________ inferior quality products ________________________ ___________________
Subtyping task ( group	 Hierarchical structure	 Vertical structure
an extension together 	 e.g. hair products ( the
with other members of 	 same superordinate
the brand or separately)	 category) are more
and the type of thoughts	 associated with Fructis
generated	 brand than bath products

are (different superordinate
________________________ ________________________ category) 	 ____________________
Measures of acceptable	 Constraint values
variance of specific	 e.g. Fructis is a
associations	 brand associated

with a mixed fruity
scent, it is not
associated with a
smell of any

_____________________ ____________________ ______________________ individual fruit
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Often alternative approaches describe the same changes using different terminology.

Changes in the attributes and benefits considered by associative network theory are

concepts similar to changes in the features defining categories considered by the

categorization theory, and changes in default values of variables considered by schema

theory. For example, consider Fructis, a brand strongly associated with mild mixed fruit

smell. If a new extension with a perfumed smell is launched, the strength of the "mild

mixed fruit smell" association might be decreased. Consumers also believe that Fructis

makes the hair easy to comb (special benefit associated with the brand). It might be that

consumers attribute this special benefit to the presence of fruity acids in Fructis formula

that is reflected in the fruit smell. In this case, the new extension with perfumed scent

might dilute the valuable association of making the hair easy to comb.

Changes in the attribute structure/ideal concept, a measure proposed by

categorization theory, is the same concept as changes in the horizontal structure presented

by schema theory. For example, if Fructis launched multiple extensions with apple scent

(soap, shower gel, shampoo), over time the brand name might become more associated with

the apple scent than with the mild mixed fruit that it is currently strongly associated with.

In this case the graded structure of the brand will be changed and the products with an

apple scent will become more typical of the brand than the products with mixed fruit smell.

Despite some similar terms, there are also some measures of brand knowledge

changes that are unique to each theory of brand knowledge. Overall attitude towards the

brand is a measure of changes that have been uniquely advanced based on associative
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network theory. For example, currently consumers consider Fructis products to be good

quality. If the brand launches an extension that does not satisfy the consumer expectations

in terms of quality, the overall attitude toward the brand products might become more

negative.

Changes in the constraint values is a unique measure of changes proposed by

schema theory. For example, Fructis is associated with a mixed fruity scent, and is not

associated with the smell of any single fruit. If this brand launches an apple-scented

extension it may gradually change the brand's association with mixed fruity scent. These

gradual changes might be captured by changes in constraint values. The acceptable

variance of the mixed fruit association might increase.

Taken together, these measures provide a comprehensive list of variables

susceptible to changes. The changes of cognitive brand knowledge structure might occur

in:

1) strength of attributes, benefits, features, and default values of variables associated with the

brand; attribute/ideal conceptlhorizontal structure - measured as ratings of the attributes

describing the brand;

2) overall attitude towards the brand - measured as overall evaluation of the brand;

3) vertical structure of the brand - measured by means of sub-typing task (whether or not an

extension is perceived as a member of the parent brand);

4) constraint values - measured as acceptable variance of specific associations;
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Overall: alternative operationalizations of inconttruity between the extension and its

brand

The earlier analysis of different approaches towards the cognitive structure of brand

knowledge demonstrated not only that brand knowledge changes can be measured

differently, but also that incongruity is a multidimensional concept, and thus can be

operationalized in different ways. Different operationalizations of incongruity are

summarized in Table 4.

Table 4: Operationalizations of Incongruity

Operationalizations\ Associative	 Categorization	 Schema Theory
Dimensions Network 	 Theory	 ____________________
Number of associations Attributes 	 Features	 Variables
inconsistentwith the	 ______________ ____________________ Default values
brand	 Benefits
Or degree of association
inconsistency with the
brand_____________ ___________________ ________________________
Degree of attribute	 Constraint values
incongruity on values
specifiedby schema	 _____________ __________________ _______________________
Degree of category	 Vertical structure 	 Vertical structure
closeness to the parent
brandcategory	 _____________ __________________ _______________________
Equal changes in the 	 Attribute Structurel	 Horizontal structure
products/attributes with	 Ideal Concept
different status in the	 Consistency /Graded
brand's graded structure _____________ structure	 ________________________

As the table shows, incongruity between the brand and its extension can be

operationalized along a number of different structural dimensions:

1) Attributes, benefits, features, and default values of variables - operationalized as number of

attributes inconsistent with brand attributes or the degree of incongruity on a certain

association;
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2) Constraint values - operationalized as degree of attribute incongruity on values specified by

schema;

3) Vertical Structure incongruity- operationalized as degree of category relatedness to the

parent brand category;

4) Attribute structure/ideal concept/horizontal structure incongruity - operationalized as equal

changes in the products/attributes with different status in the brand's graded structure.

To illustrate how the different operationalizations of incongruity apply to a brand,

consider the Fructis brand. Different operationalizations of incongruity are summarized in

Table 5 and described in more detail below. Consider incongruity defined as the number of

attributes. Imagine that Fructis, a brand strongly associated with gentleness and high

quality, launches two new extensions. One extension is not gentle, and another in not

gentle and low on quality. In this case an extension low only on gentleness is less

incongruent with its parent brand than the extension low on both gentleness and quality,

because it has fewer incongruent attributes.

Now consider incongruity operationalized as a degree of attribute incongruity.

Fructis, a brand strongly associated with high gentleness, launches two new extensions.

One extension is moderately gentle and another is not gentle at all. The not gentle

extension will be more incongruent than the extension that is moderate on gentleness

because the degree of attribute incongruity is higher.

Incongruity can also be operationalized along the dimension of category

relatedness. Fructis is a brand strongly associated with shampoos and conditioners. If it
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launches two new extensions, styling gel for hair and bath oil, the former extension will be

less incongruent than the latter. This is because the former extension is in the same

superordinate category (products for hair), while the latter is in more distant superordinate

category (health and beauty products).

As a final example, consider incongruity operationalized along the graded structure

of the category. Fructis is strongly associated with the gentleness provided by fruit acids in

its fonnula. The specific fruity scent strongly associated with all Fructis products provides

evidence for the fruit acids in the formula, and consequently for the gentleness of Fructis

products. Fructis is also associated with a particular trapezoid shape of the bottle. The

association with gentleness and fruity smell is stronger and has a higher status in the graded

structure of the Fructis brand category than the association with the trapezoid shape of the

bottle. Consider two new Fructis extensions in the shampoo product category: one is in the

typical Fructis trapezoid bottle, but with a different (non-fruity, more cosmetic) scent, and

another is in the different bottle, but with the same scent. The extension in the same bottle,

but with a different scent will be more incongruent to the parent brand than the extension in

the different bottle but with the same scent. This is because the fruit scent is a more

important attribute of Fructis' graded structure than the shape of the bottle. Table 5

summarizes the examples described above.
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Table 5: Examples of Alternative Types of Incongruity Operationaliation

Operationalizations Less incongruent Extension More Incongruent Extension
OfIncongruity	 _______________________ _________________________________
Number of	 Shampoo not gentle 	 Shampoo not gentle and low on quality
associations
inconsistent with the
brand_________________________ ____________________________________
Or degree of	 Shampoo moderate on	 Shampoo not gentle
association	 gentleness
inconsistency with
thebrand	 _________________________ ____________________________________
Degree of category	 Styling gel	 Bath Oil
closeness to the
parent brand
category__________________________ _____________________________________
Equal changes in the Shampoo	 Shampoo
products/attributes 	 Non Trapezoid bottle	 Non fruity scent
with different status 	 Fruity scent	 Trapezoid bottle
in the brand's graded
structure____________________________ _________________________________________

In sum, this section considered three different theoretical perspectives on the

structure of brand knowledge. Drawing upon these perspectives, it provided a list of

theoretically driven measures of brand knowledge changes and possible operationalizations

of incongruity between the brand and its extension. It demonstrated that, due to the

existence of alternative models of brand knowledge, different measures of brand knowledge

were generated. Some of these measures used different terminology to reflect similar brand

knowledge changes. Other measures are unique and capture specific changes. In addition,

it was shown that incongruity between the brand and extension is a multidimensional

concept and can be operationalized in a number of different ways along several structural

dimensions of brand knowledge.
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Thus, this section addressed two unresolved issues regarding cognitive brand

knowledge changes in response to incongruent information presented by brand extensions:

how the changes can be captured, and how incongruity between the brand and extension

can be operationalized. The next section will address a third unresolved issue - how

incongruent information affects brand knowledge changes. It will describe theoretical

perspectives leading to alternative predictions and discuss conflicting empirical evidence.
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2.2 The Mechanism of Brand Knowledge Changes in Response to Incongruent
Information: Competing Theoretical Predictions and Conflicting Empirical
Evidence

This dissertation focuses on brand knowledge changes in response to incongruent

information. The previous section considered possible brand knowledge changes and

alternative operationalizations of incongruity between the brand and extension. This

section discusses ii incongruent extensions cause brand knowledge changes. The key

question for this section is how the cognitive structure of brand knowledge responds to

increasing extension incongruity.

There are two alternative perspectives on this issue. One perspective predicts that

more incongruent extensions will cause stronger changes. I refer to this as the

"bookkeeping theory" perspective, using the name of one the most influential theories

proposing this perspective. The other perspective makes the opposite prediction: that

incongruent extensions will cause stronger changes. I refer to this as the "typicality-based

theory" perspective, using the name of the most influential theory proposing this

perspective.

The analysis of theoretical models and principles underlying the alternative

perspectives suggests that the "bookkeeping theory" perspective is more concerned with the

evaluation of the extensions' information on its own: the amount of incongruent

information is the critical issue defining the magnitude of brand knowledge change. The

"typicality-based theory" perspective is more concerned with the relationships between the

extension and its parent brand: the closeness of the extension determines how much the
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consumer should weigh the incongruent information presented by this extension, and thus

how much the brand knowledge should change. As a result, these two perspectives predict

opposite patterns of brand knowledge changes in response to increasing magnitude of an

extension's incongruity.
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2.2.1 Competing Theoretical Perspectives on Brand Knowledge Changes

This subsection considers theories supporting the "bookkeeping theory" perspective

and the "typicality-based" perspective. For each perspective, two types of theories are

discussed: cognitive principles and models of brand knowledge changes. Cognitive

principles consider cognitive processes underlying schema changes. They predict hQ

much brand knowledge changes in response to a certain degree of stimuli incongruity.

Models of changes describe the possible schema changes in response to a specific type of

incongruent information. They predict what tvt)e of incongruent information would cause

stronger changes.

For each perspective firstly, principles regarding cognitive processes underlying

schema changes are discussed; secondly, models of changes are described. In addition, the

type of extension's information evaluation underlying the extensions' evaluation under

each perspective is considered. For convenience, the brand knowledge structure will be

referred to as brand schema, since schema theory addresses cognitive structure

development more directly than other theories do.

The key point of disagreement among the competing cognitive principles is the

contingency between the degree of incongruity between the parent schema/category and the

magnitude of changes in the parent structure. Each model builds on a particular cognitive

principles. Therefore the models reflect this disagreement as well. These theories are

summarized in Table 6.
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Table 6: Summary of Cognitive Principles and Models of Cognitive Brand Structure
Changes

Maximum changes will The Least Incongruent Stimuli	 The Most Incongruent Stimuli
becaused by	 __________________________ ___________________________
Cognitive Principles	 Schematic "fit"; Typicality-based Assimilation - Accommodation
Models of changes	 Subtyping	 Bookkeeping, Conversion
Processing of	 Relationships between an 	 Extension's information on its
extension's information extension and its brand are 	 own is emphasized: algebraic

emphasized: category based and	 piecemeal or item-specific
thoughtful piecemeal or relational processing

_____________________ processing	 _______________________________

Consider the following example. Imagine that Neutrogena, a brand strongly associated

with quality and mildness, has launched three new extensions, all in the shampoo category.

One shampoo is low on mildness and quality, another is low on quality only, and the last

one is a revolutionary miracle anti-baldness shampoo (mildness and quality are average)

(Figure 2). Which of these shampoos will have the most drastic effect on consumer

perceptions of Neutrogena? Because each of these extensions is incongruent with the

parent brand in different ways and to different degrees, different cognitive principles and

models of schema changes provide alternative predictions. They will be discussed in two

subsequent subsections.

Figure 2: Neutrogena Extensions

Neutrogena
(soap, mild, high quality)

Shampoo
	

Shampoo
	

Anti-Baldness Shampoo
low on mildness
	 low on mildness and quality average mildness

average quality	 and quality
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2.2.1.1 The "Bookkeeping Theory " Perspective

This section considers the mechanism of brand knowledge changes under the

bookkeeping theory perspective. Firstly, the principles regarding cognitive processes

underlying schema changes are discussed; secondly, models of changes are described, and

thirdly a potential moderating factor affecting the process of brand knowledge changes, the

type of information processing underlying extension's evaluation is considered.

One cognitive principle and two models of schema changes are grouped under the

"bookkeeping theory" perspective. This perspective predicts that more incongruent

extensions will cause stronger schema changes. As far as the extension's information

evaluation under bookkeeping theory perspective is concerned, it emphasizes the evaluation

of the extension's information on its own as opposed to evaluating the relationships

between the brand and extension.

Cognitive principles underlying brand knowledge changes

Brand knowledge responses to inconsistent information can be described by the

assimilation and accommodation processes articulated by Piaget (Flavell 1963; Inhelder

and Piaget 1958; Rumelhart and Norman 1972). Assimilation refers to adapting

perceptions of the stimulus to fit the perceiver's schema. For example, suppose Neutrogena

- a brand known for being good for the skin - launches a line of bottled water. A consumer

may adopt his/her perception of this new product by emphasizing the fact that the water is

good for the skin.
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In contrast, accommodation refers to modifying or altering the schema rather than

the perceptions of stimulus in response to the demands of the environment. For example,

the bottled water considered in the example above might make the consumer change the

existing schema of Neutrogena. Currently Neutrogena is associated with cosmetic products

that are good for skin. If a bottled water extension is launched, the consumer may think

that Neutrogena is a brand producing not only products for healthy skin, but also products

that good for health in general. However, when a consumer tries to assimilate schema-

inconsistent information into the schema, the schema is likely to resist change. Schema

change occurs only when the perceiver successfully accommodates the schema to the

inconsistent information. According to Piaget, assimilation and accommodation often

occur concurrently as the person adapts to the environment.

The principles of assimilation - accommodation predict that the more inconsistent

the stimulus is, the more the parent knowledge structure will change, because the process of

changes depends on the intensity and amount of stimuli incongruity'. These principles

provide support for two models of schema changes - the bookkeeping and conversion

models, which describe schema changes in response to a specific type of incongruent

information. These models are proposed by Rothbart (1981), who examined how

stereotypes change in response to new information. However, these models can also be

applied to changes in schemas other than stereotypes.
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Models of brand knowledge changes

Bookkeeping and conversion models are similar in spirit: they both are supported by

assimilation - accommodation principles, and they both focus primarily on the evaluation

of the extension's information on its own rather than on the evaluation of the relationships

between the extension and its parent brand. As a result, they both predict that the more

incongruent extension will cause stronger schema changes. However, the models do differ

with regard to their conception of incongruity: the bookkeeping model emphasizes the

number of incongruent attributes in the extension, while the conversion model emphasizes

the degree of attribute incongruency with the parent schema.

The bookkeeping model suggests that change occurs gradually. Each time an

incongruent instance is encountered the default values for the schema are adjusted.

According to this view, schema revision is a gradual incremental process of minor

adjustments or "tuning" in response to each new piece of information (Rumelhart and

Norman 1978). For the Neutrogena brand example, the bookkeeping model would predict

that the strongest schema changes will be caused by an extension that has more inconsistent

attributes because the changes are additive: the shampoo low on two attributes (quality and

mildness) will adjust Neutrogena's default values (high expectations of quality and

mildness) more than the shampoo low on only one attribute. As a result, Neutrogena might

become associated with moderate quality and moderate mildness.

The second model, called the conversion model, involves sudden "all-or-none"

change. According to the conversion model, instances that are only slightly or moderately
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incongruent with the schema are assimilated into the schema, and the schema therefore

does not accommodate in response to them. In contrast to the bookkeeping model, only

salient, dramatically incongruent instances produce sudden schema revision. When such an

instance is encountered, the revision is drastic, similar in spirit to the change that occurs

during a religious conversion. Conversion may involve either major shifts in default values

for variables or the addition or subtraction of variables. However, the horizontal and

vertical structure of the schema remains unaffected by the conversion process. In other

words, the number of levels of abstraction, and the number of subcategories at each level in

the schema remain the same. Rothbart (1981) suggests that, at least with respect to

stereotyping, the conversion model is a more accurate description of schema change than

the bookkeeping model. For Neutrogena, the conversion model would suggest that the

revolutionary anti-baldness shampoo would radically change Neutrogena brand

perceptions. For example, it might completely change the default values (consumers'

expectations of high quality and mildness). Consumers might start thinking of Neutrogena

as a brand that produces innovative anti-baldness treatments. The other extensions, which

are not radically different from the parent brand, will not according to this theory cause

any changes, because they are not strong enough to cause the conversion.

Processing of Extension's Information

The analysis of models and cognitive principles supporting the bookkeeping

perspective suggests that, under this perspective, consumers' evaluation of an extension's

information on its own is emphasized. Two streams of research are useful for

understanding how the evaluation of extension's information happens, one is social
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cognition and categorization theories (Fiske and Paveichak 1986; Sujan 1985), and the

other is information processing and elaboration research (Einstein and Hunt 1980; Hunt,

Reed, and Schultz 1986; Hunt and Einstein 1981; Tversky 1977; Hunt and Seta 1984;

Meyers-Levy 1991; Malaviya, Kisielius, and Sternthal 1996). Both of these perspectives

provide descriptions for what happens cognitively when consumers engage in bookkeeping

processing.

Social cognition research suggests that when new stimuli information is

incorporated in the parent category structure it can be evaluated based on the analysis of

individual elements this is called "piecemeal processing". Piecemeal processing is

characterized by the elemental or "piecemeal" evaluative impressions resulting from the

combination (sum or average) of the evaluations of isolated attributes. For example, people

sometimes make sense of other people or objects by focusing on the others' or objects' own

particular individuating characteristics, forming impressions based on the attributes that go

beyond category membership. An example of piecemeal-type processing is a consumer

looking for a specific smell in perfume, for example non-flowery smell, evaluating different

brands of perfume based on this attribute. He or she will be comparing different products

in relation to flowery smell, as opposed to comparing them in relations to the other products

produced by the same brand. In this case the consumer will be focused on the individuating

characteristics of perfumes he/she tries.

More specifically, algebraic piecemeal processing (Fiske and Pavelchak 1986)

describes the information processing that underlies the bookkeeping pattern of brand
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knowledge changes. Algebraic piecemeal processing occurs when a set of attributes does

not fit a prior category. In this case, people may average or sum the affect tags of all the

attributes to arrive at an overall evaluation. The perceiver must average or add in some

manner all of the target's particular characteristics in order to arrive to the final assessment.

For example, if a consumer comes across a Mercedes Class A, which is not as expensive,

not as reliable, and not as big as typical Mercedes models, that consumer might focus on

each of these attributes individually and then add up his/her feelings about these attributes

to decide whether or not he likes the model and how this model affects his overall attitude

towards Mercedes brand.

The concept of item-specific information processing, developed in research on

information processing and cognitive elaboration, is similar in many ways to the idea of

algebraic piecemeal processing. Cognitive elaboration is the process of associating new

information with knowledge already stored in memory ( Meyers-Levy 1991). One type of

elaboration, known as item-specific processing, focuses on properties that are distinctive or

unique to a particular stimuli (Eysenck 1979). Item-specific processing is similar to

algebraic piecemeal processing, because they both involve making specific features of a

new stimuli more salient which is corresponding to the extension's evaluation under the

bookkeeping perspective. Thus, algebraic piecemeal processing, emphasizing the

extension's information is a likely explanation for the type of processing underlying the

extension's evaluation under the bookkeeping perspective.
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2.2.1.2 The "Typicality-Based" Perspective

This section considers the mechanism of brand knowledge changes under the

typicality-based perspective. Similar to the previous section, firstly, the principles

regarding cognitive processes underlying schema changes are discussed; secondly, models

of changes are described; and thirdly a potential moderating factor affecting the process of

brand knowledge changes, type of information processing underlying extension's

evaluation, is considered.

In contrast to the "bookkeeping" perspective, the cognitive principles underlying the

"typicality-based" perspective emphasize not the extension on its own but the relationship

between the extension and the parent brand. Furthermore, the models of brand knowledge

changes proposed within this perspective lead to opposite predictions other than the

bookkeeping perspective: slightly inconsistent extensions cause stronger changes in the

parent brand knowledge structure, because these extensions are more representative of the

brand. Extensions that are very different from the parent are, according to this perspective,

so different that they do not influence the cognitive structure of the parent schema.

Cognitive principles

Two similar types of cognitive principles that lead to typicality-based model predictions

regarding the pattern of brand knowledge changes are typicality-based principle developed

within categorization theory and schematic fit principle developed within schema theory.

Typicality-based principle

As explained earlier, the categorization theory perspective argues that categories

have prototypicality (or typicality) "gradients". That is, more typical members of a
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category share more attributes with other category members than less typical members do.

According to a "typicality-based model", the impact or weight given to inconsistent

information about a family brand name depends on whether the inconsistent information

pertains to more or less typical members of the category (Rothbart and Lewis 1988). In

other words, the more that consumers perceive the new brand extension's attributes as

being inconsistent with the attributes of the family brand name, the k they will generalize

the extension's attributes to the family brand name. If information about the brand

extension suggests that the extension is atypical of brands marketed under the family brand

name, then consumers will be less likely to make an inference from the new extension to

the family brand beliefs. Conversely, the more typical the extension, the more it will cause

changes in the parent brand structure.

For the Neutrogena example, a shampoo low on mildness only will cause the

strongest changes in the parent brand knowledge because this extension is the most

representative (typical) of the parent brand. More incongruent extensions (Shampoo low

on both mildness and quality) are less likely to cause strong changes in the parent brand

because they will be perceived as being less representative of the parent brand.

"Schematic Fit" principle

The "schematic fit" principle leads to predictions that are similar to the typicality-

based perspective, but proposes different underlying processes. Fiske (1982) argues that

schematic match determines affective response. "To the extent that an instance is perceived

to fit the schema it will receive the affect linked to that category" (p.6 1). This hypothesis
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was explored in experiments on initiating close relationships, forming impressions of

politicians, and stereotyping students.

The Minnesota Consumer Behavior Seminar (1987) brought Fiske's idea into a

brand-extension evaluation context. It emphasizes that "judgments of similarity of new to

existing products may play an important role in determining the degree to which the

existing brand impressions can be extended to the new products" (p.229). This idea has

had a significant influence on subsequent brand extension studies and the studies on the

extensions' effect on the parent brand (Aaker and Keller 1990; Chakravati, Maclnnis, and

Nakamoto 1990; Loken and Roedder John 1993; Park, Jaworski and Maclnnis 1986; Park,

Milberg, and Lawson 1991; Roedder John, Loken and Joiner 1998; Romeo 1991).

In general, the "fit" principle suggests that it is easier to generalize from one

stimulus to another when stimuli are similar to one another than when they are different.

For the Neutrogena example, the principle of "schematic fit" would predict that the

strongest changes in brand knowledge structure will be caused by the Neutrogena shampoo

low on mildness only. This is because it is the most typical extension and provides the best

schematic fit with Neutrogena family brand. The other extensions - low on both mildness

and quality and the anti-baldness shampoo - may be too different from the parent and so

will cause less strong changes, as there will be more difficulties in generalizing from the

parent brand to these dissimilar stimuli.
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In sum, both the typicality-based principle and the schematic fit principle are similar

in nature. Both emphasize the stimulus' typicality of the parent structure, and both lead to

similar predictions: that the more the consumer perceives the new brand extension's

infonnation as being inconsistent with the brand, the more atypical this extension is of the

parent brand, and thus the less generalizable the inconsistent extension's information is to

the parent brand. These principles support the typicality-based model of cognitive structure

changes, the subtyping model, which describes the pattern of cognitive structure changes.

The model of brand knowledge changes

The "subtyping model" proposes that, in response to incongruent information,

consumers develop subcategories rather than change original cognitive structures (Taylor

1981). According to this model, incongruent information changes the horizontal and

vertical structure of the schema. The schema accommodates the new information by

developing a new subcategory at a more specific level of abstraction. The new subcategory

has many of the defining features of the schema. However, other attributes that had

previously been associated with the entire category are now associated only with some

category members; and a new set of perhaps contradictory attributes is now associated with

the new subcategory. This type of schema change can be visualized as a branching out of

the schema changing from more general, all-encompassing categories to more and more

specific, and smaller subcategories. Taylor (1981) suggests that when stereotypes are

disconfirmed we do not merely discard the stereotype or adjust it on some continuum, but

develop a subcategory for the disconfirming individuals.
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For example, the subtyping model suggests that the revolutionary anti-baldness

Neutrogena shampoo will be subtyped and perceived as an exception, and therefore, will

not change the perceptions of the parent brand. The Neutrogena shampoo low on only one

characteristic (gentleness) will cause the strongest changes in the parent brand because it

has the lowest probability to be subtyped and disregarded (see Figure 3). Thus, according

to subtyping model, the less incongruent extension will cause stronger schema changes than

more incongruent extension.

Figure 3: Subtyping Process

Main Category: Neutrogena Products - Parent brand
Gentle, High Quality

Subtype: Neutrogena Hair Colour - New Extension
Not gentle, High Quality

Extension's Information Processin2

One factor that potentially moderates the pattern of brand knowledge changes is the

type of processing used to understand the extension. In contrast to the bookkeeping-theory

perspective which emphasizes evaluation of the extension's information on its own, the

typicality-based perspective emphasizes evaluation of the extension's information as it

relates to the parent brand.

Similar to the analysis of the extension's information processing under the

bookkeeping perspective, the same two streams of research, social cognition theories and
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information processing theories are useful for understanding how the extension's evaluation

happens under the typicality-based perspective.

Social cognition research suggests that there are two types of information

processing that consider the relationships between the parent structure and the new stimuli,

and thus which might be useful for understanding the cognitive processes behind the

typicality-based perspective. These two types of processing are category based and

thoughtful piecemeal processing.

Category-based processing is characterized by holistic evaluative impressions,

while piecemeal processing is characterized by the elemental or "piecemeal" evaluative

impressions resulting from the combination (sum or average) of the evaluations of isolated

attributes. People often make sense of other people or objects by categorizing them, and

consequently, people's impressions of other people or objects are based on category-based

generalizations - stereotypes and prejudices about familiar categories. Alternatively,

sometimes people make sense of other people or objects by focusing on the others' or

objects' own particular individuating characteristics, forming impressions based on the

attributes that go beyond category membership. For example, if a consumer sees

advertising for Gucci perfume, based on category-based generalization, he/she might

automatically decide that this perfume is expensive. An example of alternative type of

processing, will be a consumer looking for a specific smell in perfume - for example non-

flowery smell, - and evaluating different brands of perfume based on this attribute. In this
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case the consumer will be focused on the individuating characteristics of perfumes he/she

tries rather than on the category membership of this perfumes.

Piecemeal processing may take two forms, which are called "algebraic processing"

and "thoughtful processing" (Fiske and Pavelchak,1986). Algebraic processing was

considered in the previous section and proposed as underlying process behind the

bookkeeping perspective. In the case of algebraic piecemeal processing, people average or

sum the affect tags to arrive at an overall evaluation. Alternatively, thoughtful processing

is described by a greater effort to resolve the inconsistency of the category and attributes.

On the one hand, thoughtful piecemeal processing resembles algebraic piecemeal

processing because of the extended attribute-by-attribute processing. On the other hand,

thoughtful processing resembles category-based processing in that the perceiver may try to

recall a subcategory that fits the particular configuration of inconsistent attributes

comparing the new stimuli and existing category exemplars. For example, when evaluating

the characteristics of Mercedes Class A, a consumer will compare them to the

characteristics of other Mercedes models to arrive at final evaluation of the new product

and to adjust his perception of the core brand.

Similar to social cognition theories' ideas of category-based and thoughtful

processing is the concept of relational information processing developed in the studies of

information processing and cognitive elaboration (Einstein and Hunt 1980; Tversky 1977).

One type of elaboration, the process of associating new information with knowledge
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already stored in memory( Meyers-Levy, 1991), known as "relational processing", involves

focusing on similarities or shared themes among disparate pieces of infonnation.

Relational processing includes both category-based and thoughtful piecemeal

processing. Category-based processing is characterized by holistic new stimuli evaluation

expressed by the general category-induced evaluative thoughts. An example of category-

based processing will be consumer thinking: "The new product of the brand must be

expensive, because other products of this brand are expensive." In contrast, thoughtful

piecemeal processing is characterized by the "elementaristic" thoughts that consider the

relationships between the new stimuli and category. An example of thoughtful piecemeal

processing will be the consumer thinking: "It is surprising that this new product is cheap,

because other products of this brand are expensive."

Thoughtful piecemeal processing might be considered as an "elemental" relational

processing. The subtle difference between the "category-induced" and "category-relating"

thoughts has been accounted for by social cognition and catego'ization theories but, to the

best of our knowledge, this has not been directly accounted for by information processing

theories (See figure 4).

Figure 4: Relational, Thoughtful Piecemeal and Category-based Processing

Relational processing
Category-based and Category-relating thoughtsV

Category-based processing
	

Thoughtful piecemeal processing
Category-induced thoughts

	
Category-relating thoughts
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Thus, category-based and thoughtful piecemeal processing, emphasizing the

relationships between the brand and extension, underly the extension's evaluation under the

typicality-based perspective.

Summary

The two previous subsections discussed competing cognitive principles and models

of brand knowledge structure changes. These principles emphasize different aspects of

extensions' evaluation (extensions' information on its own versus extensions' relationships

with the brand), and make alternative predictions regarding the pattern of brand knowledge

in response to discrepant information.

The "bookkeeping theory" perspective emphasizes the evaluation of the extension's

information on its own, and makes a prediction that more inconsistent stimuli cause

stronger changes in the parent brand structure, because the magnitude of changes depends

on the magnitude (intensity or degree) of stimuli incongruity. In contrast, the "typicality-

based" perspective emphasizes the extension's relationships with the parent brand, and

makes a prediction that less inconsistent new stimuli causes stronger changes in the parent

brand structure because the magnitude of changes depends on the stimuli typicality of the

parent structure. Empirical studies were undertaken to clarify the controversial issues,

although they provided support for alternative theoretical perspectives. These studies are

discussed in the next subsection.
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2.2.2 Conflicting Empirical Evidence

The following section examines conflicting empirical evidence regarding the

bookkeeping and typicality-based models. My analysis of conflicting empirical evidence is

structured to address the following question: what is the degree of incongruity between the

original schema and the new stimuli that is most likely to cause changes in the parent

schema? First, studies supporting the bookkeeping theory perspective will be considered.

Then studies supporting the typicality-based theory perspective will be discussed. The

analysis of previous studies indicates that the way in which the extension is processed

might be a factor moderating the pattern of brand knowledge changes. Studies supporting

the bookkeeping theory encourage extension's own information evaluation, whereas studies

supporting the typicality-based perspective encourage extension's information evaluation in

relationships to the parent brand.
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2.2.2.1 Evidence for "Bookkee pin2 Theory" Perspective

Weber and Crocker (1983) and Sujan and Bettman (1989) provide empirical

evidence supporting the "bookkeeping theory" perspective, which predicts that more

incongruent new information causes stronger changes in the parent structure. The

following brief analysis of these studies will consider each study's operationalization of the

incongruity between an extension and its parent brand, and each study's measures of

cognitive brand structure changes. These issues are important for further reconciliation of

conflicting empirical evidence and competing theoretical predictions. The results of this

analysis are summarized in Table 7.

Table 7: Conflicting Empirical Evidence: "Bookkeeping Theory" Perspective

Measures of Structural	 Operationalization of Incongruity
Changes:	 between the Parent Brand and
Elements of Parent Brand	 Extension

__________________ Cognitive Structure Considered ___________________________________
Weber and	 Attribute structure:	 Number of inconsistent features in
Crocker, 1983	 Trait ratings for the group and 	 each stimuli
(Experiment 2)	 Trait descriptions of an
________________ unknown member	 ________________________________
Sujan and Bettman, Constraint values: 	 Degree of Attribute Incongruity for
1989	 Perceptions of variability on the moderately important attribute
(experiment 1)	 focal attribute	 ___________________________________
Sujan and Bettman,	 Pattern of discrepant features
1989	 distribution (condensed - dispersed):
(experiment 2)	 ____________________________ ___________________________________

Weber and Crocker (1983) examine stereotype changes in response to stereotype-

inconsistent information. One of their experiments directly supports the view that more

incongruent information is more likely to change the parent brand. It investigates the

effect of extremity of evidence on stereotype perceptions of corporate lawyers. The

stereotypic traits selected for the study were: well-dressed, industrious, and intelligent.
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Operationalization of Incongruity

Subjects in the less incongruent subgroup condition received information about nine

corporate lawyers who each exhibited a sin gle stereotype-inconsistent behavior and two

other stereotypic or neutral behaviors. Subjects in the more incongruent-subgroup

condition received information about nine corporate lawyers who each exhibited three

stereotype-inconsistent behaviors. Thus, incongruity between the category and new

members was operationalized as a number of incongruent attributes.

Measures of changes

Changes of the stereotypes are measured as changes in the stereotypical

characteristic trait ratings across the experimental groups.

Results

The stereotypes of subjects in the second group are more strongly affected, thus

supporting the bookkeeping theory perspective.

Sujan and Bettman (1989) provide additional support for the bookkeeping theory

perspective. They investigate the effect of conveying strongly versus moderately discrepant

brand information on the brand and the associated effects on consumers' perceptions of the

brand and of the product category.

Operationalizaton of Incongruity

The stimuli selected were 35mm SLR cameras. Pretests showed sturdiness of the

construction to be a moderately important criterion for evaluating 35mm SLR cameras.

Three features (waterproof qualities, body construction, and lens construction) were found

to be relevant for determining sturdiness. The moderately discrepant (differentiated
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product) stimulus selected was a camera that can be used in the rain, has a sturdy body

construction, and has a scratch-resistant lens. The extremely discrepant (niche product)

stimulus selected was a camera that can be used in the water, has a shatterproof body

construction, and has a shatterproof lens. Thus, incongruity between the brand and

extension was operationalized as a degree of attribute incongruity with the parent brand.

Measures of Changes

Changes in the category perceptions are measured as changes in the perceptions of

variability across different brands on the focal attribute.

Results:

As expected, strong incongruity, in comparison with moderate incongruity, leads to

stronger schema changes.

In their second study, Sujan and Bettman (1989) provide additional support for the

bookkeeping theory.

Operationalization of Incongruity

In the strong incongruity condition, three discrepant features are clustered in a

single ad for the product. In the moderate incongruity conditions, the same three discrepant

features are dispersed across three ads for the product.

Measures of Changes

As in the first study, changes in the category perceptions were measured as changes

in the perceptions of variability across different brands on the focal attribute.
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Results

The results demonstrate the same patterns as in study 1. The strong versus

moderate incongruity condition leads to stronger schema changes.

Thus, Weber and Crocker (1983) and Sujan and Bettman (1989), which are

conducted in different contexts, report the same results: extremely inconsistent stimuli

cause more structural changes in the parent category than moderately inconsistent stimuli.

Both studies encouraged evaluation of extension's information on its own and did not

provide any prompting facilitating elaboration of extension's relationship with the parent

brand.
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2.2.2.2 Evidence for the "Typicality-based Theory" Perspective

Most consumer behavior studies investigating the effect of brand extensions on the

parent brand are based on "typicality-based" and "fit" principles. According to the

typicality-based perspective, closer extensions have more effect on the parent brand. The

following brief analysis of these studies considers each study's operationalization of

incongruity between an extension and its parent brand, and each study's measures of

cognitive brand structure changes. These issues are important for further reconciliation of

conflicting empirical evidence and competing theoretical predictions. The comparative

results of this analysis are summarized in Table 8.

Table 8: Conflicting Empirical Evidence: The "Typicality-based Theory" Perspective

Study	 Measures of Structural changes:	 Operationalization of incongruity between
Elements ofparent brand cognitive 	 the parent brand and extension
structure considered

Romeo, 1991	 Aggregated evaluative measure of brand 	 Product category incongruity (the same
image	 category and different category);

attribute similarity (the same attribute and
___________________ ____________________________________ different attribute)
Weber and Crocker,	 Attribute structure:	 Typicality (representativeness) of the
1993	 Open-ended descriptions of what is	 parent category
(Experiment 3) 	 expected of the group member,

Rating of the unknown group member on
the stereotypic characteristics;

_____________________ Group ratings on stereotypic traits
Loken and Roedder	 Attribute structure:	 Number of disconfirming attributes:
John, 1993	 Family brand attribute beliefs	 (less consistent —2 disconfirming attribute;

more consistent - 1 disconfirming attribute)
product category similarity - schematic
operationalization;
(less inconsistent category: the same basic
level category)
more inconsistent categories: different basic
level category);

Roedder John, Loken	 Degree of attribute salience:
and Jomer, 1998	 (prototype's focal and peripheral

attributes);
product category similarity:
(similar distinct categories,

____________________ ______________________________________ the same category)
Gurhan-Canh and	 Evaluative measure of brand attitude	 Condensed versus dispersed incongruity
Maheswaran, 1998

	

	 (a product with six incongruent features or
six products with one incongruent feature

_____________________ ________________________________________ each)
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Romeo (1991) explores the negative effect of a brand extension on a family brand

name.

Operationalization of Incongruity

The parent brand is Tropicana a brand associated with orange juice. Four extensions

were considered: sherbet and new juice with citrus or raspberry flavor each. Thus,

incongruity between the brand and extension was operationalized in two ways:

• product category distance (the same/more distant);

• degree of attribute incongruity (the same/more distant).

Measures of Changes

In this study, changes in the family brand's image are used as a measure of the parent

brand knowledge dilution.

Results

In sum, Romeo's (1991) results demonstrate that more close product category

extensions cause more changes in the parent brand image. However, this result is found

only for incongruity operationalized as product category (juice versus sherbet), not as

attribute incongruity. When an extension is in the same product category as the brand

(juice), the negative information leads to an average decrease in family brand image. There

is no significant difference in the brand image evaluations when the extension is

incongruent along the degree of attribute inconsistency with the parent brand. Overall, the

results are considered inconclusive (Romeo 1991, p.404). Explaining the results, Romeo

suggests that product category information is more salient. The perceptual difference

between the degrees of attribute incongruity presented by the extensions may have not been

achieved.
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In another study supporting the view that more typical members of the category

cause more changes, Weber and Crocker (1983) test the effect of the typicality of

disconfirming evidence. In this experiment, stereotypes about corporate lawyers are

investigated.

Operationalization of Incongruity

Subjects assigned to the typical conditions received disconfirming information

about 10 group members (corporate lawyers) who are white men earning approximately

$30,000 per year. Subjects assigned to the unrepresentative condition received

disconfirming information about 10 members (corporate lawyers) who are black men

earning approximately $15,000 per year. In both conditions, each of the disconfirming

members is described by three sentences representing stereotype-inconsistent traits. Thus,

incongruity is operationalized as the degree of attribute incongruity (less representative

versus more representative stimuli).

Measures of Changes

Changes in the ratings and number of the stereotype specific attributes are used to

capture the changes in the perceptions of the stereotype.

Results

The major finding of this experiment is that disconfirming members who possess

demographic characteristics representative of the group produce fewer stereotypic attributes

than disconfirming members who are unrepresentative demographically. This means that

representative members cause more schematic changes than less representative members

do. This experiment supports the typicality-based theory perspective that more close

extension cause stronger changes than more incongruent extensions.
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Loken and Roedder John (1993) also examine the issue of a brand extension's

potential negative impact on parent brand beliefs.

Operationalization of Incongruity

Incongruity is operationalized by the number of the attributes in common between

the extension and the parent brand. Neutrogena was used as a parent brand. Important

attributes for Neutrogena are mildness and high quality. As the number of inconsistent

attributes salient to the category (e.g., harsh, and low quality) increases, the perceived

typicality of the extension decreases. Thus, an extension that is harsh and low quality

should be perceived as less typical of the Neutrogena name than an extension that is harsh

and high quality.

Measures of Changes

In contrast to Romeo (1991), who measures the brand knowledge changes as

changes in the overall brand attitude, Loken and Roedder John measure brand knowledge

changes as the dilution of specific attribute beliefs. These measures are similar to the

measures of traits used by Weber and Crocker (1984).

Results

The pattern of effects reported in Loken and Roedder John (1993) varies depending

on the order in which the dependent measures are taken. When beliefs are measured first

(prior to the typicality measures), brand beliefs dilute in a fashion consistent with the

bookkeeping model: extensions with one inconsistent cue yielded less dilution effect than

extensions with two inconsistent cues. In contrast, when typicality is measured first (prior

to measures of beliefs), the results support the typicality-based model: extensions with one
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inconsistent cue yielded dilution of this attribute's beliefs and extensions with two

inconsistent cues did not yield dilution of gentleness beliefs.

Overall, the Loken and Roedder John (1993) results provide some support for the

"typicality-based" principle, but only under the conditions when the typicality is measured

first, and only for one attribute (gentleness but not quality). When beliefs are measured

prior to the typicality measures, the results provide support for the alternative predictions:

more inconsistent stimuli cause more changes in the parent brand structure. The authors

explain this result by proposing that the pattern of results is caused by the differential

salience of typicality judgments versus brand extension information at the time beliefs are

rendered (Loken and Roedder John 1993, p.'79). When an extension's typicality is primed

(i.e. by asking respondents to rate the brand's typicality), subjects pay more attention to the

relationships between the brand and its extension, which leads to typicality-based pattern of

changes. In contrast, under the no priming condition, the subjects pay more attention to

extension's information on its own, which leads to bookkeeping pattern of brand knowledge

changes. This explanation is similar to the one proposed by Romeo (1991). It suggests that

when inconsistent extension attributes are most salient to the consumer, information

processing based on the extension's information is likely to occur. Alternatively, when

product category information is more salient to the consumer, information processing based

on the evaluation of extension's closeness to the brand is likely to occur.

Roedder John, Loken and Joiner (1998) address some inconsistent findings reported

in previous research. This study proceeds under the same theoretical assumption, partly
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confirmed in Loken and Roedder John (1993), that dilution occurs under the condition of

moderately inconsistent negative extension. It focuses on the differential effect of an

extension's negative information on individual brand products comprising the brand, as

well as on the brand name itself. One of the experiments reported in this study directly

addresses the effect of stimulus incongruity on the parent brand.

Operationalization of Incongruity

The incongruity between the brand and its extension is operationalized as category

distance. A less incongruent extension is an extension in the same product category (line

extension), while more incongruent extension is an extension in the different product

category.

Measures of Changes

Brand knowledge changes are measured as the changes of brand associations

strength.

Results

The results demonstrate dilution of parent brand and flagship product beliefs in

response to incongruent information presented by line extension. Extensions in more

distant product categories do not cause a dilution of the flagship product beliefs. Thus, the

results support the typicality-based perspective: close extensions cause stronger changes in

the parent brand beliefs than more distant extensions do.

Additional support for the typicality-based perspective is provided by Gurhan-Canli

and Maheswaran (1998).
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Operationalization of Incongruity

The study used the incongruity operationalization proposed by Weber and Crocker

(1983): the more incongruent condition had one stimulus with six incongruent attributes,

while the less incongruent condition had six stimuli with one incongruent attribute each.

Measures of Changes

Changes in the brand knowledge structure were measured as changes in the overall

attitude towards the brand.

Results

In contrast to Loken and Roedder John (1993), Gurhan-Canli and Maheswaran

(1998) found a typicality-based pattern under the low elaboration (low motivation)

condition. The typicality-based pattern of overall attitude towards the brand changes was

explained by subtyping theory: the very incongruent extension (the product with six

incongruent attributes) was naturally subtyped and disregarded as an unrepresentative

member of the brand, and thus did not lead to any changes in the overall attitude towards

the brand.

Overall, the typicality-based perspective is supported in the studies that facilitate the

extension's information processing in relation to the parent brand. Weber and Crocker

(1983), Loken and Roedder John (1993), Gurhan Canli and Maheswaran (1998) designed

their stimuli or primed their subjects in a way emphasizing the processing of the

extension's typicality relative to the parent brand.
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In general, the studies discussed in this subsection provide some evidence that

closer extensions cause stronger changes in the parent brand. However, most of these

studies supported this hypothesis only partly. In addition, alternative conditions lead to the

same results. For example, low motivation in Gurhan-Canli and Maheswaran (1998) and

high elaboration in Loken and Roedder John (1993) both lead to typicality-based pattern of

brand knowledge changes.

The results of empirical studies on brand knowledge changes can be explained if

one considers the type of extension's information processing that was likely to be occurring

in each study. The conditions used in the studies on brand knowledge changes manipulate

the type of extension information processing, which was likely to facilitate either the

salience of the relationships between the brand and extension (thus leading to the typicality-

based pattern of brand knowledge changes) or the salience of the extension's information

on its own (thus leading to bookkeeping pattern of brand knowledge changes. For

example, in Loken and Roedder John (1993) two conditions dii fer in the order of typicality

measurements (condition 1 -typicality measured first, before the measures of brand

knowledge changes are measured; condition 2 - typicality measured after the brand

knowledge changes are measured). When typicality was measured first consumers were

directed to pay more attention to the relationships between the brand and extension. Thus,

the relationships between the brand and extension became more salient which lead to

typicality-based pattern of brand knowledge changes. Similar, in Gurhan-Canli and

Maheswaran (1998) two conditions differ in the degree of the extension's information

personal relevance (condition 1 - personally more relevant information; condition 2-
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personally less relevant information). It was shown that when information was more

personally relevant, the extension's information on its own became more salient which lead

to bookkeeping pattern of brand knowledge changes. In contrast, when the extension's

information was personally less relevant, the holistic perception of relationships between

the brand and extension became more salient which lead to typicality-based pattern of

brand knowledge changes. Table 9 illustrates this argument.

Table 9: Conditions Facilitating Different Types of Processing of Extension's
Information and Moderating the Results Supporting Alternative Perspectives of
Brand Knowledge Changes

Typicality-based	 Bookkeeping-based
__________________ Perspective is supported	 Perspective is supported
Loken and Roedder Typicality measured first before Typicality measured after
John (1993)	 brand knowledge is measured	 brand knowledge is measured
Gurhan-Canli and	 Low elaboration conditions:	 High elaboration conditions:
Maheswaran (1998) Comparing typical and very 	 Comparing typical and very

atypical stimuli's effect on the	 atypical stimuli's effect on
_________________ parent brand	 the parent brand

However, the role of the alternative types of information processing as a factor

facilitating one or the other type of brand knowledge changes has not been directly tested

by these studies and requires further analysis.
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2.3 Overall Assessment of the Brand Knowledge Changes in Response to
Incongruent Information Literature

Chapter 2 provided an analysis of the literature on brand knowledge changes in

response to incongruent information. It emphasized that previous studies cxf brand

extensions' effects used different measures of brand knowledge changes, and a variety of

alternative operationalizations of incongruity between the brand and extension. In addition,

they captured the changes in the brand knowledge changes under different experimental

conditions. Consequently, it is difficult to compare and generalize the results of these

studies.

The purpose of this dissertation is to develop a set of studies that helps to facilitate

comparison and generalization. To do this, the following issues have been considered:

a) alternative theories regarding the brand knowledge structure;

b) theoretically driven measures of brand knowledge changes and dimensions of

incongruity between the brand and extension;

c) competing theories and conflicting empirical evidence regarding the mechanism of

brand knowledge changes in response to increasing degree of information incongruity.

The literature review presented in section 2.1 clarified that alternative models of

brand knowledge propose different measures of brand knowledge changes. Some of these

measures use different terminology, but describe similar changes. Other measures are

unique, and capture specific changes.
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It also demonstrates that incongruity between the brand and extension can be

operationalized in a number of different ways along several structural dimensions of brand

knowledge.

In section 2.2, two alternative perspectives on how brand knowledge changes in

response to incongruent information were considered. "The bookkeeping theory"

perspective focuses on the extensions' incongruent information evaluation, and therefore,

predicts that more incongruent information will cause stronger changes in the parent

structure. Evidence for this perspective is presented by research in social psychology and

in consumer behavior studies on the product category changes. The "typicality-based

theory" perspective focuses on the relationships between an extension and its brand, and

therefore, predicts that less incongruent information will cause stronger changes in the

parent brand.

The results of empirical studies indicate that the pattern of brand knowledge

changes is affected by the type of extension's information processing (Gurhan-Canli and

Maheswaran 1998; Loken and Roedder John 1993; Romeo 1991). However, there is no

clarity regarding which conditions and type of information processing lead to one or the

other pattern of brand knowledge changes (Gurhan-Canli and Maheswaran 1998; Loken

and Roedder John 1993).

Overall, the analysis of the theoretical models and empirical evidence suggests that

the type of processing of the extension's information appears to be an important factor
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moderating the pattern of brand knowledge changes. In addition, authors'

operationalization of the incongruity between the brand and extension and measures

capturing brand knowledge changes seem to be important factors potentially affecting the

obtained results. However, the role of these factors in the process of brand knowledge

changes has not been directly examined.
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3. FRAMEWORK, PROPOSITIONS AND HYPOTHESES

In this chapter, the factors considered in the previous sections are discussed and a

set of propositions that reconciles competing theoretical views and conflicting empirical

evidence is advanced. The propositions are summarized in Figure 5. It is proposed that,

under one type of information processing (algebraic piecemeal or item-specific processing)

brand knowledge changes occur according to the bookkeeping model, whereas under

another type of information processing (thoughtful piecemeal or relational processing)

brand knowledge changes occur according to the typicality-based model.

Figure 5: Framework Overview

Bookkeping model of brand knowledge
Differences	 changes: more inconsistent stimuli cause
primed	 Al
	 stronger changes than less inconsistent stimuli

conditions

Similarities
primed
conditions	 processing

Typicality-based model of brand knowledge
changes: less inconsistent stimuli cause
stronger changes than more inconsistent
stimuli

Low motivation
conditions

Category-based
processing

Factors potentially affecting final results:
• Operationalization of incongruity between the brand and extension
• Sensitivity of Different Dependent Measures of brand knowledge

changes

This dissertation focuses on the brand knowledge changes in response to

incongruent information presented by extension. Fiske and Neuberg 1990 suggest that the
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type of processing depends on the ease with which perceivers can interpret the target's

attributes as fitting an available category. The target attributes presented by incongruent

extensions do not fit the parent brand category. Thus, processing of incongruent extensions

will require some cognitive effort for these extensions to be perceived as the members of

the parent category. This type of evaluation is expected to require the elemental analysis of

the target attributes, which is the characteristic of piecemeal processing. This study

considers the role of two different types of piecemeal processing (algebraic or item-

specific and thoughtful or relational) in the process of brand knowledge changes.

Algebraic piecemeal processing is expected to emphasize the item-specific information,

which is the main factor that affects brand knowledge changes according to bookkeeping

theory. Thoughtful piecemeal processing is expected to emphasize the analysis of

relationships between the extensions and the brand, which is the main explanatory factor

that affects the brand knowledge changes according to the typicality-based theory.

Thus, the first proposition suggests that "algebraic piecemeal processing" leads to

bookkeeping pattern of brand knowledge changes: more incongruent stimuli will cause

stronger changes than less incongruent stimuli will. Alternatively, "thoughtful piecemeal

processing" leads to typicality-based pattern of brand knowledge changes: less incongruent

(more typical) extension will cause stronger changes than more incongruent extension.

Drawing upon the findings of information processing studies, it is expected that an

orienting task that primes the extension's differences from the brand will facilitate algebraic

piecemeal processing and lead to the brand knowledge changes described by the

bookkeeping model. In contrast, an orienting task that primes the extension's similarities
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with the parent brand will facilitate thoughtful piecemeal processing and lead to brand

knowledge changes described by typicality-based model.

The next two propositions address the other two factors that might affect the results

obtained in the studies of brand knowledge changes in response to incongruent extension's

information: the operationalization of extension's incongruity and the dependent measures

capturing the brand knowledge changes. Proposition 2 suggests that under the same

conditions alternative operationalizations of inconaruit y lead to similar patterns of brand

knowledge changes. Proposition 3 suggests that under the same conditions alternative

measures of brand knowledge changes will show similar patterns of brand knowledge

changes. The following discussion addresses the advanced propositions in detail.
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3.1 The Effect of Information Processing on the Pattern of Brand Knowledge
Changes

Social cognition research suggests that there are two main types of information

processing: category-based and piecemeal. Piecemeal processing can be divided further

into two different types of processing: algebraic piecemeal and thoughtful piecemeal (Fiske

and Pavelchak 1986). This section considers the effect of different types of information

processing on the pattern of brand knowledge changes.

Category-based processing is characterized by holistic evaluative impressions, it

occurs when the consumer comes across new information that is easy to evaluate based on

the consumer's prior knowledge of the existing category. People often make sense of other

people or objects by categorizing them, and consequently, people's impressions of other

people or objects are based on category-based generalizations - stereotypes and prejudices

about familiar categories. For example, if a consumer comes across a new Fructis product,

e.g. styling gel, based on previous familiarity with Fructis products, he/she might make a

category-based generalization and automatically decide that this gel has a mixed fruity

smell. He/she might think: "It's another product launched by Fructis. I know that existing

products have mixed fruity scent - so this product must have the same scent."

In contrast, piecemeal processing is characterized by the elemental or "piecemeal"

evaluative impressions resulting from the combination (sum or average) of the evaluations

of isolated attributes. For example, people sometimes make sense of other people or

objects by focusing on the others' or objects' own particular individuating characteristics,
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forming impressions based on the attributes that go beyond category membership. An

example of this type of processing, will be a consumer looking for a specific smell in

shampoo, for example an apple smell, when evaluating different brands of shampoo based

on this attribute. In this case the consumer will be focused on the individuating

characteristics of shampoo he/she tries rather than on the category membership of this

perfumes. Piecemeal processing may take two forms, "algebraic processing" and

"thoughtful processing" (Fiske and Pavelchak 1986).

Algebraic piecemeal processing (Fiske and Pavelchak 1986) occurs when a set of

attributes does not fit a prior category and the consumer is encouraged to evaluate this new

attributes on their own. In this case, people may average or sum the affect tags of all the

attributes to arrive at an overall evaluation. The perceiver must average or add in some

manner all of the target's particular characteristics in order to arrive to the final assessment.

For example, if a consumer comes across a Fructis shampoo with a new apple scent, which

is different from the current mixed fruity smell, that consumer might focus on the

evaluation of the apple scent in general trying to understand his/her feelings about this

attribute. If he/she likes apple scent in general, he/she will transfer this attitude to the

Fructis brand.

Thoughtful processing is described by a greater effort to resolve the inconsistency

of the category and attributes. It occurs when the consumer encounters new information

that is difficult, but possible to resolve with the existing category. Under thoughtful

piecemeal processing the consumer evaluates the new information on its own, as well as in
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relation to his/her knowledge of the category. On the one hand, thoughtful piecemeal

processing resembles algebraic piecemeal processing because of the extended attribute-by-

attribute processing. On the other hand, thoughtful processing resembles category-based

processing in that the perceiver may try to recall a subcategory that fits the particular

configuration of inconsistent attributes comparing the new stimuli and existing category

exemplars. For example, when evaluating the characteristics of a new Fructis shampoo

with an apple smell, a consumer will compare them to the characteristics of other Fructis'

products to arrive at a final evaluation of the new product and to adjust his/her perception

of the core brand. The consumer might think: "This new shampoo has an apple scent, and

even if it's an unusual scent for Fructis' products, it fits well with the mixed fruity scent of

current products." This thought elaborates on new product's attributes, as well as on the

relationships between this new product and the existing category.

To summarize, category-based processing differs from piecemeal processing in the

emphasis each processing places on the analysis of the new information relative to prior

category knowledge. Category-based processing is driven by the holistic evaluation of new

information based on the prior knowledge of the category, while piecemeal processing is

driven by the detailed analysis of the stimuli's new information on its own. Category-based

processing occurs when consumer comes across new information that is easy to evaluate

based on prior knowledge of the category and which does not require much involvement,

while piecemeal processing occurs when the consumer encounters new information that

does not fit his/her knowledge of the category. Under category-based processing, the

consumer is expected to generate more thoughts based on his prior knowledge of the
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category, whereas under thoughtful piecemeal processing, the consumer is expected to

generate more thoughts regarding the new information presented in the stimuli.

Category-based processing differs from the thoughtful piecemeal processing in the

relative emphasis each of them places on three different types of information: category-

based, new stimuli-based and the information that considers the relationship between the

new. As has been mentioned above, category-based processing occurs when the consumer

comes across new information that is easy to evaluate based on the previous knowledge of

the category. The evaluation happens automatically based on the generalization from prior

knowledge of the category. In contrast, thoughtful piecemeal processing occurs when the

consumer comes across the new information that does not fit the previous knowledge of the

category and requires more cognitive effort to resolve with prior knowledge of the

category. Thoughtful piecemeal processing requires a detailed analysis of this new

information on its own, as well as the analysis of the relationships between this new

information and the category. Thus, compared to category-based processing, which

facilitates category-based thoughts generation and happens automatically, thoughtful

piecemeal processing is expected to facilitate the thoughts considering the relationships

between the new stimuli and category, as well as the thoughts considering new extensions'

information on its own, and requires more cognitive effort. If a consumer comes across a

new Fructis shampoo with apple scent, an example of category-based thought would be the

following thought: "It's a new Fructis product, so therefore it probably has the fruit acids of

other Fructis products." An example of thoughtful piecemeal processing would be the

following thought: "As this new shampoo has an apple scent, it is not a very good product
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for Fructis - I choose Fructis for its citrus smell, and so I would not buy it for its apple

smell."

Finally, thoughtful piecemeal processing differs from algebraic piecemeal

processing in the relative emphasis placed on the extensions' information compared to the

analysis of the relationships between the new stimuli and the parent category. Thoughtful

piecemeal processing takes into account stimuli information on its own, as well as the

analysis of the relationships between the stimuli and the parent category, whereas algebraic

piecemeal processing is focused on the evaluation of the extension's information on its

own. Thoughtful piecemeal processing requires more elaboration and might potentially

generate more thoughts than algebraic piecemeal processing, including the thoughts about

the extension's information on its own. Thoughtful piecemeal processing is expected to

generate no fewer thoughts regarding new stimuli information, because it has

characteristics of algebraic piecemeal processing: focus on the new stimuli information on

its own. Thus, it is expected that under thoughtful piecemeal processing compared to

algebraic piecemeal processing, more thoughts that consider the relationships between the

stimuli and category will be generated, as well as the same number or more thoughts about

the new stimuli information on its own.

The analysis of the types of information processing provides specific predictions

regarding the differences among them. Later in this chapter, the effect of these different

types of information processing on the pattern of brand knowledge changes is considered.

The bookkeeping perspective supports the view that incongruent information effects are
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accumulated and that more discrepant extension causes stronger brand knowledge changes.

For the bookkeeping perspective, the incongruity of the extension's information is a key

factor in explaining the mechanism of brand knowledge changes. Typicality-based theories

(the typicality principle, the schematic fit principle, and the subtyping theory) support the

view that less incongruent evidence causes more changes. For the typicality-based theory,

the typicality of discrepant extension is a key factor in explaining the mechanism of brand

knowledge changes. The analysis of theories and cognitive principles suggest that the

pattern of brand knowledge changes might depend on the type of extension's information

processing. However, the moderating role of the extension's information processing on the

pattern of brand knowledge changes needs to be directly tested empirically.

Previous research suggests that different types of information processing (category-

based and piecemeal) are expected to lead to opposite patterns of brand knowledge

changes. However there are mixed findings regarding which type of processing is

responsible for which pattern of brand knowledge changes. Loken and Roedder John

(1993) demonstrated that when an extension's typicality is primed, a typicality-based

processing is triggered, which leads to brand knowledge changes described by the

typicality-based model. Alternatively, under the normal conditions (no cues) brand

knowledge changes are described by the bookkeeping model. They suggested that

piecemeal processing might be responsible for the typicality-based pattern of brand

knowledge changes, while category-based processing might be responsible for the

bookkeeping pattern of brand knowledge changes. In contrast, Gurhan-Canli and

Maheswaran (1998) reported a bookkeeping pattern of brand knowledge changes under the
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high motivation (high elaboration) condition, and a typicality-based pattern of brand

knowledge changes under the low motivation condition (low elaboration). Figure 6

illustrates this discussion.

Figure 6: Brand Knowledge Changes in Response to Alternative Types of Incongruent
Extension's Information Processing (Loken and Roedder John 1993 versus Gurhan
Canli and Maheswaran 1998)

6A: Loken and Roedder John 1993
Brand knowledge changes

ping pattern of brand knowledge changes
(category-based processing)

typicality-based pattern of brand knowledge changes
(piecemeal processing)

Less incongruent	 More Incongruent
Extension	 extension

6B: Gurhan-Canli and Maheswaran 1998
Brand Knowledge changes

bookkeeping pattern of brand knowledge changes
(piecemeal processing)

typicality-based pattern of brand knowledge changes

Extension
	

Extension

Figure 6 illustrates that there is no clear understanding of which type of processing

causes which type of brand knowledge changes. Thus, the relationships between the

extension's information processing and the pattern of brand knowledge changes as well as

the factors moderating these relationships need to be investigated further.

Proposition 1: The pattern of brand knowledge changes depends on the type of

processing used to evaluate the extension. Both bookkeeping and typicality-based patterns
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of brand knowledge are caused by piecemeal processing. "Algebraic piecemeal

processing" leads to a bookkeeping pattern of brand knowledge changes. The more

incongruent stimuli cause stronger changes than the less incongruent stimuli do. In

contrast, category-based and "thoughtful piecemeal processing" lead to a typicality-based

pattern of brand knowledge changes: the less incongruent (more typical) extension causes

stronger changes than the more incongruent extension does. Figure 7 summarizes this

proposition.

Figure 7: Brand Knowledge Changes in Response to Alternative Types of Incongruent
Extension's Information Processing

Brand Knowledge changes

bookkeeping pattern of brand knowledge changes
(algebraic piecemeal processing)

lypicawy-vasea panern of orana
knowledge changes
(thoughtful piecemeal processing
or category-based processing)

Less Incongruent	 More Incongruent	 Less Incongruent	 More Incongruent
Extension	 Extension	 Extension	 Extension

The first proposition reconciles the mixed findings of Loken and Roedder John

(1993) and Gurhan-Canli and Maheswaran (1998) suggesting that both bookkeeping and

typicality-based patterns of brand knowledge changes might be caused by (high

elaboration) piecemeal processing. The high motivation condition in Gurhan-Canli and

Maheswaran (1998) facilitated piecemeal processing and lead to bookkeeping pattern of

brand knowledge changes. In contrast, typicality priming conditions in Loken and Roedder
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John (1993) lead to typicality-based pattern of brand knowledge changes. The authors

suggested that these conditions facilitated piecemeal processing. If the high motivation

conditions of the Gurhan-Canli and Maheswaran (1998) study activated algebraic

piecemeal processing, whereas the typicality-primed condition of the Loken and Roedder

John (1993) activated thoughtful piecemeal processing, the results of these two studies can

be reconciled.

Futher on this dissertation explores the role of piecemeal processing as a factor

moderating the pattern of brand knowledge changes. This focus has been chosen due to

three main reasons:

1) previous literature is in agreement with regard to the effect of category-based

processing on the pattern of brand knowledge changes: the authors tend to agree that

category-based processing leads to typicality-based pattern of brand knowledge changes;

however, there is no agreement regarding the effect of piecemeal processing on the pattern

of brand knowledge changes;

2) previous literature does not distinguish between two types of piecemeal

processing: algebraic and thoughtful, and agrees that there is a need for a better

understanding of new stimuli evaluation under these types of processing as well as the

effect of these two different types of processing on the pattern of brand knowledge changes;

3) companies are launching increasingly large number of new extensions that are

different from the parent brand, Evaluation of this new, relatively difficult to resolve with

the parent category, stimuli require piecemeal processsing, which makes it essential to

understand different types of piecemeal processing in more detail.
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This dissertation investigates algebraic piecemeal processing and thoughtful

piecemeal processing along with their differential effect on the pattern of brand knowledge

changes. As has been summarized in the Proposition 1, it is expected that algebraic

piecemeal processing emphasizes the stimuli-specific information, which is the most

important explanatory factor in the bookkeeping theory of brand knowledge changes.

Thus, algebraic piecemeal processing is expected to lead to the pattern of brand knowledge

changes described by the bookkeeping model. In contrast, thoughtful piecemeal processing

emphasizes the relationships between the brand and new stimuli, which is the most

explanatory factor in the typicality-based theory of brand knowledge changes. And

consequently, thoughtful processing is expected to lead to typicality-based pattern of brand

knowledge changes.

The next section considers the conditions that facilitate each type of piecemeal

processing.
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3.2 Priming Extension's Similarities with the Parent Brand versus Differences
from the Parent Brand as a Factor Moderating Processing of lExtension's
Information

If the first proposition accurately describes the cognitive processing under

investigation, one would expect that prompting consumers to engage in algebraic

piecemeal processing will moderate their processing of an extension's information

and consequently will have a dampening or enhancing effect on the pattern of brand

knowledge changes. Priming algebraic piecemeal processing will encourage the

bookkeeping pattern of brand knowledge changes where the more Incongruent

extension is expected to cause more changes in the parent brand than the less

incongruent extension. In contrast, priming thoughtful piecemeal processing will

encourage the typicality-based pattern of brand knowledge changes, where the close

extension is expected to cause more changes in the parent brand than more

incongruent extension.

Studies of information processing have showed that an orienting or priming

task affects the type of information processing (Tversky 1977; Hunt and Einstein

1981; Einstein and Hunt 1980). Hunt and Einstein (1981) demonstrated that the

relational orienting task facilitated relational processing, while individual item

orienting task facilitated item-specific processing. Relational processing refers to the

encoding of similarities among a class of events, and individual-item processing

refers to the encoding of item-specific information (Hunt and Einstein 1981, p.497).

Thus, priming similarities between the brand and extension might serve as a relational

orienting task facilitating thoughtful piecemeal information processing, while priming
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the differences between the brand and extension might serve as individual item

orienting task facilitating algebraic piecemeal processing.

One way to prime a particular type of processing is to measure it before the

experimental manipulation (Loken and Roedder John 1993). In this way the salience

of a relevant factor will be increased. If the extension's similarit y with the parent

brand is measured first, before the parent brand changes that are caused by an

extension are measured, then thoughtful piecemeal processing is expected to be

activated. This will encourage the typicality-based effect of the extensions' feedback

on the parent brand. Increased brand knowledge changes in response to a close brand

extension are expected, along with decreased changes in response to a more distant

extension. In contrast, if the extension's differences with the parent brand are

measured first, before the parent brand changes that are caused by an extension are

measured, the algebraic piecemeal processing is expected to be activated, leading to

no effect of extension's typicality or even an increase in the changes caused by a

more distant extension and decrease in the changes caused by a more close extension.

Proposition 1 a operational izes Proposition 1 and focuses more closely on the

conditions facilitating two types of piecemeal processing and the effect of these two

types of processing on the brand knowledge changes.
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Proposition la: When the extension's similarities with the parent brand are

primed, thoughtful piecemeal processing is expected to be facilitated, leading to the

typicality-based pattern of brand knowledge changes: less incongruent extensions

cause more changes than more incongruent extensions do. When an extension's

differences from the parent brand are primed, the algebraic piecemeal processing is

expected to be facilitated, leading to the bookkeeping model of brand knowledge

changes: more incongruent extensions cause more changes than the less incongruent

extensions.

Hypothesis 1 is formulated to test whether differences priming conditions facilitate

algebraic piecemeal processing. Hypothesis 2 is formulated to test whether similarities

priming conditions facilitate thoughtful piecemeal processing.

As has been discussed in the previous section, algebraic piecemeal processing is

characterized by the elementary analysis of extension's features - thus, under algebraic

piecemeal processing, a great number of an extension's own information-based thoughts

are expected to be generated. It differs from the category-based processing in lack of

category-induced thoughts.

An extension's information-based thoughts are thoughts that elaborate on the

extension's information on its own; for example, a particular attribute or the extension's

product category. For instance, if a brand currently producing expensive organic shampoo
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is launching a new product, e.g. liquid soap, a consumer might generate an extension

information thought along the line of: "I don't use liquid soap."

Category induced thoughts are thoughts generalized from the knowledge of the

category, induced by the category knowledge. For instance, a consumer might generate the

following thought about the liquid soap extension: "It must be expensive, because other

products of this brand are expensive."

Hypothesis 1: When the extension's differences from the parent brand are primed, more
extension's own information-based than parent brand-based thoughts are generated

Hypothesis 2 tests whether the similarities priming conditions facilitate

thoughtful piecemeal processing. As has been discussed in the previous section,

thoughtful piecemeal processing is the most complex type of processing which occurs

under the conditions when an extension does not fit the prior category schema.

Similarly to algebraic piecemeal processing, it is characterised by an elementary

analysis of the extension's features; and differently from the algebraic piecemeal

processing, by a larger number of thoughts that consider the relationships between the

brand and extension.

Thoughts that consider the relationships between the new product and the

brand are the thoughts that take into account the extension's information and consider

its relationships with the parent brand information.

Thus, it is expected that thoughtful piecemeal processing, relative to algebraic

piecemeal processin g will generate

• the same number or more of an extension's information thoughts;
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• more thoughts that consider relationships between the brand and the extension.

Hypotheses H2a and H2b summarise these considerations.

As has been described in the previous section, category-based processing is

characterised by the holistic evaluation of new stimuli information based on the prior

category knowledge. Under this type of processing, consumers generate a lot of

category-based thoughts and general evaluative thoughts. Simple evaluative thoughts

are thoughts that express overall attitude towards the brand, the category or the

extension (for example, "I like this brand; I use this product frequently.")

Algebraic piecemeal processing, compared to holistic category-based

processing, is expected to generate:

• fewer simple evaluative thoughts;

• fewer category-based thoughts;

• more extension's own information-based thoughts.

Thou ghtful piecemeal processing compared to holistic category-based

processing is expected to generate:

• fewer simple evaluative thoughts;

• fewer category-based thoughts;

• more thoughts considering relationships between the brand and extension.

To prove that similarities priming conditions facilitate thoughtful piecemeal, not

category-based processing, this condition has to facilitate at least the same number or fewer

simple evaluative and category-based thoughts compared to algebraic piecemeal
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processing. This consideration is grounded in the analysis of differences between algebraic

piecemeal relative to category-based processing. Thoughtful piecemeal processing is

similar to algebraic piecemeal processing in terms of the emphasis placed on the

"elemental" analysis of extensions' information rather than on the holistic category-driven

evaluation of stimuli. Thoughtful piecemeal processing is a more complex processing than

simple algebraic piecemeal processing, as it is further away from category-based processing

in terms of the cognitive effort required to resolve the incongruity between the brand and

extension. Thus, it is expected that it might generate at least the same or even fewer simple

evaluative and category-based thoughts as algebraic piecemeal processing, and fewer than

the category-based processing.

To summarize, it is expected that relative to algebraic piecemeal processing,

thoughtful piecemeal processing generates:

• more thoughts considering relationships between the brand and extension;

• fewer simple evaluative thoughts;

• fewer category-based thoughts.

In contrast, category-based processing compared to algebraic piecemeal processsing

generates:

• fewer thoughts considering relationships between the brand and extension;

• more simple evaluative thoughts;

• more category-based thoughts.

These considerations are summarised by hypotheses H2b, H2c, H2d, H2e.
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To conclude, hypothesis H2 is designed to test that similarities-primed conditions

facilitate thoughtful piecemeal processing through the comparison of thoughts generated

under this condition compared to the thoughts generated under differences-primed

condition, which is expected to facilitate algebraic piecemeal processing.

Hypothesis 2: When the extension's similarities with the parent brand are pnmed,
relative to the conditions when extensions differences with the parent brand are primed:
H2a: the same number or more extension-based thoughts are generated;
H2b: more thoughts considering relationships between the parent brand and extension are
generated;
H2c: fewer simple evaluative thoughts are generated.
H2d: fewer parent brand-based thoughts are generated
H2e: fewer evaluative and category-based thoughts are generated

Hypotheses 1 and 2 are expected to hold for all three types of incongruity

operationalizations that will be considered in the next section.

Hypotheses 3 and 4 are designed to test the predictions regarding the pattern of

brand knowledge changes under alternative priming conditions. Proposition la states that

priming an extension's differences with the parent brand will reinforce algebraic piecemeal

processing, and thus lead to the bookkeeping pattern of brand knowledge changes. In

contrast, priming an extension's similarity with the parent brand will reinforce thoughtful

processing, and thus lead to the typicality-based pattern of brand knowledge changes.

Proposition 1 claims that algebraic piecemeal processing leads to bookkeeping pattern of

brand knowledge changes, more incongruent extension causes more changes, whereas

thoughtful piecemeal processing leads to typicality-based pattern of brand knowledge

changes, less incongruent extension causes more changes. These two propositions taken

together lead to the following hypotheses regarding the pattern of brand knowledge changes

under alternative priming conditions:
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Hypothesis 3: when the extension's differences from the parent brand are primed, more discrepant
extensions cause more changes in brand knowledge than less discrepant extensions do.

Hypothesis 4: when the extension's similarities with the parent brand are primed, more discrepant
extensions cause less strong changes in brand knowledge than less discrepant extensions do.

These hypotheses are designed to test the proposition regarding the main effect of

extensions' incongruity on the pattern of brand knowledge changes under different

conditions. It is important to test the main effects of the extensions' incongruity, because

the focus of this research is on the factors facilitating opposite patterns of brand knowledge

changes (typicality-based versus bookkeeping) rather than on the interaction effect between

the degree of incongruity and brand knowledge changes. The purpose of this research is to

understand the conditions leading to each pattern of changes. We expect to identify

interaction effect if hypotheses 3 and 4 are supported, however, the main effects are more

important for the theory tested in this research. There is no separate hypothesis on the

interaction effect, but the data on the interaction effects will be presented in the data

analysis section. The pattern of changes predicted by hypothesis 3 is illustrated by Figure

8b, whereas the pattern of changes predicted by hypothesis 4 is illustrated by Figure 8a.

Figure 8: Predicted Patterns of Brand Knowledge Changes

8A: typicality theory-based pattern
	 8b: bookkeeping theory-based pattern

(similarities primed condition)
	

(differences primed condition)
Brand knowledge
	 Brand knowledge

changes	 changes

less	 more	 less	 more
Degree of Extension's Incongruity from the Parent Brand
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Proposition la describes the pattern of changes under each condition, but it does not

specify the relationships between the patterns of changes under different conditions. Figure

9 shows that, theoretically several relationships between the patterns of changes under

different conditions are possible. Thus, the theoretically predicted relationships need to be

specified.

Figure 9: Possible Relationships Between the Patterns of Brand Knowledge Changes
under Different Conditions

Degree of Extension's Incongruity from the Parent Brand

Condition 1 - similarity is primed
Condition 2— incongruity is primed

Priming an extension's similarities with its parent brand is expected to

facilitate thoughtful piecemeal processing, which is characterised by an emphasis on

the relationships between the brand and extension. Under this type of processing the

extension's typicality of the brand will become more salient than under conditions

without priming. The expected pattern of brand knowledge changes is described by

the typicality-based perspective: priming an extension's similarities with its parent

brand will make the extension's typicality of the brand more salient, which will lead

to stronger brand knowledge changes in response to more close extensions and less
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strong changes in response to more distant extensions than under conditions without

priming.

In contrast, priming an extension's differences from its parent brand is

expected to facilitate algebraic piecemeal processing, which is characterised by an

emphasis on the extension's information on its own. Under this type of processing

the extension's information on its own will become more salient than under

conditions without priming. The expected pattern of brand knowledge change is

described by the bookkeeping perspective. Priming an extension's differences from

its parent brand will make the extension's information more salient, which will lead

to stronger brand knowledge changes in response to more distant extensions and less

strong changes in response to more close extensions than when under conditions

without priming.

In sum, it is expected that for more close extensions, priming similarities will

lead to stronger changes, whereas priming differences will lead to less strong changes

than under normal conditions. In contrast, for more distant extensions, priming

similarities will lead to less strong changes, whereas priming differences will lead to

stronger changes than when under normal conditions.

Proposition lb specifies the predicted relationships between the patterns of brand

knowledge changes under one condition relative to the other.
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Proposition ib: When the extension's similarities with the parent brand are

primed, the less incongruent extension is expected to cause stronger changes, while

the more incongruent extension is expected to cause less strong changes than under

conditions when the differences between the parent brand and extension are primed.

Alternatively, when the extension's differences from the parent brand are primed, the

more incongruent extension is expected to cause stronger changes, while the less

incongruent extension is expected to cause less strong changes than when under the

conditions when similarities are primed. The expected effects are presented by figure

10

Figure 10: Expected Relationships Between the Patterns of Brand Knowledge
Changes under Different Conditions

less	 more
Degree of Extension's Incongruity from the Parent Brand

Condition 1 - similarity is primed
Condition 2— difference is primed

Proposition lb discusses the expected difference in stimuli evaluation under

two different conditions (similarity primed/difference primed). This proposition is

designed as an additional test to investigate whether when the similarity is primed,

brand knowledge changes occur according to the typicality-based model, while when
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the difference is primed, brand knowledge changes occur according to the

bookkeeping model. This proposition is tested by hypotheses 5a and 5b.

H5a: when similarities between the brand and extension are primed, less incongruent
extensions cause stronger brand knowledge changes than under conditions when differences
between the brand and extension are primed.

H5b: when similarities between the brand and extension brand are primed more incongruent
extensions cause less strong brand knowledge changes than under the conditions when the
differences between the brand and extension are primed.

Hypotheses 5 are testing the main effect of the conditions. They are illustrated by

figure 10. Each of the hypotheses about the pattern of brand knowledge changes

(Hypotheses 3,4,5) is expected to hold for alternative operationalizations of incongruity and

different dependent measures of brand knowledge changes to be considered in the next

section. Similar patterns of results are expected under the same conditions for alternative

operationalization of incongruity and measures of brand knowledge changes.
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3.3 Operationalizations of Extension's Incongruity and Measures of Brand
Knowledge Changes

Previous studies on a brand extension's effect on the parent brand used different

operationalizations of brand-extension incongruity and used different dependent variables

to capture the pattern of brand knowledge changes. The conflicting results of these studies

may be caused by these differences. Table 10 summarizes the operationalizations of

incongruity, the dependent measures used in the previous studies, and the results found

under these alternative operationalizations.

The table shows that similar operationalizations of incongruity sometimes cause

quite opposite results. For example, an extension in a new product category incongruent

with the parent category on a number of incongruent attributes (two attributes) (Loken

Roedder John 1993) leads to bookkeeping pattern of brand knowledge changes. On the

other hand, an extension with a similar operationalization of incongruity (6 attributes)

(Gurhan-Canli and Maheswaran 1998), leads to typicality based pattern of brand

knowledge changes.

The table also demonstrates that different measures were used to capture the brand

knowledge changes. Some measures appear to be less sensitive than the others are. For

example, under some conditions in several studies (Aaker and Keller 1992; Gurhan-Canli

and Maheswaran 1998; Romeo 1991) no changes of the overall attitude are found.

However, under different conditions in the same studies the changes of the overall attitude

are found. Other measures are more sensitive to changes and allowed measuring the

changes of the brand knowledge change more frequently. However, these results might be

attributed to experimental conditions rather than to the measures used.
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Table 10: Alternative Operationalizations of Incongruity and Measures of Brand
Knowledge Changes

Study	 Measures of	 Operationalization Results
__________________ changes	 ____________________ ______________________________________
Loken and	 Cognitive measures Number of 	 Under normal conditions both less
Roedder John, 	 of associations	 inconsistent	 discrepant and more discrepant stimuli
1993	 Strength changes	 attributes	 cause brand knowledge dilution under

normal conditions:
Sujan and	 Attribute variability 	 Bookkeeping model is supported
Bettman, 1989

Weber and	 Associations	 More changes are caused by very
Crocker, 1984	 strength	 incongruent than by moderately

incongruent stimuli: bookkeeping
model is supported

Loken and	 Cognitive measures 	 Under conditions when extension's
Roedder John, 	 of associations	 typicality is measured before the
1993	 Strength changes	 experiment more typical extension

causes more changes than less typical
extension: typicality model is
supported

Gurhan-Canli and Overall attitude 	 Under low motivation conditions more
Maheswaran,	 towards the brand	 typical extension causes more changes
1998	 than a less typical extension does:

typicality model is supported
Under high motivation conditions
less typical extension causes the same
amount of changes as more typical
extension does: bookkeeping model is

_______________ ________________ ________________ supported
Sujan and	 Attribute variability Degree of attribute More discrepant stimuli cause more
Bettman, 1989	 incongruity	 brand knowledge changes:
_______________ ________________ ________________ bookkeeping model is supported
Aaker and Keller, Overall attitude	 Category distance	 Under the conditions without
1992	 towards the brand	 intervening extension: no changes

Under the conditions with an
intervening extension: less discrepant
stimuli cause more brand knowledge
changes: typicality model is supported

More incongruent stimuli caused more
Romeo, 1991	 Overall attitude	 changes: bookkeeping model is

towards the brand	 supported

Less discrepant stimuli cause more
Roedder John,	 Cognitive measures	 brand knowledge changes: typicality
Loken and Joiner, of associations	 model is supported
1998	 Strength changes
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Overall, the findings of previous research are mixed and vary within and across the

alternative opertationalizations of incongruity and measures of brand knowledge changes.

Thus, it is important to address the relationships between the incongruity operationalization

and the pattern of brand knowledge changes in more detail, controlling for the degree of

extension's incongruity and conditions under which the extensions are presented. The

potential differential sensitivity of different measures of brand knowledge changes also

needs to be investigated.

In this dissertation, I consider three alternative operationalizations of incongruity

under the same conditions and with the similar degree of an extension's incongruity to

increase the comparability of results.

Proposition 2: incongruity operationalized as the number of inconsistent attributes,

the degree of attribute incongruity, and the extension's category distance cause the same

pattern of brand knowledge changes under the same conditions. The conditions reinforcing

"algebraic piecemeal processing" lead to the bookkeeping pattern of brand knowledge

changes, while conditions reinforcing "thoughtful piecemeal processing" lead to the

typicality-based pattern of brand knowledge.

Proposition 3: under the same conditions alternative measures of brand knowledge

changes will show the same patterns of brand knowledge changes.
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As has been discussed above, the hypotheses developed in the previous section are

expected to hold for alternative operationalizations of incongruity and measures of brand

knowledge changes.

This dissertation will consider three operationalizations of incongruity:

• the number of incongruent attributes (Gurhan-Canli and Maheswaran 1998; Loken and

Roedder John 1993; Sujan and Bettman 1989; Weber and Crocker 1984);

the degree of attribute incongruity (Sujan and Bettman 1989);

• the category distance (Aaker and Keller 1992; Roedder John, Loken and Joiner 1998;

Romeo 1991).

Two different measures of brand knowledge structure changes will be analyzed:

the strength of associations (Loken and Roedder John 1993; Roedder John, Loken and

Joiner 1998);

• and the overall attitude (Gurhan-Canli and Maheswaran 1998; Aaker and Keller 1992;

Romeo 1991).

It is expected that under the same conditions different operationalizations and

measures will show a similar pattern of changes. Overall, the following more specific

hypotheses are developed. Hypotheses 1 and 2 test the type of processing under each

priming conditions for each of the six extensions used in this research. Hypotheses 3 and 4

test the pattern of brand knowledge changes under each condition for seven different pairs

of extensions. These seven pairs operationalize three types of incongruity between the

parent brand and extension: the number of incongruent attributes (for two categories), the

degree of attribute incongruity (for two categories), and the category distance (for 3
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different attributes). Hypothesis 5 test conditions' main effect for 6 extensions used in this

study.

Hypothesis 1: When the extension's differences from the parent brand are primed, more
extension's own information-based than parent brand-based thoughts are generated.

Hi holds for
a: line extensions with one slightly incongruent attribute;
b: line extensions with two incongruent attributes;
C: line extensions with one more incongruent attribute;
d: extensions in new product category with one slightly incongruent attribute;
e: extensions in new product category with two incongruent attributes;
f: extensions in new product category with one more incongruent attribute.

Hypothesis 2: Priming the extension's similarities with the parent brand facilitates thoughtful
processing:
relative to the conditions when extensions differences with the parent brand are primed
H2a: the same number or more extension-based thoughts are generated;
H2b: more thoughts considering relationships between the parent brand and extension are
generated;
H2c: fewer simple evaluative thoughts are generated.
H2d: fewer parent brand-based thoughts are generated
H2e: fewer evaluative and category based thoughts are generated

H2 a,b,c,d and e hold for:
1):line extensions with one slightly incongruent attribute;
2): line extensions with two incongruent attributes;
3): line extensions with one more incongruent attribute;
4): extensions in new product category with one slightly incongruent attribute;
5): extensions in new product category with two incongruent attributes;
6): extensions in new product category with one more incongruent attribute.

Hypothesis 3: when the extension's differences from the parent brand are primed more discrepant
extensions cause more changes in brand knowledge than less discrepant extensions do.
H3 holds for:
1):line extensions when incongruity operationalized as number of inconsistent attributes;
2): the extensions in the moderately discrepant product category incongruity operationalized as
number of inconsistent attributes;
3): line extensions when incongruity operationalized as degree of attribute inconsistency;
4): the extensions in the moderately discrepant product category when incongruity operationalized
as degree of attribute inconsistency;
5): line extensions versus moderately discrepant extensions with one inconsistent attribute;
6): for the line extensions versus moderately discrepant extensions with two inconsistent attributes;
7): for the line extensions versus moderately discrepant extensions with moderate degree of attribute
inconsistency.
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Hypothesis 4: when the extension's similarities with the parent brand are primed, more discrepant
extensions cause less strong changes in brand knowledge than less discrepant extensions do.

H4 holds for:
1):line extensions when incongruity operationalized as number of inconsistent attributes;
2): the extensions in the moderately discrepant product category incongruity operationalized as
number of inconsistent attributes;
3): line extensions when incongruity operationalized as degree of attribute inconsistency;
4): the extensions in the moderately discrepant product category when incongruity operationalized
as degree of attribute inconsistency;
5) line extensions versus moderately discrepant extensions with one inconsistent attribute;
6): for the line extensions versus moderately discrepant extensions with two inconsistent attributes;
7): for the line extensions versus moderately discrepant extensions with moderate degree of attribute
inconsistency.

If hypotheses 3 and 4 are true, it is expected that there is an interaction effect

between the priming conditions and the levels of the extensions' incongruity. There is no

formal hypothesis regarding interaction effect, since the focus of this research is on the

patterns of brand knowledge changes under different conditions. However, the interaction

effect is tested in the data analysis section.

Hypothesis Sa: when similarities between the brand and the extension are primed, less
incongruent extensions cause stronger brand knowledge changes than under conditions when
differences between the brand and extension are primed:
1) H5a holds for the line extensions with one inconsistent attribute;
2) H5a holds for the moderately distant extensions with one inconsistent attribute.

Hypothesis 5b: when similarities between the brand and extension are primed, more
incongruent extensions cause less strong brand knowledge changes than under the conditions
when the differences between the brand and extension are primed:
1) H5b holds for the line extensions with two inconsistent attribute;
2) H5b holds for the moderately distant extensions with two inconsistent attribute;
3) H5b holds for the line extensions with a high degree of attribute inconsistency;
4) H5b holds for the moderately distant extension with a high degree of attribute
inconsistency.

The propositions developed in this chapter are summarized by Figure 10. The central

proposition is that under conditions when an extension's differences from the parent brand

is primed (algebraic piecemeal processing facilitated), more incongruent stimuli cause
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stronger changes in the brand knowledge. Whereas, when the similarities between the

brand and extension are primed (thoughtful piecemeal processing is facilitated), less

incongruent stimuli cause stronger changes in the brand knowledge. These results are

expected to hold, regardless of how incongruity is operationalized and regardless of how

brand knowledge changes are measured. The next chapter will describe the experimental

design that allowed the testing of these propositions and hypotheses.
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4. METHODOLOGY

This chapter describes the experiment used to test the hypotheses advanced in the

previous chapter. This experiment explored the relationships between the

operationalizations of incongruity and the pattern of brand knowledge changes. It

investigated the main and interaction effects of several variables simultaneously, by using a

mixed factorial experimental design.

The factorial design has advantages of economy, control, and generality. Factorial

designs are economical in the sense that they provide considerably more information than

separate single-factor experiments, often at reduced cost of subjects, time, and effort. A

factorial design also allows researchers to assess the generality of a particular finding by

studying the effects of one independent variable under different experimental conditions.

This generality can be evaluated by examining the results of a factorial experiment for

interaction.

This chapter describes the stimuli development, provides a general overview of the

experimental studies, discusses sample and procedures, outlines the dependent measures

that were used to capture brand knowledge changes, and presents stimuli design that was

used in the studies.
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4.1 Stimuli Development and Baseline Structure of Associations Measurements

This research investigates the effect of three different types of incongruity

operationalizations (category distance, number of incongruent attributes, degree of attribute

incongruity) on brand knowledge changes. Thus, it was important to find appropriate

brands and brand extensions that are incongruent along each dimension.

The Fructis brand was selected as a stimulus brand. The intention of this research is

to extend the previous research on the extension's effect on the parent brand. Because

previous brand-extension studies used Neutrogena and Johnson and Johnson, brands

strongly associated with the shampoo product category (Loken, Roedder John 1993;

Roedder John, Loken and Joiner 1998), the use of a shampoo brand was viewed as being

appropriate for extending these previous results. At the time of this research Fructis

produced and marketed shampoos, hair conditioners, and hair masks. Preliminary

interviews with subjects similar to those used in the main experiments (women aged 18 to

49, who were familiar with the product) demonstrated that the Fructis brand, produced by

L'Oreal's Laboratoires Gamier, is a brand consumers associated with gentleness, mixed

fruity scent, special healthy benefits characteristics and youth imagery (Appendix I). Three

pretests were conducted to collect consumer perceptions about the brand and to develop

stimuli materials.

The first pretest involved qualitative individual interviews with 15 consumers and a

Fructis brand manager. These interviews provided information about the attributes used by
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consumers when characterizing the brand. These interviews also explored which

incongruent brand extensions the brand might possibly launch.

The second pretest (a survey with 30 consumers) was used to clarify the

characteristics describing the brands to determine the focal characteristics that were

manipulated for the design of stimuli materials. Ratings of consumer perceptions on the

attributes describing the brand were taken (on a scale from 1 to 7, where 7 means "likely"

and 1 means "unlikely" to be associated with an attribute).

As a result of these pretests the following data were collected:

1) Characteristic attributes of the brand;

2) Possible brand extensions and their relative perceived distance from the parent brand.

The third pretest verified that the specific categories used for brand extensions did

represent varying levels of brand extension incongruity. In additioin, this pretest verified

the importance of the attributes used for manipulations in the selected extension's

categories. Subjects completed a questionnaire measuring their perception of proposed new

product's incongruity with the Fructis image, the importance of manipulated attributes in

the new product's category, usage of individual products marketed under the Fructis name,

and selected demographic characteristics. Findings from these pretests were used to select

the experimental stimuli.
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Pretest Results: Brand Associations

The following groups of attributes were found to characterize the brand.

1) Mixed fruity smell associations and special benefits related to the presence of fruit acids

and vitamins

Gentle mixed fruity smell is the strongest characteristic associated with Fructis.

According to consumers, it is difficult to tell which individual fruit smells are mixed up to

form the resulting smell. The presence of citrus smell was frequently mentioned in the

interviews 1 . Moreover, according to the respondents, the presence of fruit acids and

vitamins gives Fructis special performance benefits, such as, making hair gentle, easy to

comb and shiny. The smell and these performance benefits were strongly associated in

consumers' minds.

2) Science and technology association

The next group of associations is related to brand's positioning as a "science and

technology" brand. Consumers report that the presence of fruit acids, vitamins B3, B6 and

special performance characteristics makes the hair gentle, easy to comb and shiny. They

also believe that Fructis has treatment qualities that fortify the hair and are developed based

on the latest achievement in science and technology.

According to Fructis' brand manager, "science and technology" is the target

positioning association for Fructis. Consequently, it is also an umbrella theme for Fructis'

According to a Fructis brand manager, the products for normal, greasy hair and antidandruff products have a
mixed smell of melon and grapefruit, while the treatment mask has a gentle almond milk smell.
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advertising campaigns, so it is not surprising that this is a key attribute mentioned by

consumers.

3) Youth imagery associations - not trustworthy

Consumers describe the brand as being more appealing to young people. This

means that Fructis has higher image appeal than performance appeal, is not completely

trustworthy ("it's not serious enough"), and has average perceived quality.

The results of pretest 2 (consumer rating of the brand characteristics) are reported in

Appendix 2. The characteristics were measured on 4 seven-point scales. Scales were

constructed so that lower numbers indicated more positive beliefs about the family brand.

The following 4 seven point scales were used to evaluate brand characteristics: Fructis

products make the hair gentle: (strongly agree- strongly disagree; extremely likely-

extremely unlikely; very probable- not at all probable; very characteristic of the Fructis

products - not at all characteristic of Fructis products). The rating "1" meant strongly

agree, extremely likely, very probable, very characteristic of the Fructis products, whereas

the rating "7" meant strongly disagree, extremely unlikely, not at all probable, not at all

characteristic of the Fructis brand products.

Pretest Results: Extensions Stimuli

Brand Extension's Incon gruity Operationalizations

Based on the results of pretests 2 and 3, the following brand extensions incongruent

with the brand along the targeted dimensions (category distance, number of inconsistent

attributes, degree of attribute inconsistency) were chosen.
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Incongruit as Category distance

The extension's category distance is operationalized as a line extension (the same

basic category), and different close basic category (see Figure 11). Shampoo is used as a

line extension for the Fructis brand. As shown in the pretests, this product belongs to the

same basic category as the other Fructis products, but it had additional features that made it

different from the core Fructis shampoos (described in the next section). A shower get

product was shown to be more incongruent than shampoo. It belongs to a different basic

category, but to the same superordinate category (bath products). Thus, an increasing

degree of Fructis extensions' incongruity along the product category dimension is

operationalized as shampoo (the closest extension) and shower gel (more distant extension).

Figure 11: Fructis' Brand Extensions: Hierarchy of Categories

Level of abstraction

Superordinate level 

/1 Bath products

Basic level	 I shampoo
	 Shower gel

Fructis
I FructisFructis

Shampoo with a new scent 	 Shower gel

Increasing degree of extension's product category incongruity
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The selected extensions were proposed by consumers in the first pretest and

included in the third pretest for the quantitative analysis. The data from the third pretest

demonstrated the perceived difference in extensions' incongruity

Incon'-ruity as a number of inconsistent attributes

Pretests showed that vitamins B3, B6 and a mixed fruity scent are the important

attributes characterizing the Fructis brand. Consumers suggested that extensions with an

apple scent and a new vitamin (vitamin E) would be credible and relatively incongruent

products for Fructis. According to the typicality theory, an extension incongruent on one

attribute (mixed fruity smell) is less incongruent than an extension incongruent on two

attributes (vitamin E and apple scent). Thus, to investigate the relative effect of the number

of incongruent attributes on the brand knowledge changes, an extension with apple scent

was compared with an extension with apple scent and new vitamin E.

Inconffruitv as deRree of attribute inconsistency

Fructis is characterized by a fruity scent. In the first pretest, consumers suggested

that an apple scent would be slightly incongruent with the existing mixed fruit scent, and

"perfumed" (non-fruity, non-natural) scent will be more incongruent with the existing

scent. These suggestions were tested in the third pretest. The results demonstrated

significant differences in the perception of the extension's incongruity for attributes in all

product categories (Shampoo apple scent=2.27, perfumed scent=3.46 apple scent with

vitamin E=3.93 ; shower gel apple scent=2.7 perfumed scent=4.4, apple scent with

vitamin E=4.47). T statistics summarized in table 11.
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Table 11: Stimuli Development: T Statistics

The importance of the attributes used for manipulations in the selected extension's

categories was tested in the third pretest. The manipulated attributes were found to be

equally important for consumers' evaluation of the extension's in proposed categories. The

attributes were measured on a 7 point scale, where 1 - very important, 7- not important at

all (the importance of the smell for shampoo = 1.47 shower gel = 1.47; the importance of

vitamin E shampoo = 1.8 shower gel = 1.53, t= 0.59 p= 0.28). The resulting extensions'

manipulations used as stimuli for the main experiment is presented in Table 12.

Table 12: Stimuli Selected: Extension's Incongruity Operationalizations

Extension's	 Number of Incongruent 	 Degree of Attribute Incongruity
Category	 attributes
Distance	 1	 2	 Less incongruent	 More

incongruent incongruent 	 Incongruent
_________________	 attribute	 attributes _________________ _______________
Shampoo	 Apple scent	 With	 Apple scent	 Cosmetic scent

Vitamin E
and Apple
scent

Shower gel	 Apple scent	 With	 Apple scent	 Cosmetic scent
Different basic	 Vitamin E
Category	 and Apple

scent__________________ ________________
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Overall, 6 experimental stimuli were developed. 12 experimental groups were

recruited to test the effect of developed brand extensions with 6 being primed in one way

and 6 in another. Each group consisted of 30 subjects, and was presented with one

experimental stimulus. Thus, the effect of different stimuli on the pattern of brand

knowledge changes was compared across the experimental group in a between-subject

design.
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4.2 Overview

This research was undertaken to explore the effects of a brand extension's

information on the parent brand knowledge under two different conditions. The study

sample included 360 women between the ages of 18 to 49 familiar with the brand (Fructis)

who received information about a fictitious new brand extension. The experiment was a

2X3X2 factorial design. The first factor was product type, with extensions described as

being (1) in the same basic category as a current product offering by the company (Fructis

shampoo) or (2) in a different basic category from current product offerings (Fructis shower

gel). The second factor in the study design was type of information received, with

extensions described at varying levels of two attributes that are associated with the family

brand name. As a result, brand extensions are described as (1) a product with a new feature

slightly inconsistent to the brand attribute (apple scent), (2) a product with two new brand

inconsistent attributes (apple scent and new vitamin E), or (3) a product with a new more

inconsistent to the brand attribute (perfumed non fruity scent). The third factor was

priming conditions, which involved emphasizing the extension's similarity with the parent

brand (1), or emphasizing the extension's difference from the brand (2). Before the brand

associations were measured, half of the subjects completed an orienting task that primed the

analysis of similarities between the extension and the brand, whereas the other half

completed an orienting task that primed the analysis of difference between the brand and its

extension. Finally, in order to make an appropriate comparison to assess brand knowledge

changes, a control group that received no information about new brand extensions is

included. Table 13 summarizes experimental design.
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Experimental Design:

30 subjects per cell plus a control group (30 subjects)

Table 13: Experimental Design

PRIMING

	

Difference between the parent brand 	 Similarities between the parent brand
and extension	 and extension

	Number or degree of Attribute	 Number or degree of Attribute
Extension's	 Inconsistency _________	 Inconsistency
Category	 1 slightly	 2	 1 more	 1 slightly	 2	 1 more
Relatedness	 Inconsistent	 Inconsistent Inconsistent Inconsistent Inconsistent Inconsistent

_____________	 Attribute	 Attributes	 Attribute	 Attribute	 Attributes	 Attribute

Shampoo	 Apple scent Apple scent Perfumed	 Apple scent Apple	 Perfumed
with	 Non-fruity	 scent	 Non-fruity
Vitamin E	 Scent	 With	 Scent

__________ ________ _________ ________ _________ vitamin E _________
Shower gel Apple scent Apple scent Perfumed Apple scent Apple	 Perfumed

with	 Non-fruity	 scent	 Non-fruity
Vitamin B	 Scent	 With	 Scent

__________ ________ _________ ________ _________ vitamin E _________
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4.3 Dependent Measures

Existing measures from the consumer behaviour and social psychology literature

were adopted to measure the cognitive structure of the brand knowledge. These measures

are summarized in Table 14.

Measures of the overall attitude towards the brand

Aggregated measures of the overall attitude towards the brand were collected on

two scales, following Aaker and Keller (1992) and Park, McCarthy and Milberg (1993).

Measures of brand beliefs

Multiple measures of brand beliefs were collected:

1) Trait ratings of the brand (Weber and Crocker, 1987)

These reflect the consumer perceptions of the brand: what attributes are characteristic, non-

characteristic and irrelevant for the brand. These characteristics were first selected in the

pretests, then collected from the control group and compared with the ratings of those in

the experimental groups. (Each characteristic is measured on 7-point scale: not at all

characteristic/very characteristic.)

2) Family brand beliefs about the focal attributes measured on 7-point scales

Fructis products are very (manipulated attribute). Answer options: strongly agree/strongly

disagree; extremely likely/extremely unlikely; very probable/not at all probable.

Measures of constraint values

These measures reflect how much variability exists on the focal attributes among the

brand's products (Sujan and Bettman, 1989). Variability was measured on two 7 point
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scales (alpha=.94): (1= little variability/products are not at all different; 7= great

variability/products are very different on this feature).

Incon gruity measures

Typical-atypical of the Fructis brand image; Representative-Unrepresentative of the

Fructis brand image. Similar- Dissimilar to Fructis brand image; Consistent-Inconsistent

with Fructis brand image (Loken and Roedder John, 1993): Cronbach alpha correlation =

0.92); fits well together with other brand products - does not fit well together with other

brand products (Romeo,1991).

Measures of processing

The thoughts regarding the extension were used as measure of processing. As has

been described in the previous chapter different types of generated thoughts reflect different

type of information processing. The thoughts generated by the consumers were classified

using content analysis into the four categories that enabled to test the hypotheses regarding

the type of information processing under investigation:

1) Extension's own information based thoughts - extensions characteristics related thoughts;

2) Brand based thoughts - the thoughts that are induced by the brand knowledge -

generalization from the parent brand to the new product;

3) Thoughts considering the relationships between the new product and the brand;

4) Simple evaluative thoughts.
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Table 14: Dependent Measures of Cognitive Brand Structure Changes

Measures of	 Study	 Operationalization of measures
changes__________________ ____________________________________
Measures of	 Aaker and Keller, 	 Two 7-point scales (low quality/high
overall attitude	 1992	 quality, not at all likely to try/very likely to
towardsthe	 ____________________ try)
brand	 Park, McCarthy and 	 Overall attitude towards the brand

Milberg,1993	 (ito 7 scale 2 measures summarized:
Overall evaluation	 1= dislike/feel bad about it;

_______________ ____________________ 7=like/feel good about it, alpha = 0.78)
Measures of	 Loken, Roedder John, Family brand attribute beliefs
attribute	 1993	 7-point scales
structure

	

	 Brand A products are very (manipulated
Roedder John, Loken attribute):
and	 (strongly agree/strongly disagree;
Joiner, 1998	 extremely likely/extremely unlikely;

very probable/not at all probable,
___________________ alpha =.92)
Weber and Crocker, 	 Trait ratings:
1983	 Point scale not at all characteristic/very

characteristic).

Measures of	 Sujan and Bettman,	 Perceptions of variability among existing
constraint values 1989 brand products on the focal attribute

(1 to 7 scale 2 measures summarized
(alpha=.94)
1 = little variability/products are not at all
different on this feature;
7 = a great deal of variability/products are

_________________ ______________________ very different on this feature)
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4.4 Sample and Procedure

Previous studies' pretests have shown that women are more familiar and more

experienced with the shampoo product type than men are. Thus, similar to previous studies

(Loken, Roedder John 1993; Roedder John, Loken and Joiner 1998) women were recruited

as subjects. They were recruited by a market research firm in a mall-intercept study.

Women familiar with the brand's products were between the ages of 18 and 49, with at

least a high school education and a middle class household income were invited to

participate. The average age of the sample was 34.5 years. The study was conducted in

Russia, in Yaroslavl, and the experimental stimuli were in Russian. For this dissertation all

experimental stimuli were translated into English by author.

Subjects were assigned randomly to one of the study conditions, and were given

appropriate instructions. Subjects were told that the purpose of the interview was to learn

"how people think about new products". The subjects were presented with a description of

a product, and were told that it was already being on sale by Fructis in another part of the

country, but that it would become available sometime soon in their area. Then a survey

questionnaire was administered.

For the priming, subjects were divided into two groups: one in which the

extension's similarities with the brand were primed, and another in which the differences

between the extension and the brand were primed. In the differences primed conditions

subjects were asked to consider how different the extension was from the brand and then

completed information about the perceived extension's differences from the parent brand.
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In the similarities primed conditions subjects were asked to consider how similar the

extension is to the parent brand and then completed the information about extension's

similarities with the parent brand. Then the subjects answered several questions about their

brand beliefs about Fructis. Brand beliefs measures included:

1) Overall attitude towards the brand measured on two seven-point scales.

2) Attributes rating (the attributes that in the pretests were found to be characteristic of the

brand). All ratings were made on a 7-point scale ranging from " not at all characteristic" to

"very characteristic".

The subjects also completed additional questions:

1) Product usage for current Fructis products,

2) Selected demographic characteristics (age, occupation).

Copies of the questionnaire are presented in Appendix 3.1 and 3.2.

A control group was also recruited to provide a baseline for comparison. This

baseline was necessary to understand relative changes in brand knowledge when exposed to

the extensions. Subjects in the control group were recruited in the same manner as those

participating in the experimental conditions but were not presented with the extension

information. They were told that the purpose of the study was to collect consumer's

opinions about products, and were asked simply to fill out several questions in an attached

survey2. This survey contained the same measures as those included in the one for

experimental subjects, with the exception of questions regarding extensions incongruity.

subjects in experimental and control groups were presented with small gifts (pens) as a token of appreciation for thetr
rtIcipatIon in the study.
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5. DATA ANALYSIS

5.1 Manipulation check: Perceptions of Extension's Incongruity by Condition

Before testing the hypotheses, it was necessary to confirm that selected stimuli were

perceived as being incongruent with the parent brand in the ways intended. Although

pretests indicated that different stimuli were perceived as varying in the degree of

incongruity from the parent brand, it was essential to confirm that the experimental subjects

perceived the stimuli just as the pretest did.

Stimuli incongruity was measured on five seven point scales using the scales

developed and validated by Loken and Roedder John 1989, and Romeo 1991. A factor

analysis of the five scales indicated that the scales loaded on two different factors. The first

factor combined measures of the extension's representativeness, consistency and good fit

with other brand products. The second factor combined the measures of new product

similarity and typicality of the parent brand. Thus, the first factor was considered as the

measure reflecting complementarity of the new extension with the existing brand product

and was excluded from further analysis.

The second factor was considered as a measure of extension's typicality/incongruity

with the parent brand and was used for extension's incongruity evaluation. The total

correlation of the items loaded on the second factor is 0.895. Figure 12 presents the

evaluation of stimuli incongruity operationalized in three different ways:
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1) number of incongruent attributes - a product with one incongruent attribute, apple scent

(less incongruent extension) was compared to a product with two incongruent attributes,

apple scent with vitamin E, (more incongruent extension);

2) degree of attribute incongruity - a product with more close new attribute, apple scent (less

incongruent extension) was compared to a product with more distant new attribute,

perfumed non-fruity scent (more incongruent extension);

3) category distance - line extension product, shampoo (less incongruent extension) was

compared to an extension in a new product category, shower gel (more incongruent

extension).

Table 15 provides the summary statistics on the differences in the stimuli perception for

each operationalization of incongruity.
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Figure 12:Extensions' Incongruity Evaluation

Figure 12.1: Incongruity operationalized as Number of Incongruent Attributes

Extension's incongruity Evaluation
Shampoo

(incongruity operationaUzed as number of incongruent attributes)

One Incongruent Two incongruent
attribute	 attributes (apple

(apple scent)	 scent and vitamin E)

Extension's Incongruity Evaluation
Shower Gel

(incongruity operationalized as number of incongruent attributes)

One Incongruent Two incongruent
attribute	 attributes (apple

(apple scent)	 scent and vitamin E)

Figure 12.1 shows that subjects in both experimental conditions for both product

categories rated extensions with two incongruent attributes as being more incongruent than

extensions with one incongruent attribute.
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Figure 12.2: Incongruity operationalized as Degree of Attribute Incongruity

Extension's Incongruity Evaluation
Shampoo

(incongruity operationalized as degree of attribute incongruity)

Less incongruent More Incongruent
attribute	 attributes

(apple scent)	 (perfwned scent)

Extension's Incongruity Evaluation
Shower Gel

(incongruity operationalized as degree of attribute incongruity)

Less Incongruent More Incongruent
attribute	 attributes

(apple scent)	 (perfUmed scent)

Figure 12.2 shows that subjects in both experimental conditions for both product

categories rated extensions with an attribute that was more distant from the parent brand as

being more incongruent than extensions with an attribute that was more close to the parent

brand.
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Figure 12.3 shows that subjects in the similarities-primed experimental conditions rated

extensions in a category different from the parent as being more incongruent than

extensions in a category the same as the parent. However, subjects in the differences-

primed conditions did not see differences between the more distant and closer extensions.

Table 15 provides the statistical comparison of means.

Table 15: Evaluation of Extensions' Incongruity with the Parent Brand

	

Similarities	 Differences
__________________	 Primed Condition	 Primed_Condition _____
Operationalization of	 Extension Extension	 Extension Extension - ______
extension's incongruity: 	 1	 2	 T	 P	 1	 2	 T	 P
for each pair the first 	 Means	 Means	 Means	 Means

extension is compared
tothe second extension ________ ________	 ________ ________ ________ 	 _____
Shampoo apple scent	 1.47	 2.57	 4.22	 0.0001	 2.08	 2.45	 1.9	 0.03
versus shampoo apple
scent with vitamin E	 ________ ________	 ________ ________ ________ 	 _____
Shampoo apple versus	 1.47	 2.04	 1.69	 0.05	 2.08	 2.45	 1.6	 0.06
perfumednon fruit scent ________ _________	 ________ ________ ________	 ______
Shower gel apple versus 	 2.27	 3.3	 3.52	 0.0007	 1.93	 3.21	 2.87 0.003
apple scent with vitamin
E_______ _______	 _______ _______ _______	 _____
Shower gel apple versus	 2.27	 2.92	 1.64	 0.05	 1.93	 2.45	 1.57 0.06
perfumednon fruit scent ________ _________	 ________ ________ ________	 ______
Shampoo apple scent	 1.47	 2.27	 2.27	 0.02	 2.08	 1.93	 0.66 0.26
versus shower gel apple
scent
Shampoo apple scent	 2.57	 3.3	 2.61	 0.007	 2.45	 3.21	 1.3	 0.1
with vitamin E versus
shower gel apple scent
withvitamin E	 ________ ________	 ________ ________ ________	 ______
Shampoo apple scent	 2.04	 2.92	 2.4	 0.01	 2.45	 2.45	 0.25	 0.4
with perfumed non fruity
scent vs shower gel with
perfumed non fruity
scent

Table 15 shows that for the number of incongruent attributes the difference between the

less distant and more distant extension reached the significance level under both

experimental conditions. For differences primed conditions the single-attribute extensions (

with apple scent, shampoo mean = 2.08; shower gel mean = 1.93) were judged to be less
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incongruent than the double attribute extensions in the same product categories (with apple

scent and vitamin E, shampoo mean = 2.45;shower gel mean = 3.21). Similarly, for

similarities primed conditions the single-attribute extensions (with apple scent, shampoo

mean = 1.47; shower gel mean = 2.27) were judged to be less incongruent than the double

attribute extensions in the same product categories (with apple scent and vitamin E,

shampoo mean = 2.57;shower gel mean = 3.3)

For the degree of attribute incongruity o perationalization the difference between the

less incongruent and more incongruent extension reached the significance level under both

experimental conditions. For differences primed conditions the less distant attribute

extensions (with apple scent, shampoo mean = 2.08; shower gel mean = 1.93) were judged

to be less incongruent than the more distant attribute extensions in the same product

categories (with perfumed scent, shampoo mean = 2.45; shower gel mean = 2.45).

Similarly, for similarities primed conditions the less distant attribute extensions (with apple

scent, shampoo mean = 1.47; shower gel mean = 2.27) were judged to be less incongruent

than the more distant attribute extensions in the same product categories (with perfumed

scent, shampoo mean = 2.04;shower gel mean = 2.92).

For the category distance incongruity operationalization the difference between less

incongruent (shampoo) and more incongruent (shower gel) extensions reached significance

when similarities were primed, and did not reach significance when differences were

primed. For differences primed conditions: the pairs of compared extensions were

perceived as equally incongruent: for extensions with apple scent (shampoo mean = 2.08,
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shower gel mean = 1.93); apple scent with vitamin E (shampoo mean = 2.45; shower gel

mean = 3.21); perfumed scent (shampoo mean = 2.45, shower gel mean = 2.45).

Differences primed conditions did not demonstrate the expected pattern. This might be due

to the fact that two categories were very close to each other and when the subject's

attention was directed to the extension's information (differences primed condition) the

extensions' relationships to the brand became a nonsalient factor.

For similarities primed conditions: extension in the same category was perceived as

less incongruent than extension in the more distant category: for apple scent extensions

(shampoo mean = 1.47, shower gel mean = 2.27); for apple scent with vitamin E extensions

(shampoo mean = 2.57; shower gel mean = 3.3); extensions with perfumed scent (shampoo

mean = 2.04, shower gel mean = 2.92). Overall, 11 out 14 manipulations resulted in

subject ratings as expected, which meant that overall stimuli manipulation was considered

acceptable.
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5.2 Results

This section reports the results of the study under two main headings:

. the effect of priming on the extension's information processing;

. the effect of priming on the pattern of brand knowledge changes.
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5.2.1 The Effect of Priming on the Extension Information Processing

Hypotheses 1 and 2 test the conditions' effect on subjects' information processing

of the extension. Hypotheses I and 2 are formulated to test proposition la. Hypothesis I

proposed that conditions priming the extension's differences from the parent brand

facilitate algebraic piecemeal processing which is characterized by the elementary analysis

of extension's features, - thus a great number of extension's own information-based

thoughts are expected to be generated. This differs from category-based processing, so

fewer category-induced thoughts are expected. When the extension's differences from the

parent brand are primed, more thoughts about the extension on its own are expected than

thoughts about the parent brand.

Hypothesis 2 proposes that conditions priming the extension's similarities

with the parent brand facilitate thoughtful piecemeal processing. This type of

processing is characterised by the elementary analysis of the extension's features as

well as by the larger number of thoughts considering the relationships between the

brand and extension (relative to algebraic piecemeal processing). Thoughtful

piecemeal processing differs from category-based processing, which is characterised

by simple evaluative and category-induced thoughts. Thus, it is expected that,

relative to algebraic piecemeal processing, thoughtful piecemeal processing generates

fewer simple evaluative and category-induced thoughts.

These hypotheses were tested through a content analysis of the thoughts generated

by respondents under each condition. Thoughts generated under different conditions were
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classified by two coders (Russian female MBA students) into four different categories

(Krippendorff alpha, the reliability coefficient, which shows how much the probability of

agreement among coders is above agreement by chance, and varies from 0.57 to 1; only one

coefficient out of twelve is below 0.6)2. The judges were asked to classify thoughts into the

four categories:

1) Extension's information-based thoughts - thoughts elaborating on extensions attribute or

category.

For example, the following thoughts were classified into this category: "I like apple

scent", "I would like the vitamin E in the product", "I don't like shampoo with apple

scent", "I would prefer to have shower gel with peach smell". These are extension's

information-based thoughts because they are generated based on the information presented

in extension only.

2) Fructis brand based thoughts - the thoughts generalizing from the parent brand to the new

product, that are induced by pre-existing brand knowledge.

For example, the following thoughts were classified into this category: "If it's

Fructis, it must be a good product," "I don't like Fructis products, I would not buy a new

one," "Fructis products are not cheap relative to local products, so the new product must be

expensive, and therefore I would rather buy a locally produced one". These are brand-

based thoughts because they are generated based on the information about the brand only.

3) Thoughts considering the relationships between the new product and the brand - the

thoughts that take into account extension's information and consider its relationships to the

parent brand information.

2 The acceptable Krippendorff alpha is 0.6.
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For example, the following thoughts were classified into this category: "It's a very

good product for Fructis, it's another fruity scent shampoo", "If the new Fructis shampoo

has an apple scent, it would not be more similar to other brands than to Fructis", "I like

Fructis for its citrus smell, as therefore I would not buy an apple-smelling shampoo."

These are thoughts considering relationships between the new products and the parent

brand because they are generated based on the comparison of the information between the

brand and the extension.

4) Simple evaluative - the thoughts that express overall attitude towards the brand, the

category, or the extension.

For example, the following thoughts were classified into this category: "I would like

to buy this product", and "I like trying new products". These are simple evaluative

thoughts because they express the overall attitude towards the brand, the category or the

extension. The resulting classification for two manipulation conditions is presented by

Figure 13.

Figure 13: Types of Thoughts Generated Under Different Priming Conditions

60%
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extension's	 parent brand - 	 thoughts	 simple

	

information - based thoughts 	 considering	 evaluative
based thoughts	 brand-	 thoughts

extension's
relationships

I• difference primed U similarities primed



Figure 13 shows that under different priming conditions similar number of

extension's information-based, parent brand based, and simple evaluative thoughts were

generated. More thoughts considering brand extensions' information were generated under

the similarities - primed conditions than under the differences - primed conditions. Tested

below are the differences between the number of thoughts in each category across the

manipulation conditions.
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Hypothesis 1: When the extension's differences from the parent brand are primed, more
extension's own information-based than parent brand-based thoughts are generated.

Overall. Hi was supported: more extension's own information-based than parent

brand based thoughts were generated (Xext = 0.26 Xpar= 0.16 t = 2.22 p = 0.014). Table

16 provides the means for extension's own information-based and parent-based thoughts,

and the t and p values for the comparison of these two types of thoughts.

Table 16: Differences Primed Conditions: An Extension's-Based versus Parent Brand
Based Thoughts

Means	 Means	 T	 P
Extensions'	 Parent	 values	 values
own	 brand
information	 based
based	 thoughts

___________________________________ thoughts 	 _______________ _____________ ______________
Overall	 0.26 (0.19)	 0.16(0.13)	 2.22	 0.01

a) Line extension with one 	 0.3	 0.13	 1.41	 0.08
slightly incongruent attribute 	 (0.22)	 (0.12)	 ____________ ____________
b) Line extension with two	 0.17	 0.13	 0.37	 0.36
incongruentattributes	 (0.14)	 (0.12)	 ____________ ____________
c) Line extension with one more 	 0.27	 0.13	 1.16	 0.12
incongruentattribute	 (0.2)	 (0.11)	 _____________ _____________
d) Moderately incongruent	 0.23	 0.17	 0.57	 0.29
extension with one slightly 	 (0.19)	 (0.14)
incongruentattribute	 __________________ _____________ ____________ ____________
e) Moderately incongruent	 0.33	 0.23	 0.72	 0.24
extension with two incongruent	 (0.23)	 (0.19)
attributes____________________ _______________ _____________ ______________
f) Moderately incongruent	 0.27	 0.18	 1.16	 0.12
extension with one moderately 	 (0.2)	 (0.12)
incongruentattribute	 __________________ _____________ ____________ ____________

standard deviations are presented in the parentheses

Table 16 shows that hypotheses Hi a - f were not supported, the difference in

means did not reach the significance level. However, the differences were in the

expected direction - in each case, more extension's- based than parent brand based

thoughts were generated. When the results for all different types and levels of

incongruity were aggregated, Hi was supported: significantly more extension's own

information-based than parent brand based thoughts were generated (Xext= 0.26

Xpar= 0.16 t= 2.22 p = 0.014).
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Hypothesis 2: Priming the extension's similarities with the parent brand facilitates thoughtful
processing:
relative to the conditions when extensions differences with the parent brand are primed
H2a: the same number or more extension-based thoughts are generated;
H2b: more thoughts considering relationships between the parent brand and extension are
generated;
H2c: fewer simple evaluative thoughts are generated.
H2d: fewer parent brand-based thoughts are generated
H2e: fewer evaluative and category based thoughts are generated

H2a: when the extension's similarities with the parent brand are primed, the same
number or more extension-based thoughts are generated, than when an extension's
differences from the parent brand are primed

Overall, H2a was supported: the same number of extension-related thoughts was
generated under different conditions(Xdif = 0.26 Xsim = 0.28 t = 0.35 p = 0.37)

Table 17 summarizes the statistics for the comparison of an extension-related

thoughts between the two experimental conditions for different types and levels of

operationalizations of incongruity.

Table 17: Similarities versus Differences Primed Conditions Extension-Related
Thoughts

Means	 Means	 T	 P
Differences	 Similarities
primed	 primed

______________________________ conditions 	 Conditions	 __________ __________
Overall	 0.26 (0.19)	 0.28(0.2)	 0.35	 0.37

1) Line extension with one 	 0.27	 0.23	 0.37	 0.36
slightly incongruent attribute	 (0.2)	 (0.19)	 ___________ ___________
2)Line extension with two	 0.17	 0.17	 0	 0.5
incongruent attributes	 (0.14)	 (0.14)	 __________ __________
3) Line extension with one	 0.27	 0.23	 0.37	 0.36
more incongruent attribute	 (0.2)	 (0.18)	 ___________ ___________
4) Moderately incongruent	 0.23	 0.27	 0.3	 0.38
extension with one slightly	 (0.19)	 (0.2)
incongruentattribute	 __________________ ________________ __________ __________
5) Moderately incongruent	 0.33	 0.4	 0.57	 0.29
extension with	 (0.23)	 (0.25)
incongruentattributes	 ____________________ __________________ ____________ ____________
6) Moderately incongruent	 0.27	 0.3	 0.33	 0.37
extension with one	 (0.2)	 (0.22)
moderately incongruent
attribute____________________ __________________ ____________ ____________

Table 17 shows that hypotheses H2a 1 through 6 are supported. As predicted,

there are no differences in the number of an extension-based thoughts generated

under two conditions.
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H2b: when extension's similarities with the parent brand are primed, more thoughts
considering the relationships between the parent brand and the new extension were generated;
than when extension's differences from the parent brand are primed

Overall, H2b was strongly supported: more thou ghts considering the relationships

between the parent brand and new extension were generated when similarities are

primed (Xdif=O.038, Xsim=O.14 t=3.4, p<O.Ol).

Table 18 summarizes the statistics for the comparison of the thoughts considering the

relationships between the brand and extension in the two experimental conditions for

different types and levels of operationalizations of incongruity.

Table 18: Similarities versus Differences Primed Conditions Thoughts Considering
the Relationships between the Brand and the Extension

Means	 Means	 T	 P
Dy7erences	 Similarities
Primed	 Primed

_______________________________ Conditions	 Conditions	 __________ ____________
Overall	 0.04 (0.03)	 0.14 (0.12)	 3.4	 0.01
1) Line extension with one 	 0.07	 0.23	 1.6	 0.05
slightly incongruent attribute	 (0.06)	 (0.19)	 __________ ____________
2) Line extension with two	 0	 0.07	 1.4	 0.08
incongruentattributes	 _________________ (0.07)	 __________ ____________
3) Line extension with one 	 0.03	 0.13	 1.3	 0.09
more incongruent attribute	 (0.03)	 (0.11)	 __________ _____________
4) Extension in new product	 0.1	 0.23	 1.4	 0.08
category with one slightly	 (009)	 (0.19)
incongruentattribute	 _________________ _________________ __________ ____________
5) Extension in new product 	 0.03	 0.13	 1.3	 0.09
category with two incongruent 	 (0.03)	 (0.12)
attributes___________________ ___________________ ___________ ______________
6) Extension in new product 	 0	 0.067	 1.4	 0.08
category with one moderately	 (0.06)
incongruentattribute	 _________________ _________________ __________ ____________

Table 18 indicates that hypotheses H2b1-6 were marginally supported. The

differences between the means were in the right direction and approached the

significance level. As predicted, more thoughts considering the relationships between

the brand and extension were generated when the extensions' similarities with the

parent brand were primed than when the differences were primed.
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H2c: when an extension's similarities with the parent brand are primed, fewer evaluative
thoughts are generated, than when an extension's differences from the parent brand are
primed

Overall. H2c was marginally supported: fewer evaluative thoughts were

generated when similarities were primed (Xdif= 0.53 X=O.46 t=1.37 p=O.O8).

Table 19 summarizes the statistics for the comparison of the simple evaluative

thoughts between the two experimental conditions for different types and levels of

operationalizations of incongruity.

Table 19: Similarities Primed versus Differences Primed Conditions Simple
Evaluative Thoughts

Differences	 Sunilarities	 T	 P
primed	 primed
Conditions	 Conditions
MeansMeans	 _____________ ___________

Overall	 0.53 (0.25)	 0.46 (0.24)	 1.37	 0.08
Line extension with one	 0.5	 0.33	 1.54	 0.06
slightly incongruent	 (0.26)	 (0.22)
attribute____________________ __________________ ______________ ____________
Line extension with two 	 0.7	 0.6	 0.3	 0.38
incongruent attributes 	 (0.22)	 (0.23)	 _____________ ___________
Line extension with one	 0.56	 0.46	 0.77	 0.22
more incongruent attribute 	 (0.25)	 (0.25)	 ____________ ___________
Extension in a new product 	 0.5	 0.43	 0.57	 0.28
category with one slightly	 (0.26)	 (0.25)
incongruentattribute 	 __________________ _________________ ____________ ___________
Extension in a new product 	 0.36	 0.36	 0	 0.5
category with two	 (0.24)	 (0.24)
incongruentattributes	 ___________________ __________________ _____________ ___________
Extension in a new product 	 0.6	 0.56	 0.25	 0.4
category with one	 (0.25)	 (0.25)
moderately incongruent
attribute____________________ ___________________ _____________ ____________

Table 19 shows that hypotheses H2c 1 through ô were not supported. The

analysis of means between the conditions suggests that more simple evaluative

thoughts were generated under the conditions when extension's differences from the

brand were primed, than under the conditions when similarities between the brand

and extension were primed. However, the difference between the means across the

conditions was only approaching the statistical significance.
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H2d: when extension's similarities with the parent brand are primed, fewer parent brand-
based thoughts are generated, than when extension's differences from the parent brand are
primed.

H2d was not supported: the same number of parent brand-based thoughts were

generated under different conditions (Xdif=O.155 Xsim=0.1 16, t=1.21 p=O.l3)

Table 20 summarizes the statistics for the comparison of the category- based

thoughts between the two experimental conditions for different types and levels of

operationalizations of incongruity.

Table 20: Similarities versus Differences Primed Conditions Category-based Thoughts

Means	 Means	 T	 P
DWerences	 Similarities
primed	 primed

______________________________ Conditions 	 Conditions	 __________ ___________
Overall	 0.16 (0.13)	 0.12(0.1)	 1.21	 0.13
Line extension with one 	 0.13	 0.13	 0	 0.5
slightly incongruent attribute	 (0.12)	 (0.11)	 ____________ ____________
Line extension with two	 0.13	 0.13	 0	 0.5
incongruent attributes	 (0.12)	 (0.12)	 __________ ___________
Line extension with one more 	 0.13	 0.17	 0.37	 0.36
incongruent attribute	 (0.12)	 (0.14)	 ___________ ___________
Extension in a new product 	 0.16	 0.1	 1	 0.16
category with one slightly	 (0.14)	 (0.09)
incongruentattribute	 ________________ __________________ __________ ___________
Extension in a new product 	 0.23	 0.1	 1.28	 0.1
category with two	 (0.19)	 (0.09)
incongruentattributes 	 ________________ __________________ ___________ ___________
Extension in a new product 	 0.13	 0.06	 0.8	 0.2
category with one moderately	 (0.11)	 (0.06)
incongruentattribute	 _________________ ___________________ ___________ ___________

Table 20 shows that more parent brand-based thoughts were generated under

the conditions when an extension's differences from the brand were primed, than

under the conditions when similarities between the brand and extension were primed.

However, the difference of means between the conditions did not reach statistical

significance, even in the aggregate.
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H2e: when an extension's similarities with the parent brand are primed, fewer evaluative and
category based thoughts are generated, than when extension's differences from the parent
brand are primed

Overall. 2e was supported: when similarities were primed fewer evaluative

and category based thoughts were generated than when differences were primed

(Xdif=O.7 Xsim=O.58 t=2.1 p<O.O5)

Table 21 summarizes the statistics for the comparison of the category- based

thoughts between the two experimental conditions for different types and levels of

operationalizations of incongruity.

Table 21: Similarities versus Differences Primed Conditions Evaluative and Category-
Based Thoughts

Means	 Means	 T	 P
Differences	 Similarities
pruned	 primed

_______________________________ Conditions	 Conditions	 ____________ ___________
Overall	 0.7	 0.58	 2.1	 0.02
______________________________ (0.21)	 (0.24)	 ___________ __________
Line extension with one slightly 	 0.63	 0.46	 1.3	 0.1
incongruentattribute	 (0.24)	 (0.25)	 _____________ ___________
Line extension with two	 0.83	 0.8	 0.33	 0.37
incongruent attributes	 (0.14)	 (0.25)	 ____________ ___________
Line extension with one more 	 0.7	 0.63	 0.57	 0.29
incongruentattribute	 (0.22)	 (0.24)	 ____________ ___________
Moderately incongruent	 0.66	 0.53	 1.16	 0.13
extension with one slightly 	 (0.23)	 (0.26)
incongruentattribute 	 ________________ ________________ ____________ ___________
Moderately incongruent	 0.63	 0.47	 1.16	 0.12
extension with two incongruent 	 (0.25)	 (0.26)
attributes___________________ ___________________ ______________ _____________
Moderately incongruent 	 0.73	 0.63	 0.9	 0.18
extension with one moderately	 (0.2)	 (0.24)
incongruentattribute	 ________________ ________________ ____________ ___________

Table 21 shows that hypotheses H2e 1-6 were not individually supported.

The difference between the means (difference primed versus similarity primed

conditions) at each level did not reach statistical significance. However the

difference between the means was in the predicted direction and the overall
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difference was significant. Overall, hypotheses HI and H2 were supported. As

predicted, under the differences primed conditions algebraic piecemeal processing

was reinforced, whereas under the similarities primed conditions thoughtful

piecemeal processing was reinforced.

Summary of results

Table 22 summarizes the results of hypotheses testing for hypotheses 1 and 2.

These hypotheses were regarding the types of information processing under different

experimental conditions.

Table 22: Summary of the Results for the Hypotheses Regarding the Types of
Information Processing

_________	 Hypotheses	 Hypotheses
Ii	 When an extension's differences from the parent brand are 	 +

)nmed, more extension's own information-based than
__________ parent brand based thoughts are generated. 	 _____________
12-a	 When an extension's similarities with the parent brand are	 +

)rlmed, the same number or more extension—based thoughts
ire generated, than when an extension's differences from the

__________ arent brand are primed	 ____________
12 b	 When an extension's similarities with the parent brand are	 +

,rimed, more thoughts considering the relationships
etween the parent brand and the new extension are
enerated; than when an extension's differences from the

_________ arent brand are primed 	 ____________
12 c	 When an extension's similarities with the parent brand are	 -

,rimed, fewer evaluative thoughts are generated, than when
__________ Lfl extension's differences from the parent brand are primed _____________
12 d	 When an extension's similarities with the parent brand are	 -

,iimed, fewer parent brand-based thoughts are generated,
han when an extension's differences from the parent brand

_________ re primed.	 ____________
-12 e	 When an extension's similarities with the parent brand are 	 +

,rimed, fewer evaluative and category based thoughts are
enerated, than when an extension's differences from the

_________ ,arent brand_are_primed. 	 ____________
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As table 22 shows, overall, at the aggregated level, hypothesis one is supported. As

predicted by hypothesis 1, priming the extension's differences from its parent brand

activates algebraic piecemeal processing. (more "extension-based" than "parent-based"

thoughts were generated). Hypotheses 2 a,b, and e are supported, hypotheses 2 c and d are

not supported. As predicted by hypothesis 2, priming the extesnion's similarities with its

parent brand activated thoughtful piecemeal processing. Relative to the conditions when

the extension's differences with the parent brand are primecL, priming exension's

similarities with the parent brand results in:

a) generation of the same number of extension-based thoughts;

b) generation of more thoughts considering the relationships between the extension's

characteristics and parent brand;

c) generation of a smaller number of simple evaluative and parent brand-based thoughts

(aggregated together).

In sum, the results supporting the first two hypotheses indicate that both types of

priming lead to piecemeal processing. The results and their implications will be considered

in more detail in the discussion section.
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5.2.2 Priming Effect on the Pattern of Brand Knowledge Changes: testing for the
models of brand knowledge changes under different conditions

Overall, this study examined the effect of three different operationalizations of

incongruity on the brand knowledge changes:

• number of incongruent attributes;

degree of attribute incongruity;

category distance.

It has also tested the effect of two priming conditions on the brand knowledge changes:

• differences primed conditions;

similarities primed conditions.

Before testing the specific hypotheses regarding the patterns of brand knowledge

changes under each condition and alternative operationalizations of incongruity, general

relationships between the manipulated variables were explored. The next section explores the

main effects of operationalizations of incongruity, the main effects of priming conditions, and

the interaction effects between operationalizations of incongruity and priming conditions.

Sections 5.2.2.2, 5.2.2.3 and 5.2.2.4 test specific hypotheses regarding the patterns of brand

knowledge changes under each priming condition.
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5.2.2.1 Overall Main Effects of the Operationalizations of Incongruity, Priming Conditions
rind an Interaction Effect between Operationalization of Incongruity and Priming Conditions

It was expected that there would be statistically significant main effects of

operationalizations of incongruity, priming conditions, and also an interaction effect between

these two variables on two different measures of brand knowledge changes (changes in the

strength of brand knowledge changes and changes in the overall attitude towards the brand).

The third measure of brand knowledge changes was the measure of attribute

variability, which was borrowed from Sujan and Bettman (1989) and consisted of two

seven point scale (1 =little variability/products are not at all different; 7=great

variability/products are very different on this feature, Sujan and Bettman (1989) aipha=.94).

However, in this study, subjects had difficulties responding to the questions on attitude

variability, and seven percent of subjects even refused to answer these questions. Pearson's

correlation coefficients for the scales were low for all associations and varied from r=-O.43

to r=O.62. Thus, the data obtained on attribute variability was excluded from further

analysis.

The list of associations describing the brand was developed based on the interviews

and pretests described earlier. It consisted of the twelve associations (make your hair

gentle; high quality; fortifying; make your hair easy to comb; have gentle smell; are not

trustworthy; have mixed fruit smell; are developed based on the advances in science and

technology; have healthy treatment characteristics; are more suitable for consumers who

look for product image rather than performance characteristics; make your hair shiny; are
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more suitable for young people than for older people). The association strength was

measured on four 7-point scales, where 1- means very characteristic of the brand, 7-not

characteristic of the brand. The total correlation of the four scales for each association

varied from 0.86 to 0.97 (Appendix 8). The strength of associations in the experimental

conditions was compared to associations' strength in the control conditions, and the

changes were analyzed using MANOVA. MANOVA analysis was applied because it

allowed measuring the changes in all 12 associations simultaneously. The direction of

changes was demonstrated using the changes of individual association and verified by the

analysis of associations grouped in three factors. In addition, for further verification of the

pattern of brand knowledge changes, individual associations were grouped in the three

factors based on the results of factor analysis. The changes in the strength of associations

by factor were analyzed. The associations' loadings by factor and correlations of individual

associations attributed to each factor are presented in Appendix 8. The detailed results of

analysis by factor are presented in Appendixes 9,10,11. The analysis by factor is not

discussed in the body of the dissertation in detail, because the results are similar to the

MANOVA analysis results. The relationships between the results of MANOVA analysis

and factor analysis are considered in the discussion section.

Overall attitude towards the brand is measured on the four 7 point scales, where

1=low quality, not at all likely to try, dislike the brand; feel bad about the brand;

7=high quality, very likely to try, like the brand; feel good about the brand. The total

correlation of the scales was 0.836.
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The overall main effects of operationalizations of incongruity and main primed

conditions effect for each operationalization of incongruity are presented in the tables 23,24

and 25.

Table 23: Incongruity Operationalized as Number of Incongruent Attributes

Effects	 Changes in associations' strength	 Changes in the overall attitude
___________ ______________ _____________ towards the brand
_____________ F values	 P values	 F values	 P values
Main effect	 9.42	 0.00	 6.98	 0.00
of
incongruity________________ ________________ ________________ _________________
Main effect	 3.63	 0.00	 1.8	 0.18
of priming
conditions________________ ________________ ________________
Interaction	 11.86	 0.00	 12.2	 0.00
effect
between
incongruity
and priming
conditions________________ ________________ ________________

Table 23 shows that, as expected, when incongruity is operationalized as a number of

incongruent attributes, and the brand knowledge changes are measured as changes in

associations' strength, there are statistically significant main effects of incongruity, priming

conditions and an interaction effect between these two variables. When brand knowledge

changes are measured as changes in the overall attitude there is a statistically significant main

effect of incongruity, and an interaction effect between incongruity and priming conditions.

However, inconsistently with the predictions, the main effect of priming conditions is not

statistically significant. These results suggest that the overall attitude is more resistant to

change than strength of associations.
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Table 24: Incongruity Operationalized as Degree of Incongruent Attributes

Effects	 Changes in associations' strength	 Changes in the overall attitude
____________ ______________ ______________ towards the brand ______________
_____________ F values	 P values	 F values	 P values
Main effect	 8.13	 0.00	 4.89	 0.03
of
incongruity_______________ _______________ _______________ ________________
Main effect	 3.74	 0.00	 0.58	 0.45
of priming
conditions________________ ________________ ________________
Interaction	 9.33	 0.00	 7.01	 0.01
effect
between
incongruity
and priming
conditions________________

Table 24 shows that, as expected, when incongruity is operationalized as degree of

attribute incongruity, and the brand knowledge changes are measured as changes in

associations' strength, there are statistically significant main effects of incongruity, priming

conditions and an interaction effect between these two variables. When brand knowledge

changes are measured as changes in the overall attitude there is a statistically significant main

effect of incongruity and an interaction effect between incongruity and priming conditions.

However, inconsistently with the predictions, the main effect of the priming conditions is not

statistically significant. Similarly to the results of the previous analysis (when incongruity was

operationalized as the number of incongruent attributes), the results of this analysis suggest

that the overall attitude is more resistant to change than strength of associations.
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Table 25: Incongruity Operationalized as Category Distance

Effects	 Changes in associations strength 	 Changes in the overall attitude
____________ _______________ ______________ towards the brand
_____________ F values	 P values	 F values	 P values
Main effect	 4.31	 0.00	 1.29	 0.26
of
incongruity_______________ _______________ ________________ _______________
Main effect	 5.48	 0.00	 6.18	 0.01
of priming
conditions________________
Interaction	 3.81	 0.00	 3.46	 0.06
effect
between
incongruity
and priming
conditions________________ ________________

Table 25 shows that, as expected, when incongruity is operationalized as category

distance, and the brand knowledge changes are measured as changes in associations' strength,

there are statistically significant main effects of incongruity, priming conditions and an

interaction effect between these two variables. When brand knowledge changes are measured

as changes in the overall attitude there is a statistically significant main effect of priming

conditions. The interaction effect between incongruity and priming conditions is only

approaching statistical significance. Inconsistently with expectations, the main effect of

incongruity is not statistically significant. Consistently with the results obtained on other

operationalizations of incongruity, these results suggest that the overall attitude is more

resistant to change than strength of associations.

In summary, tables 23,24 and 25 present the general analysis of the main effects of three

different types of operation alization of incongruity between the brand and extension, the main

effects of priming conditions, and the interaction effects between the operationalizations of
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incongruity and priming conditions. The results show that as predicted there are statistically

significant main effects of extension's incongruity and priming conditions, as well as the

interaction effects between these two variables when incongruity is measured as changes in

associations' strength.

However, these effects are less consistent when brand knowledge changes are measured

as changes in the overall attitude towards the brand. This pattern of results suggests that overall

attitude towards the brand is a more resistant aspect of brand knowledge than strength of

individual associations. Main effects of incongruity and priming conditions as well as

interaction effects between these two variables for each operationalization of incongruity are

examined in more detail in the next three sections. These sections test the specific hypotheses

of this study regarding the patterns of brand knowledge under each priming condition.

Hypotheses 3, 4 and 5 are advanced to test the pattern of brand knowledge changes

under two different conditions (similarities primed and differences primed) for three

different operationalizations of incongruity between the brand and extension (number of

incongruent attributes, degree of attribute incongruity and category distance). These

hypotheses were tested on two different measures of changes (changes of association

strength and changes of the overall attitude towards the brand). The results of these

analyses are presented in the next three sections.
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5.2.2.2 Differences Primed Condition: testing for "bookkeeping"pattern of
changes

Proposition 2a suggests that different operation alizations of incongruity cause

similar patterns of brand knowledge changes. Subjects in the differences primed conditions

are expected to show the bookkeeping pattern of brand knowledge changes, while subjects

in the similarities primed conditions are expected to show the typicality-based pattern of

brand knowledge changes. This proposition is tested by hypotheses 3 and 4. Two types of

dependent measures-changes of associations' strength and overall attitude were analyzed.

Hypothesis 3: when an extension's differences from the parent brand are primed more discrepant
extensions cause more changes in brand knowLedge than less discrepant extensions do.
H3 holds for:
1): line extensions when incongruity operationalized as number of inconsistent attributes;
2): the extensions in the moderately discrepant product category incongruity operationalized as
number of inconsistent attributes;
3): line extensions when incongruity operationalized as degree of attribute inconsistency;
4): the extensions in the moderately discrepant product category when incongruity operationalized
as degree of attribute inconsistency;
5) line extensions versus moderately discrepant extensions with one inconsistent attribute;
6): line extensions versus moderately discrepant extensions with two inconsistent attributes;
7): line extensions versus moderately discrepant extensions with moderate degree of attribute
inconsistency.

Hypotheses 3.1 through 3.7 were supported when the dependent measures were

changes in brand associations. As predicted, when the extension's differences from its

parent brand are primed , brand knowledge changed according to the bookkeeping model:

more discrepant extensions caused more changes in brand knowledge than less discrepant

extensions did. Hypotheses 3.1 through 3.7 were not supported when the dependent

measure was change in the overall attitude. Changes in the overall attitude were in the

predicted direction, but did not reach the significance level. The pattern of brand

knowledge changes is illustrated by Figure 14, where the pattern for one of the associations

(fortifying) is used to illustrate the pattern for all associations. The means for associations'

strength and overall attitude are presented in Appendix 4 and Appendix 5.
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Figure 14: Differences Primed Conditions: Changes in Associations' Strength and
Attitude

Figure 14 1: Incongruity operationalized as a number of incongruent attributes
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Figure 14.1 shows that, under the differences pnmed conditions, when incongruity

is operationalized as a number of incongruent attributes, the more incongruent extensions

cause more changes than the less incongruent extensions do for both measures of brand

knowledge changes.
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FIgure 142: Incongruity operationalized as degree of attribute incongruity
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Figure 14.2 shows that, under the differences primed conditions, when incongruity

is operationalized as a degree of attribute incongruity, the more incongruent extensions

cause more changes than the less Incongruent extensions do for both measures of brand

knowledge changes.
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Figure 143: Incongruity operationallzed as category distance
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Figure 14.3 shows that, under the differences primed conditions, when incongruity

is operationalized as category distance, the more incongruent extension causes more

changes than the less incongruent extension does for both measures of brand knowledge

changes. The exception is the overall attitude measure for shampoo versus shower gel apple
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scent, which showed the opposite pattern, where shampoo, the more close extension,

caused more changes than shower gel, the more distant extension. However, as one can see

in the Table 23 the difference was not statistically significant).

Additional analysis (changes of associations grouped in factors) provided more

insights on the brand knowledge changes under different operationalizations of incongruity

(Appendix 9.1). When incongruity was operationalized as the number of incongruent

attributes or degree of attribute incongruity, the means of factors demonstrated the

predicted bookkeeping pattern of brand knowledge changes. Most of the compared pairs

reached significance level (9 out of 12). When incongruity was operationalized as the

category distance, the means of factors demonstrated the predicted bookkeeping pattern of

brand knowledge changes, but most of the extensions' effects were not statistically

significant (5 out of 9). Moreover, one of the groups of associations (the trustworthy factor

apple scent) changed according to the typicality-based model (opposite to the direction

predicted). Consumers had more trust in the close apple scent shampoo extension than in

more distant apple scent with vitamin E shampoo.

Low significance for the factors on the category distance might be explained by a

lack of difference in the typicality perceptions across the categories under the condition

when an extension's differences from the parent brand are primed: shampoo and shower gel

were perceived as very similar extensions under incongruity primed condition (Table 15).

The opposite to the predicted changes in the shampoo extension trustworthy factor might be

explained by the fact that Russian consumers are exposed to a great number of counterfeit
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products, and thus have developed hypersensitivity to the product trustworthiness. It is

possible that product trustworthiness is extremely natural salient factor, which activates

typicality-based evaluation: consumers have more trust in the brand when it extends in the

very similar products to the ones already produced by the brand.

Summary of results

Table 26 provides the significance data for the differences in means for analyzed pairs of

extensions.

Table 26: Differences Primed Condition - Main Effects - Pattern of Brand Knowledge
Changes

MANOVA
Overall associations strength 	 Overall attitude

H3

___________________ F values	 P values	 F values	 P values
1	 Shampoo apple scent	 3.07	 0.00	 0.04	 0.84

versus apple scent with
vitaminE	 _________ _________ ___________ ________

2	 Shower gel apple scent	 4.89	 0.00	 1.15	 0.29
versus apple scent with
vitaminE	 ____________ ____________ ______________ ___________

3	 Shampoo apple scent	 3.25	 0.00	 0.22	 0.64
- versus perfumed scent ____________ ____________ ______________
4	 Shower gel apple scent	 17.37	 0.00	 0.16	 0.69

versusperfumed scent _____________ _____________
5	 Shampoo versus	 4.54	 0.00	 0.45	 0.5
- shower gel apple scent _____________ _____________ _______________
6	 Shampoo versus	 1.97	 0.05	 0.05	 0.82

shower gel apple scent
withvitamin E	 ____________ ____________ ______________ ___________

7	 Shampoo versus	 7.5	 0.00	 0.17	 0.68
shower gel apple scent
versusperfumed scent ____________ ____________

Table 26 shows that hypothesis 3 was supported for the brand knowledge changes

measured as changes in associations strength for different operationalizations of
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incongruity considered, and was not supported for the brand knowledge changes as changes

in the overall attitude towards the brand.

Figure 14 shows that, as predicted by hypothesis 3, when the extension's

differences from the parent brand were primed, the more incongruent extension caused

more changes in brand knowledge than less incongruent extension did. The patterns of

brand knowledge changes were in the direction predicted by hypothesis 3 for both measures

of brand knowledge changes - changes in the associations' strength and changes in the

overall attitude. The only directional exception was changes in the overall attitude of

shampoo versus shower gel apple scent, which did not reach the significance level.
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5.2.2.3 Similarities Primed Condition: testing for "typicality-based"pattern of
changes

Hypothesis 4: when an extension's similarities with the parent brand are primed, more discrepant
extensions cause less strong changes in brand knowledge than less discrepant extensions do.

H4 holds for:
1): line extensions when incongruity operationalized as number of inconsistent attributes;
2): the extensions in the moderately discrepant product category incongruity operationalized as
number of inconsistent attributes;
3): line extensions when incongruity operationalized as degree of attribute inconsistency;
4): the extensions in the moderately discrepant product category when incongruity operationalized
as degree of attribute inconsistency;
5) line extensions versus moderately discrepant extensions with one inconsistent attribute;
6): the line extensions versus moderately discrepant extensions with two inconsistent attributes;
7): the line extensions versus moderately discrepant extensions with moderate degree of attribute
inconsistency.

Overall, hypothesis 4 was supported for the brand associations strength for all

operationalizations of incongruity. They were not supported for changes in the overall

attitude for most operationalizations of incongruity, except for line extensions and

moderately incongruent extensions when incongruity was operationalized as the number of

incongruent attributes. However, the pattern of brand knowledge changes for the overall

attitude changes was in the direction predicted by hypothesis 4, though it did not reach the

significance level.

As predicted by hypothesis 4, when the extension's similarities with its parent brand

were primed, the pattern of brand knowledge changes follows the typicality-based model:

the more discrepant extension caused less strong changes in brand knowledge than the less

discrepant extension did. The pattern of brand knowledge changes is illustrated by Figure

15, where the pattern for one of the associations (fortifying) is used to illustrate the pattern

for all associations. Appendix 6 and Appendix 7 provide the means and changes in means

for the associations' strength and the overall attitude.
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Figure 15: Similarities Primed Conditions: Changes in Associations' Strength and Attitude

Figure 15 1: Incongruity operationalized as a number of incongruent attributes
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Figure 15.1 shows that under the similarities primed conditions, when incongruity is

operationalized as number of incongruent attributes, the less incongruent extension causes

more changes than the more incongruent extension does for both measures of brand

knowledge changes.
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Figure 15 2: Incongruity operationalized as degree of attribute incongruity
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Figure 15.2 shows that, under the similarities primed condition when incongruity is

operationalized as a degree of attribute incongruity, the less incongruent extension causes
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more changes than more incongruent extension does for both measures of brand knowledge

changes.

Figure 153: Incongruity operationalized as category distance
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Figure 15.3 shows that, under the similarities primed conditions, when incongruity

is operationalized as category distance, the less incongruent extension causes more changes

than the more incongruent extension does for both measures of brand knowledge changes.

Additional analysis of associations grouped in factors strongly supported the

hypothesis for two operationalizations of incongruity: the number of incongruent attributes

and the degree of attribute incongruity (Appendix 9.2). The changes are in the predicted

direction and reached the significance level for all pairs of extensions compared. Analysis

of individual associations grouped in factors showed that along the category distance

operationalization of incongruity the results are in the predicted direction consistent with

the typicality-based model, but did not reach the significance level.

Summary of results

Table 27 summarizes the results for testing hypotheses 4.

Table 27: Similarity Primed Condition - Main Effects - Pattern of Brand Knowledge
Changes

MANOVA	 Overall attitude
Overall associations 	 F values

H4	 Fvalues

Fvalues	 P	 F	 P
values	 values	 values

1	 Shampoo apple scent versus apple 	 10.22	 0.00	 5.67	 0.21
___________ scent with vitamin E 	 ________ ________ _________ _________
2	 Shower gel apple scent versus apple 	 6.99	 0.00	 13.25	 0.00
___________ scent with vitamin E 	 ________ ________ _________ _________
3	 Shampoo apple scent versus 	 11.27	 0.00	 2.5	 0.12
__________ perfumed scent 	 ________ ________ ________ ________
4	 Shower gel apple scent versus	 4.62	 0.00	 2.5	 0.12
__________ perfumed scent 	 ________ ________ ________ ________
5	 Shampoo versus shower gel apple 	 2.4	 0.03	 1.63	 0.21
_____________ scent	 __________ __________ __________ __________
6	 Shampoo versus shower gel apple 	 4.53	 0.00	 12.82	 0.00
__________ scent with vitamin E 	 ________ ________ ________ ________
7	 Shampoo versus shower gel 	 3.49	 0.00	 0.46	 0.5
__________ perfumed scent 	 ________ ________ ________ ________
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Table 27 shows that hypothesis 4 was supported for the brand knowledge changes

measured as changes in association strength for different operationalizations of incongruity

considered, and was not supported for most of the brand knowledge changes as changes in

the overall attitude toward the brand.

Figure 15 shows that, as predicted by hypotheses 4, when the extension's

similarities with the parent brand were primed, the more discrepant extension caused less

strong changes in brand knowledge than less discrepant extension did. The pattern of brand

knowledge changes were in the direction predicted by hypothesis 4 for both measures of

brand knowledge changes - (changes in the associations strength and changes in the overall

attitude).

In sum, tables 26 and 27 show that hypotheses 3 and 4 were supported for all

operationalizaions of incongruity when the brand knowledge changes were measured as

changes in the associations' strength.

Hypotheses 3 and 4 were not supported for most operationalizations of incongruity

when the brand knowledge changes were measured as overall attitude changes. However,

the graphical illustration of pattern of changes suggests that the patterns of the overall

attitude changes were in the same directions as the pattern of changes of association

strength.
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As predicted by hypothesis 3, these patterns show that when differences between

the extension and parent brand were primed, the more incongruent extensions caused more

changes. In contrast, as predicted by hypotheses 4, when similarities between the extension

and the parent brand were primed, the more close extensions caused more changes.
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5.2.2.4 Extension's Incongruity - Condition Interaction Effect

Hypotheses 3 and 4 predict opposite patterns of brand knowledge changes under

different conditions, which points to an interaction effect between the changes of

associations. These interaction effects were expected for all different operationalizations of

incongruity, and are tested below.

There is an interaction effect between the priming conditions and the levels of extensions'

incongruity for.

1):line extensions when incongruity operationalized as number of inconsistent attributes;
2): the extensions in the moderately discrepant product category incongruity operationalized as
number of inconsistent attributes;
3): line extensions when incongruity operationalized as degree of attribute inconsistency;
4): the extensions in the moderately discrepant product category when incongruity operationalized
as degree of attribute inconsistency;
5) line extensions versus moderately discrepant extensions with one inconsistent attribute;
6): the line extensions versus moderately discrepant extensions with two inconsistent attributes;
7): the line extensions versus moderately discrepant extensions with a moderate degree of attribute
inconsistency.

The significant interaction effects were found for associations' changes, and were

not found for most of the overall attitude changes measures.

Appendix 10.1 illustrates the interaction effects between the priming conditions and

the extension's incongruity. The fortifying association changes are used as an example. A

MANOVA analysis shows that all the interaction effects were significant.

Appendix 10.2 shows the interaction effects for the overall attitude changes. Most

of them were not significant. Some significant interactions were found for the overall

attitude changes measures (shower gel apple scent versus apple scent with vitamin E, and

shampoo versus shower gel for apple scent with vitamin E). This is due to the fact that
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there was a strong significant main conditions' effect for the shower gel apple scent with

vitamin E extension. Other overall attitude changes were in the predicted direction, but did

not reach the significance level, which again confirms their lower sensitivity (relative to the

measures of associations strength) reflecting the brand knowledge changes.

Additional analysis for the associations grouped in factors demonstrated the

significant interactions (Appendix 11.1 —11.3). The single exception is trustworthy image

factor for shampoo versus shower gel apple scent with vitamin E that did not show the

interaction effect for trustworthy factor. This is due to the fact that there was no difference

in the extension's impact on the parent brand trustworthy between the similarities versus

differences primed conditions (no conditions effect) for both shampoo and shower gel

extensions.

Summary of results

The interaction effects on different measures are summarized by table 28.

Table 28: Summary of Interaction Effects

MANOVA	 Overall
___________ _______________________________________ associations attitude

1	 Shampoo apple scent versus apple scent 	 3.6	 0.00 1.74 0.16
___________ with vitamin E 	 _____ _____ _____ ______
2	 Shower gel apple scent versus apple scent 4.38 0.00 5.85 0.00
___________ with vitamin E 	 _____ _____ _____
3	 Shampoo apple scent versus perfumed 	 5.44 0.00 1.21 0.3

scent
4	 Shower gel apple scent versus perfumed 	 5.53 0.00 2.1	 0.1
_____________ scent
5	 Shampoo versus shower gel apple scent 	 3.96 0.00 1.35 0.36
6	 Shampoo versus shower gel apple scent 	 5.04 0.00 8.06 0.00

___________ with vitamin E 	 _____ _____ _____ _____
7	 Shampoo versus shower gel apple scent 	 6.13 0.00 2	 0.12

versus perfumed scent
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Table 28 shows that, as predicted, there were interaction effects between the pattern

of brand knowledge changes under the conditions when the extension's similarities with the

parent brand were primed and differences with the parent brand were primed. When the

changes of brand knowledge structure were measured as changes in the strength of

associations, the interaction effects were significant for all operationalizations of

incongruity. In contrast, when the changes of brand knowledge structure were measured as

changes in the overall attitude, only three out of seven tested levels of operationalizations

of incongruity demonstrated statistically significant interaction effects.
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5.2.2.5 conditions Main Effect - Similarities versus Differences Pruned Conditions

Proposition la and lb consider the expected difference in stimuli evaluation under

two different conditions (similarities primed/differences primed). These propositions

are designed as an additional test to examine whether, when the similarities are

primed it leads to the typicality-based stimuli evaluation, while when incongruity is

primed, it leads to the bookkeeping type of evaluation. These propositions are tested

by hypothesis 5.

Hypothesis 5a: when similarities between the brand and extension are primed, less
incongruent extensions cause stronger brand knowledge changes than under conditions when
differences between the brand and extension are primed:

1. H5a holds for the line extensions with one inconsistent attribute;
2. H5a holds for the moderately distant extensions with one inconsistent attribute;

Hypothesis Sb: when similarities between the parent brand and extension are primed more
incongruent extensions cause less strong brand knowledge changes than under the conditions
when the differences between the brand and extension are primed:

1. H5b holds for the line extensions with two inconsistent attribute;
2. H5b holds for the moderately distant extensions with two inconsistent attribute;
3. H5b holds for the line extensions with a high degree of attribute inconsistency;
4. H5b holds for the moderately distant extension with high degree of attribute inconsistency.

Overall H5a and H5b were strongly supported for the associations' strength changes.

MANOVA F statistics reached significance level for all different pairs of the extensions

that were compared. Attitude changes were in the directions predicted by H5, but for most

pairs of extensions compared did not reach the significance level.

The pattern of brand knowledge changes is illustrated by Figure 16, where the pattern

for one of the associations (fortifying) is used to illustrate the pattern for all associations.

Appendix 6 provides the means and changes in means for the strength of associations. The

patterns of changes for these associations' strength and overall attitude are illustrated by

Figure 16. Table 29 summarizes the tests for the hypotheses H5a and H5b.
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Figure 16 1: Changes in Associations' Strength
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Figure 16.1 shows that when similarities between the brand and the extension were

primed, the less incongruent extension caused stronger changes, whereas the more

incongruent extension caused less strong changes in the brand associations' strength than

they did under conditions when the differences between the brand and extension were

primed.
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Figure 16.2: Changes in the Overall Attitude
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Figure 16.2 shows that when similarities between the brand and the extension were primed,

the less incongruent extension caused stronger changes in the overall attitude, whereas the

more incongruent extension caused less strong changes than they did under conditions

when differences between the brand and extension were primed.
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Additional analysis of changes by groups of associations (factors) showed that the

conditions effect was in the predicted direction (Appendix 11) and significant for most

factors (Appendix 12). The trustworthy factor demonstrated more resistance than other

factors - for this factor the conditions effect did not reach the significance level for three

out of six extensions: shampoo with apple scent and vitamin E, shampoo with perfumed

scent, and shower gel with apple scent and vitamin E (only approached the significance

level). The effects of some individual extension demonstrated more resistance to

manipulation conditions than the effects of other extensions did. The effect of the shampoo

extension with apple scent and vitamin E for science and technology factor did not

demonstrated significant differences between the conditions which indicated that this

extension was more resistant to conditions manipulations overall.

Summary of results

Table 29 summarizes the conditions effects.

Table 29: Main Conditions Effects

MANOVA	 Overall attitude

________ _______________________ F values P values F values	 P values
H5a-1	 Apple scent shampoo	 8.1	 0.00	 2.06	 0.16
H5a-2	 Apple scent shower gel 	 2.74	 0.00	 0.41	 0.53
H5b-1	 Apple scent with vitamin	 3.26	 0.00	 1.05	 0.31
________ E shampoo 	 _________ _________ _________ ________
H5b-2	 Apple scent with vitamin 	 6.42	 0.00	 21.5	 0.00
________ E shower gel 	 _________ _________ _________ ________
H5b-3	 Perfumed scent shampoo	 6.72	 0.00	 0.85	 0.36
H5b-4	 Perfumed scent shower gel 6.64	 0.00	 6.9	 0.01

As predicted by hypothesis 5a, when similarities between the brand and the

extension were primed, the less incongruent extension caused stronger brand
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knowledge changes than it did under conditions when differences between the brand

and extension were primed.

When brand knowledge changes were measured as changes in the

associations' strength, this prediction was supported for both shampoo and shower gel

categories. When brand knowledge changes were measured as changes in the overall

attitude, the changes were in the right direction, but did not reach the significance

level.

As predicted by hypothesis 5b, when similarities between the extension and

parent brand were primed, the more incongruent extension caused less strong brand

knowledge changes than it did under the conditions when the differences between the

brand and extension were primed.

When brand knowledge changes were measured as changes in the

associations' strength, this prediction was supported for four different

operationalizations of incongruity tested. When brand knowledge changes were

measured as changes in the overall attitude, the changes were in the right direction,

but reached the significance level only for two out of four compared pairs (shower gel

apple scent with vitamin E and perfumed scent shower gel).

Overall Summary of Results for Hypotheses Regarding Brand Knowledge Changes

Overall, hypotheses 3, 4, and 5 and the statement about interaction effects were

supported for the brand knowledge changes measures as the changes in the overall
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associations' strength, and demonstrated the predicted pattern of changes. However, they

did not reach the significance level for brand knowledge changes measured as the changes

in the overall attitude. Table 30 summarizes the results for hypotheses 3,4, and 5.

Table 30: Summary of the Results for the Hypotheses on the Brand Knowledge
Changes

	

MANOVA	 Overall
_________	 Overall	 attitude

associations	 F values
strength

_________ _____________________________________________ 	 F values	 ________

H3-1	 Shampoo apple scent versus apple scent with vitamin	 +	 -
________ E	 ____________ _______

H3-2	 Shower gel apple scent versus apple scent with vitamin 	 +	 -
________ E	 ____________ _______

H3-3	 Shampoo apple scent versus perfumed scent	 +	 -

H3-4	 Shower gel apple scent versus perfumed scent 	 +	 -

H3-5	 Shampoo versus shower gel apple scent	 +	 -

H3-6	 Shampoo versus shower gel apple scent with vitamin E	 ^	 -
H3-7	 Shampoo versus shower gel apple scent versus	 +	 -
_________ perfumed scent
H4-1	 Shampoo apple scent versus apple scent with vitamin 	 +	 +
________ E	 ____________ _______

H4-2	 Shower gel apple scent versus apple scent with vitamin 	 ^	 ^
_______ E	 ____________ _______

H4-3	 Shampoo apple scent versus perfumed scent	 +	 -
H4-4	 Shower gel apple scent versus perfumed scent 	 +	 -

H4-5	 Shampoo versus shower gel apple scent 	 +	 -

H4-6	 Shampoo versus shower gel apple scent with vitamin E 	 +	 -

H4-7	 Shampoo versus shower gel perfumed scent 	 +	 -
H5a-1	 apple scent shampoo 	 +	 -
H5a-2	 apple scent shower gel 	 +	 -
H5b- 1	 apple scent with vitamin E	 ^	 -
H5b-2	 apple scent with vitamin E shower gel 	 +	 +
H5b-3	 Perfumed scent shampoo 	 +	 -

H5b-4	 Perfumed scent shower gel 	 +	 +
Hypothesis is supported +
Hypothesis is not supported -

The overall findings are summarized and discussed in the next section.
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6. DISCUSSION

This chapter summarizes the study's findings, states its implications for theory and

practice, puts these claims in the context of the study's limitations, and identifies future

research directions.
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6.1 Summary of Findings

There are three main findings, which reflect three advanced propositions:

As suggested by proposition 1, piecemeal processing underlies both typicality-based

and bookkeeping-based patterns of brand knowledge changes:

- algebraic piecemeal processing leads to bookkeeping-based pattern of changes;

- thoughtful piecemeal processing leads to typicality-based pattern of changes;

- more close extensions cause more changes under similarities primed conditions,

whereas more distant extensions cause more changes under differences primed conditions.

As suggested by proposition 2, under the same conditions alternative operationalizations of

incongruity lead to the same patterns of brand knowledge changes.

As suggested by proposition 3, different measures of brand knowledge changes showed

similar patterns of changes under the same conditions. However, contrary to predictions,

different measures of brand knowledge changes demonstrated different sensitivity

capturing brand knowledge changes: changes in the associations' strength was a more

sensitive measure of changes than changes in the overall attitude was.

The findings are discussed under two headings: the priming effect on extension

information processing; and the priming effect on brand knowledge changes. The first

section analyzes the types of information processing under two different priming conditions

for three different operationalizations of incongruity. The second section covers the brand

knowledge changes under three alternative types of incongruity operationalization, captured

by two measures of changes: changes in the associations' strength and in the overall

attitude towards the brand.
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6.1.1 The Priming Effect on the Extension's Information Processing

The first two hypotheses are concerned with the priming effect on the processing of

the extension's information. They were tested to support the claim that priming the

extension's differences from the parent brand activates algebraic piecemeal processing,

whereas priming extension's similarities with the parent brand activates thoughtful

piecemeal processing. Proposition 1 a and figure 6 summarized the predictions regarding

the types of processing in response to different priming.

As predicted by hypothesis 1, shown by Figure 7, priming the extension's differences

from its parent brand activates algebraic piecemeal processing: evaluation of the

extension's information is based on the extension's characteristics rather than on the

analysis of relationships between the extension and the parent brand. The results showed

that more extension-based than parent brand-based thoughts were generated under this

condition.

As predicted by hypothesis 2, shown by Figure 7, priming the extension's similarity

with its parent brand activates thoughtful piecemeal processing: when the extension is

evaluated, the relationships between the brand and extension are more carefully considered.

Relative to the conditions when the extension's differences with the parent brand are

primed, priming extension similarities with the parent brand results in:

a) Generation of the same number of extension- based thoughts;

b) Generation of more thoughts that consider the relationships between the extension's

characteristics and the parent brand;
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c) Generation of the same number of simple evaluative thoughts;

d) Generation of the same number of parent brand-based thoughts;

e) Generation of a smaller number of simple evaluative and parent brand-based thoughts

(aggregated together).

Hypotheses 2c and 2e were not supported. It was predicted that when the

extension's similarities with its parent brand were primed (compared to when the

extension's differences with the parent brand are primed), a smaller number of simple

evaluative thoughts (H2c) and a smaller number of category induced thoughts (H2d) would

be generated. The results showed that the difference in the number of simple evaluative

thoughts and category-induced thoughts, although in the predicted direction, did not reach

the significance level. However, the number of both types of thoughts aggregated together,

as predicted, is significantly smaller under the conditions when similarities between the

extension and the brand were primed. Thus, hypothesis H2e is supported.

The results supporting the first two hypotheses indicate that both types of priming

lead to piecemeal processing as predicted by proposition la and summarized by figure 7.

When the differences between the extension and the brand were primed, algebraic

piecemeal processing was reinforced, more attention was given to the analysis of the

extension's information on its own. Whereas, when differences between the extension and

the brand were primed, thoughtful piecemeal processing was activated, more attention was

given to the analysis of the relationships between the parent brand and extension, the

extension's information was analyzed in detail, and fewer simple evaluative and category-
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induced thoughts (characterizing lower level holistic category-based processing) were

generated.

The findings supporting the first two hypotheses are consistent with those of Tverksy

(1977) and Einstein and Hunt (1980) who showed that an orienting task affects the

information processing. The item-specific task facilitates item-specific processing, whereas

relational orienting task facilitates the relational type of processing.

The findings also provide insight regarding the two types of piecemeal processing,

demonstrating that the main difference between two types of processing is in the number of

thoughts that consider relationships between the brand and extension.
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6.1.2 The Priming Effect on the Brand Knowledge Changes

6.1.2.1 Differences Primed Conditions: testing for bookkeeping pattern of brand
knowledge changes

Hypotheses 3 and 4 related to the patterns of brand knowledge changes under

different priming conditions. Proposition I and figure 8 summarize the predictions

regarding the pattern of brand knowledge changes in response to alternative types of

priming. They suggest that when the extension's differences with its parent brand are

primed, a bookkeeping-based pattern of brand knowledge changes is expected.

Alternatively, when the extension's similarities with its parent brand are primed, a

typicality-based pattern of brand knowledge changes is expected.

Brand Associations' Strength Measures

As predicted by hypothesis 3, when the extension's differences with its parent brand

were primed, brand knowledge changes occurred according to bookkeeping model: more

discrepant extensions caused more changes in brand knowledge than less discrepant

extensions did. This hypothesis was strongly supported for individual associations for both

extensions (shampoo and shower gel) for two different operationalizations of incongruity:

. The number of incongruent attributes (apple scent versus apple scent with vitamin E);

The degree of attribute incongruity (apple scent versus perfumed scent).

For these operationalizations of incongruity the hypotheses was supported by a

MANOVA analysis and by the analysis of individual associations grouped in factors.
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For the third operationalization of incongruity, category distance, the bookkeeping

pattern of changes was supported by a MANOVA analysis and was partially supported for

the individual factors. For the 'trustworthy' factor, results for the apple scent product

demonstrated results that were opposite to the predicted pattern of changes, whereas

shampoo caused more changes than shower gel. This effect might be explained by the

Russian consumers' strong natural salience of trustworthiness.

Overall Attitude Measures.

As predicted by hypothesis 3, when the extension's differences from its parent

brand were primed, the pattern of changes in the overall attitude to the brand was consistent

with the bookkeeping theory predictions: the more incongruent extension caused stronger

changes (except for shampoo versus shower gel apple scent), but did not reach the

significance level.

However, the changes in the overall attitude did not show any significant difference

in response to varying levels of the extension's incongruity. This result is consistent with

the results of previous studies where the brand knowledge changes were measured as

changes in the overall attitude, and no significant difference in the impact of more close and

more distant extension on the brand knowledge changes were found (Keller, Aaker 1992;

Romeo 1991). These results indicate that overall attitude is a less sensitive measure of

brand knowledge changes than strength of individual associations, which might be

explained by the aggregated nature of this measure.
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6.1.2.2 Similarities Primed Conditions: testing for lypkalily-based pattern of brand
knowledge changes

Changes in Associations' Strength

As predicted by hypothesis 4, when the extension's similarities with its parent brand

were primed, brand knowledge changes occurred according to typicality-based model: the

more discrepant extension caused less strong changes in the brand knowledge than the less

discrepant extension did.

This pattern was strongly supported for both extensions (shampoo and shower gel)

by MANOVA analysis and analysis of individual factors for two operationalizations of

incongruity (number of incongruent attributes and degree of attribute incongruity). For the

third operationalization of incongruity (across the categories) the typicality pattern of

change was supported by a MANOVA analysis and was partially supported for some

individual factors (the changes of trustworthy image factor, though in the predicted

direction, have not reached the significance level).

Attitude measures changes

As predicted by hypothesis 4, overall attitude measures changes occurred according

to typicality-based pattern of brand knowledge changes. They reached the significance

level only for two out of seven tested operationalizations and levels of incongruity (shower

gel apple versus apple scent with vitamin E, and shampoo versus shower gel apple scent

with vitamin E). For other operationalizations and levels of incongruity tested the patterns

of changes were in the predicted direction, but not significant.
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6.1.2.3 Similarities and Differences Priming Conditions: interactions with
extension's incongruity and main effects

Interaction Effects
The analysis of interaction effects found significant interactions for the changes of

individual associations. Analysis of associations grouped in factors demonstrated the same

patterns (Appendix 10.1 —10.3). The single exception is the trustworthy image factor for

shampoo versus shower gel apple scent with vitamin E that did not show the interaction

effect for trustworthy factor. This is due to the fact that there was no difference in the

extension's impact on the parent brand trustworthy between the similarities versus

differences primed conditions (no conditions effect) for both shampoo and shower gel

extensions.

Some significant interactions were found for the overall attitude changes measures

(shower gel apple scent versus apple scent with vitamin E, and shampoo versus shower gel

for apple scent with vitamin E). This is due to the fact that there was a strong significant

main conditions' effect for the shower gel apple scent with vitamin E extension. Other

overall attitude changes were in the predicted direction, but did not reach the significance

level, which again confirms their lower sensitivity (relative to the measures of associations

strength) reflecting the brand knowledge changes.

Condition Main Effects

The main effects for the conditions were significant for associations. As predicted

by proposition ib, specified by hypothesis 5a, and illustrated by figure 10, when similarities

between the brand and extension were primed, the less incongruent extension caused
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stronger brand knowledge changes than it did under conditions when differences between

the brand and extension were primed. Whereas, as predicted by hypothesis 5b, and

illustrated by figure 10, the more incongruent extension caused less strong brand

knowledge changes than it did under the conditions when the differences between the brand

and extension were primed.

For the attitude changes conditions main effects are in the predicted direction, but

did not reach the significance level (except for shower gel apple scent with vitamin E and

perfumed scent). This operationalization demonstrated the significant interaction due to the

strong main extensions' incongruity effect under the similarity primed conditions. Overall,

consistent with the results of hypotheses 3 and 4, the measures of overall attitude appeared

to be more resistant to changes and less affected by the manipulation conditions.

In sum, strong support was found for the bookkeeping pattern of brand knowledge

changes under conditions when incongruity is primed, and for the typicallity-based pattern

of brand knowledge changes under conditions when typicality is primed. Less incongruent

extensions caused more changes under similarities-primed conditions, whereas more

incongruent extensions caused more changes under differences primed conditions. The

results were highly significant for two operationalizations of incongruity

- The number of incongruent attributes, and

The degree of attribute incongruity.

The results were in the predicted direction, though less conclusive at the category

distance operationalization of incongruity.
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As far as alternative measures of brand knowledge changes are concerned, overall

attitude changes appeared to be less sensitive measures than associations' strength changes.

This finding might explain previous results when the changes in the brand knowledge

structure were measured as the overall attitude towards the brand and the effect of the

extension's incongruity was not found (Romeo 1991; Keller, Aaker 1992; Gurhan-Canli,

Maheswaran 1998).

Some additional findings indicate that, the effect of some extensions appeared to be

more resistant to the conditions' manipulations than effects of other extensions. The effect

of shampoo with apple scent and vitamin E extension on the pattern of brand knowledge

changes was not significantly affected by the conditions for two factors out of three -

trustworthiness and science and technology.

Lastly, the effect of some factors appeared to be more resistant to the conditions'

manipulations than were the effects of other factors. The trustworthy factor was less

affected by the manipulations for three out of six extensions used in the study (shampoo

apple scent with vitamin E, shampoo with perfumed scent, shower gel apple scent with

vitamin E). Regardless of the manipulated conditions, consumers tended to have more trust

in the close extension (shampoo apple scent) than in more distant extensions, and this might

be attributed to the conditions of the developing Russian market, where consumers are very

sensitive to the counterfeit products.
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6.2 Implications of Findings

Theoretical Implications

The effect of brand extensions' on the parent brand knowledge has differed between

studies (Loken and Roedder John 1993, Gurhan—Canli and Maheswaran 1998). The

findings of this research further advance our theoretical understanding of the extensions'

evaluation processing when the information about the extension is incorporated into the

brand knowledge structure. Particularly, it identifies the moderating factors (the two types

of piecemeal processing - algebraic and thoughtful) that account for the mixed findings and

provide insight on the processing mechanism underlying brand knowledge changes.

Previous research advanced alternative propositions regarding the type of

processing that facilitates opposite patterns of brand knowledge changes (see figure 5).

Loken and Roedder John (1993) suggested that piecemeal processing might be responsible

for the typicality-based pattern of brand knowledge changes, while category-based

processing might be responsible for the bookkeeping pattern of brand knowledge changes.

In contrast, Gurhan-Canli and Maheswaran (1998) reported a bookkeeping pattern of brand

knowledge changes under high motivation (high elaboration) condition, and a typicality-

based pattern of brand knowledge changes under low motivation condition (low

elaboration).

My findings allow reconciliation of these different findings. There is evidence that

both the bookkeeping and typicality-based pattern of brand knowledge changes occurred

under the piecemeal type of processing, as illustrated by figure 6. The bookkeeping
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pattern occurred under the "lower level processing" - algebraic piecemeal processing, while

typicality-based pattern occurred under the "higher level processing" - thoughtful

piecemeal processing, as illustrated by figure 7.

In addition, this study considered three alternative operationalizations of

incongruity, demonstrating the same patterns of brand knowledge changes under the same

conditions of the extension's information representation. These findings allow

consolidation of the results of the previous studies. They demonstrate that the difference in

the results of the previous studies have happened because of differences in the way

incongruity between the stimuli and extension had been operationalized.

Lastly, the findings of this study suggest that cognitive measures of brand

knowledge structure are more sensitive to changes than the measures of the overall attitude.

This might be the reason why previous studies that used the attitudinal measures of changes

did not demonstrate a significant effect of extension's incongruity on the brand knowledge

changes.

Managerial Implications

Brand extensions have become an increasingly popular option for firms launching

new products in the marketplace. This research was developed to test the potential effects

of extensions on the parent brand. The realistic extensions were selected with a support of

Fructis brand manger, Celine Gilg. Celine expressed interest in potential effects of

extensions on the parent brand. She stated that it is important to understand the effect of
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extensions on the brand, because Fructis was planning to launch new extensions in order to

appeal to a broader audience. Celine was interested in understanding the mechanism of

extension's effect on the parent brand and the methods of potential control over these

effects through targeted brand extension positioning.

The goal of this research was to help brand managers better understand the

psychological processes underlying the formation and modification of family brand

perceptions, which leads to a more informed approach to building brand equity.

The findings show that if the managers want to change the perception of their brand

by introducing the new extension, different strategies to facilitate changes in the perception

of the brand might be more efficient, depending on the perceived incongruity of the new

extension with the parent brand. If the considered extension is perceived as being similar to

the existing brand products, it is desirable to emphasize the extension's similarity with the

parent brand. If the extension is perceived as being different from the existing brand

products, it might be more useful to employ a "subbranding" strategy, puuing more

emphasis on the extension's information itself rather than on the relationships between the

brand and extension. For example, if Fructis launches shampoo with an apple scent, which

is perceived as being a similar extension to the parent brand, the extension's effect on the

parent brand will be facilitated if the relationships between the extension and the brand are

emphasized in the communication campaign ("Another fruit scent from Fructis").

Alternatively, if the more distant extension is launched, for example shampoo with apple

scent and vitamin E, it might be more desirable to focus on the extension's characteristics
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to facilitate the desirable brand knowledge changes ("Shampoo with vitamins is good for

your hair health")

In addition, this research emphasizes the importance of monitonng multiple

measures of brand knowledge changes in response to new extensions. It suggests that

changes in the specific attributes might be a more sensitive measure of brand knowledge

changes than the overall changes in the attitude towards the brand.

Lastly, the findings suggest that some dimensions of the brand associations are

more resistant to the priming conditions, which means it might be difficult to manipulate

the perception of these dimensions. It is more difficult to change consumers' trust to

certain products than to change their attitude to the cognitive associations related to this

product. This factor needs to be taken into account when brand/extension positioning

strategy is designed and implemented.
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6.3 Limitations and Future Research Directions

It is important to recognize the limitations of this study and consider the directions

for future research. Four main limitations are related to the type of extension's information

processing and stimuli used in this study:

• The type of an extension's information processing;

• The degree of an extension's incongruity;

• The operationalizations of an extension's incongruity;

• the structure of the parent brand category.

This study considered only two types of extensions' information processing:

algebraic piecemeal and thoughtful piecemeal processing. It used the extensions

moderately incongruent to the brand to facilitate these two types of processing. To develop

the idea of moderating factor of information processing on the pattern of brand knowledge

changes, it is important to consider the typicality-based processing and the pattern of

changes under this processing. Further research is required to investigate the conditions

facilitating typicality-based processing and the effect of this processing on the pattern of

brand knowledge changes.

To extend the generalizability of the findings, it is also important to consider close and

very incongruent extensions information processing and the effects of this processing on

the parent brand. It is not quite clear what kind of information processing is used for

incongruent extensions evaluation (category-based or piecemeal). It is also not clear how

the very incongruent stimuli are evaluated: whether they are subtyped and do not cause any
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changes in the parent structure, or whether they are subtyped, but change the structure of

the parent brand. Previous studies reported mixed findings in regards of brand knowledge

changes in response to very incongruent extensions. Romeo (1991) found the positive

enhancement effect in response to a very incongruent extension's negative information,

while Gurhan-Canli and Maheswaran (1998) found that the information about a very

incongruent extension was subtyped and did not cause any changes in the overall attitude

towards the brand. The very incongruent extension's information processing and effect on

the parent brand is an under investigated area that requires further research.

This study investigates three alternative evaluations of incongruity and compares

the results across different operationalizations. It would be useful to compare other

operationalizations (such as condensed/versus dispersed information presentation) with the

ones investigated in this study to test whether the results are generalizable across all the

operationalizations.

In addition other factors that might affect the pattern of brand knowledge changes in

response to incongruent information, such as the structure of the parent category, need to be

investigated.

Different structures might be more or less sensitive to incongruent information and

affect the pattern of brand knowledge changes. It might be more difficult to change the

perceptions of the focused brand, than the perceptions of the diversified brand, because the

associations describing the focused brand might be stronger and more crystallized. The
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type of brand positioning (for example, symbolic versus functional) might also affect the

brand knowledge resistance to changes.

In summary, this dissertation analyzes the changes in the single brand strongly with

a small portfolio of products (two products only) in response to three different types of

extension's incongruity. Other factors that might affect the pattern of brand knowledge

changes need to be researched.
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6.4 Conclusion

This dissertation addressed the issue of brand knowledge development in response

to incongruent information presented by a brand extension. The understanding of brand

knowledge development has important implications for brand management, because it is

essential to know how to improve or at least not to damage, the brand when a new

extension is launched.

This dissertation provided an overview of relevant theoretical and empirical studies.

The suggested synthesis of theoretical studies enabled identification of various dimensions

of the cognitive structure. When the information about a new extension is incorporated, the

cognitive structure of the brand might change along these dimensions. Alternative

dimensions of incongruity between the brand and its extensions were considered.

Theoretical principles and models of brand knowledge changes leading to the opposite

predictions regarding the relationships between the increasing extension's incongruity and

the pattern of brand knowledge changes were discussed. Two different types of extension's

information processing, - piecemeal algebraic and piecemeal thoughtful, were explored.

The role of the type of the extensions' information processing as a factor that could lead to

different patterns of brand knowledge changes was investigated.

The findings suggested that algebraic piecemeal processing (which focuses on the

extension's information on its own) leads to a bookkeeping-based pattern of brand

knowledge changes. In contrast, thoughtful piecemeal processing, (which focuses on the

extension in its relation to the parent brand) leads to a typicality-based pattern of brand
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knowledge changes. This pattern was shown to be true regardless of the operationalization

of incongruity. Furthermore, the different measures were found to be differentially

sensitive to certain brand knowledge changes. Therefore, the previously conflicting results

can indeed be accounted for by different types of processing, as well as different measures

of brand knowledge changes.

Overall, this dissertation intended to promote further theoretical understanding of

the ways in which incongruent information is incorporated, of the structural aspects of

brands, and of alternative operationalizations of incongruity between an extension and its

brand. As a result, it aimed to help brand managers to gain control over the extension's

effect on the parent brand.
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Discover Fructis from
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fortifying shampoo

with active fruit concentral

associating fructose, glui

vitamins 83, 86 and fruit

the Fructis concentral

conditions the hair from
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SHAMPOO

APPENDIX 1: Fructis Advertisement
Hair care FRUCTIS

The first line of haircare made with fruit concentrates, created to give hair strength and shine
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More Suitable for Young People than for Old People

More Suitable for Consumers Who Look for Product
Image rather than Performance Characteristics

High Quality

Have Healhty Treatment Characteristics

Forirtying

Developed based on Latest Achievements in
Technology and Science

Gentle Smell

Make the Hair Shiny

Make the Hair Gentle

Make the Hair Easy to Comb

Mixed Fruity Smell

Trustworthy

4.43

APPENDIX 2: Pretest 2— Fructis Associations Measures - Control Group

1-very characteristic, 7-not characteristic at all
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APPENDIX 3.1: Questionnaire: Similarities Primed Conditions

1. Have you ever used Fructis products?
a)Yes
b) No (if the respondent answers no, complete the interview).

1. How familiar are you with Fructis products?

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
amiliar	 very fam

, often do you use Fructis products?

	

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
	)ften	 very c

3. Fructis has launched a new product
Shower Gel with Apple Scent

that has already been marketed in other parts of the country,

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
milar	 sin

31
	

i representative is shower gel with apple scent of other Fructis products?

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
presentative	 representat

3c) How consistent is shower gel with apple scent with other Fructis products?

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
inconsistent	 consistent

3d) How well does shower gel with apple scent fit together with other Fructis products?

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
notfit	 fitsvery

3
	

typical is shower gel with apple scent of Fructis products?

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
ical	 typ
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3d) What would you say/think if you see Fructis Shower Gel with Apple Scent marketed in
your area?

4. On the scale from 1 to 7 please answer the following questions about your attitude toward Fructis:
a) Fructis' Products are:

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
low quality	 high quality

b) I will buy and try Fructis products

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
not at all likely	 very likely

5. Do you like Fructis' products?

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
Lislike	 lik

6. How do you feel about Fructis' products?

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
eel bad	 feel gooc

7.On the scale from 1 to7 please indicate how characteristics the following attributes are of Fructis
brand products:

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
'ery characteristic 	 not characteristic

1) make your hair gentle;
2) are high quality;
3) are fortifying;
4) make your hair easy to comb;
5) have gentle smell;
6) are not trustworthy;
7) have a mixed fruit smell;
8) are designed based on the advances in science and technology;
9) have healthy treatment characteristics;
10)are more suitable for consumers who look for product image rather than performance
characteristics;
11)make you hair shiny;
12)are more suitable for young people than for old people.
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8. To what extent Fructis products vary on the following attributes?

2	 3	 4	 5
	

6	 7
little variability	 a great deal of variability

Fructis products.
1) make your hair gentle;
2) are high quality;
3) are fortifying;
4) make your hair easy to comb;
5) have gentle smell;
6) are not trustworthy;
7) have a mixed fruit smell;
8) are designed based on the advances in science and technology;
9) have healthy treatment characteristics;
10) are more suitable for consumers who look for product image rather than performance
characteristics;
11) make you hair shiny;
12) are more suitable for young people than for old people.

9. Do you agree with the following statements regarding Fructis products?

2	 3	 4	 5
	

6	 7
strongly agree	 strongly disagree

Fructis products....
1) make your hair gentle;
2) are high quality;
3) are fortifying;
4) make your hair easy to comb;
5) have gentle smell;
6) are not trustworthy;
7) have a mixed fruit smell;
8) are designed based on the advances in science and technology;
9) have healthy treatment characteristics;
10) are more suitable for consumers who look for product image rather than performance
characteristics;
11) make you hair shiny;
12) are more suitable for young people than for old people.
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10. On the scale from 1 to7 please indicate the likelihood of the following statement.

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
very likely	 very unlikely

Fructis products...
1) make your hair gentle;
2) are high quality;
3) are fortifying;
4) make your hair easy to comb;
5) have gentle smell;
6) are not trustworthy;
7) have a mixed fruit smell;
8) are designed based on the advances in science and technology;
9) have healthy treatment characteristics;
10) are more suitable for consumers who look for product image rather than performance
characteristics;
11) make you hair shiny;
12) are more suitable for young people than for old people.

11. On the scale from 1 to7 please indicate to what extent Fructis products are different from each other
on the following characteristics:

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
not at all different	 very different

Fructis products.
1) make your hair gentle;
2) are high quality;
3) are fortifying;
4) make your hair easy to comb;
5) have gentle smell;
6) are not trustworthy;
7) have a mixed fruit smell;
8) are designed based on the advances in science and technology;
9) have healthy treatment characteristics;
10) are more suitable for consumers who look for product image rather than performance
characteristics;
11) make you hair shiny;
12) are more suitable for young people than for old people.
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12. On the scale from 1 tol please indicate the probability of the following statement characterizing
Fructis products:

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
very probable	 not probable

Fructis products...
1) make your hair gentle;
2) are high quality;
3) are fortifying;
4) make your hair easy to comb;
5) have gentle smell;
6) are not trustworthy;
7) have a mixed fruit smell;
8) are designed based on the advances in science and technology;
9) have healthy treatment characteristics;
10) are more suitable for consumers who look for product image rather than performance
characteristics;
11) make you hair shiny;
12) are more suitable for young people than for old people.

13. What is your age?

14. What is your occupation?

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME AND INPUT
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APPENDIX 3.2: Questionnaire: Differences Primed Conditions

3. Fructis has launched a new product
Shower Gel with Apple Scent

that has already been marketed in other parts of the country,
We would like to ask your opinion about how much this product differ from other Fructis products
3a) How dissimilar is shower gel with apple scent to other Fructis products?

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
lar	 dissin

3
	

i unrepresentative is shower gel with apple scent of other Fructis products?

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
sentative	 unrepresent

3
	

inconsistent is shower gel with apple scent with other Fructis products?

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
istent	 inconsi

3
	

badly does shower gel with apple scent fit together with other Fructis products?

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
rery well	 does i

3
	

atypical is shower gel with apple scent of Fructis products?

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
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5
4.15

-1

1.82
33

1.47

-0.84

APPENDIX 4: Differences Primed Conditions - Changes in the Associations' Strength -

Differences primed condition fortifying
association means

apple	 apple scent with vitamin E

—4--shampoo	 shower gel —a— control group

Differences primed condition
fortifying association means

Differences primed condition
fortifying association changes in means

5

1.37

apple	 apple scent with vitamin E

—4— shampoo	 shower gel

Differences primed condition fortifying

association changes in means

apple	 perfumed
	 apple	 perfumed

—4--shampoo	 shower gel —A--control group
	 —4—shampoo	 shower gel

Differences primed condition
fortifying association means

4.15	 _____
___________	 3.3

2.:	 _____ 1.92

shampoo	 shower gel

—s— apple	 apple with vitamin E
—A— perfumed	 cntrol group

Differences primed condition
fortifying association changes in

means

5

0:81	 137

084

shampoo	 shower gel

—4--apple	 apple with vitamin E —A—perfumed
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5.1 0.63

APPENDIX 5: Differences Primed Conditions - Changes in the Overall Attitude

Differences primed condition overall
attitude means

5.083	 5.15I 5.225

4.4!	 £ 445

3

apple	 apple with vitamin E

F-'- 
shampoo	 shower gel —*— control group

Differences primed condition overall
attitude means

6

	

5.083	 .211 5.33

	

4.45	 4.45-A

3

apple	 perfumed

shampoo	 shower gel —A—control group

Differences primed condition
overall attitude means

Differences primed condition overall
attitude changes in means

ii

	

I	 0.78

	

0.63	 .7

01
apple	 apple with vitamin E

—4— shampoo	 shower gel

Differences primed condition overall
attitude changes in means

0.63	
0.78

apple	 perfumed

—4—shampoo	 shower gel

Differences primed condition
overall attitude changes in means

shampoo	 shower gel	 shampoo	 shower gel

--apple	 perfumed —A— apple with vitamin E	 I--pple	 perfumed —A--apple with vitamin E
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APPENDIX 6: Similarities Primed Conditions - Changes in the Associations' Strength

Similarities primed condition
fortifying association means Similarities primed fortifying association

changes in means

apple	 apple scent with vitamin E	 apple	 apple scentAitt vitamin E
shampoo	 shower gel —a— control group

Similarities primed condition
fortifying association means

2.45	
3.33

apple	 perfumed

-	 shampoo	 shower gel —*— control group

-- shampoo	 shower gel

Similarities primed condition
fortifying association changes in

means

:	 -0.030.84	
peRtedapple

—I—shampoo	 shower gel

Similarities primed condition
fortifying association means

4'

	

.52	 £ 3.075—s 2.45

	

22•°'	 2.85

ol

Similarities primed condition fortifying
association changes in means

4

0.4
Z -e.p 	- 	 0.22

shampoo	 shower gel	 shampoo	 shower gel

—I— apple	 apple with vitamin E --'"
	 1_apple	 apple with vitamin E —a—perfumed
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.47

appleapple

Similarities primed overall attitude
means

apple with vitamin E

— 4— shampoo	 shower gel —A— control group

Similarities primed condition
overall attitude means

apple with vitamin E

—4--shampoo	 shower gel

4.49
o.

shower g

2

1.08

0.39

-1

shampoo

5.53

4.84

3
shampoo shower gel

APPENDIX 7: Similarities Primed Conditions - Changes in the Overall Attitude

Similarities primed condition
overall attitude means

5.53

4.49

Similarities primed overall attitude
means

LOS	

0.04

apple	 perfumed	 apple	 perfumed

hshampoo	 shower gel —A— control group	 —4—shampoo	 shower gel

Similarities pruned condition overall
	

Similarities primed condition overall
attitude means	 attitude changes in means

4—apple	 perfumed —A— apple with vitamin E
	 —4--apple	 perfumed —A— apple with vitamin I
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APPENDIX 8: Scales Correlations and Factor Loadings

Alpha Cronbach Factor 1	 Factor 2	 Factor 3
for the four 7	 "science and Performance Trustworthy (-

_________________________ point scales	 technology"	 benefits	 )
Total Cronbah alpha	 ______________ 0.81	 0.76	 0.62
Quality	 0.9633	 0.79707	 0.18398	 -0.02106
Fortifying	 0.9071	 0.79675	 0.19606	 -0.02918
Healthy treatment	 0.9448	 0.75664	 0.10983	 -0.029 18
Technology	 0.9369	 0.73638	 0.19117	 0.03418
Makes hair gentle 	 0.9271	 0.23047	 0.77089	 -0.10419
Makes hair shiny	 0.97	 0.25345	 0.76073	 -0.01194
Makes hair easy to comb	 0.9394	 0.3 1682	 0.74238	 -0.04178

Gentle Smell	 0.8569	 0.24460	 0.61019	 -0.15110
Mixed Fruit Smell	 0.9326	 -0.07709	 0.50685	 -0.07394
Not Trustworthy	 0.8977	 -0.1054	 -0.02230	 0.79214
More suitable for consumers 0.935 	 0.02 194	 -0.0899 1	 0.73297
who look for product image
rather than perfonnance
characteristics________________ _______________ _______________ _______________
More suitable for younger	 0.9619	 -0.06374	 -0.14218	 0.67979
rather than older consumers _______________ _____________ _____________ _____________
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APPENDIX 9.1: Differences Primed Condition - Analysis by Factor
Apple Scent versus •pplc Scent with Vitamin E

Changes in associations means by facotrs

performance benefits science and technology trustworthy image
F	 P	 F	 P	 F	 P

H3a-1: shampoo	 4.74	 0.0338	 8.41	 0.0053	 2.3	 0.1347
H3a-2: shower gel	 5.16	 0.0207	 15.37	 0.0002	 6.83	 0.0115

Differences primed condition	 Differences primed condition 	 Differences primed condition

benefits factor	 science and technology factor	 trustworthy image factor

4

-2 
.IiI,0 

.1 7

apple	 apple with vitamin E

-4--shampoo	 shower gel

4i
1.51

048

apple	 apple with sitanin E

-+--- shampoo	 shower gel

4

-0.08	
-___.042_, 0.46

-2 I
apple	 apple with vitamin E

-4--shampoo	 showergel

Apple Scent versus Perfumed Scent
hanqes in attitude means

performance benefits science and technology trustworthy image

	

F	 P	 F	 P	 F	 P
H3b - 1:shampoo	 2.16	 0.1474	 4.94	 0.0302	 0.88

	
0.3509

H3b - 2: shower gel	 58.27	 0.0001	 32.45	 00001	 12.06
	

0.001
	l)ifferunct, p nmed cond itwil	 Differences primed condition 	 l)ifferenct p insd corIi lion

benefits factor	 science and technology factor 	 trustworthy image factor

1.62
P.3	 _______________________ 	 ____________________

0.57	 . 0.85 2
__________________________	

179 2

.2 T	 -0.23	 -0.08

_______________________________________ 	 -2 __________________________________apple	 perfumed . 2 	 _______________________

apple	 perfumed	 apple	 perfumed
--shanspoo	 shower gel

	

-4--shampoo	 shower gel	 shampoo	 shower gel

Shampoo versus Shower Gel

)ifferences primed - category main effect (shampoo vs shower gel) 	 ___________________

benefits	 science and technology trustworthy image
F	 P	 F	 P	 F	 P

ipple scent	 2.39	 0.1276	 3.09	 0.0839	 10	 0.0025
Lpple scent with vitamin E	 0.39	 0.5356	 5.48	 0.02	 0.64	 0.4289
>edumedscent	 33.11	 0.0001	 23.41	 0.0001	 1.4	 0.2408

Diffcrcnics. p n mcd cond ti on	 I)ifferencc primed condition
Differences primed condition benefits	 science and technology factor	 nontrust'worthy image factor

factor

4
2

	

1 .62	 _______________________________________

_____ Atney 

o1:
_______	

-	 1.79 A
0.660.57 _.!j___________________________________1_M_4. 1.17

.0.23

shampoo	 shower gel	 shampoo	 shower gel	 ihampoo	 shower gel

apple	 perfumed	 -4--- apple	 perfumed	 4 apple	 perfumed

-*--- apple with vitamin E	 -h---- apple with vitamin E 	 -* apple with vitamm E	
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APPENDIX 9.2: Similarities Primed Conditions - Analysis by Factor
Apple Scent versus Apple Scent with Vitamin E

Changes in attitude means by factors
Manova (aU factors) fperformance benef it f science and tecl-ltrustworthy image	 I
F	 P	 F	 P	 F	 P	 1F	 P	 I

shampoo	 29.1616	 0.0001	 58.99	 0.0001 10.41 00022	 19.1	 0.00011

	

showergE 13.0986	 0.0001	 32.98	 0.0001 17.17 0.0001	 11.12	 0.0017

Similarities primed condition l)enefits	 Sijritic primed condition	 Similarities primed condition

	

factor	 sdence and technology factor 	 trustworthy image factor

1.5
________________________	 071 1.3

036	
2	

O.39
-0.04

____________________	 ________________	 I
.2 Iapple	 apple with vitamin E apple 	 apple with vitamln

	

tpIe	 apple with vitamin E

-4-shampoo	 showergel	 -4.-shampoo	 shawergel	 I__shampoo	 showergel 
1

Apple scent versus perfumed scent

Manova (all factors) 	 performance benefits science and tech trustworthy image
F	 P	 F	 P	 F	 P	 F	 P

shampoo	 27.778	 0.0001	 56.69	 0.0001	 25.17 0.0001	 27.15	 0.0016
shower gel	 6.1656	 0.0013	 7.34	 0.0094	 9.14	 0.004	 18.67	 0.0001

Si utilarities prime(I cond ititin benefits	 S mila ritics primed condit i on	 sttttiIarities primed condition

factor	 science and technology factor	 trustworthy image factor

1.27	

I	
0.46 2

	
:	

iiiiiiiiiii:iiiii 
0.36

apple	 per med apple
	 perfumed	 apple	 perfumed

I!---- 
shampoo	 shower cT 

I

	

shampoo	 shower gel

-4ci	 yxinBi-	 n(ssftMer)

Marryia (all fcs)	 rts	 ertce ard ttrtcy tritvctt' irre
F	 P	 F	 P	 F	 P	 F	 P

	

1.3J7	 a	 0.(	 0.14	 O.	 1.12	 0.2

	

3.91	 0.014k-	 11.38	 2.12	 0.151	 0.12	 0.7

pertUTBiSCal	 1.444	 0.2	 0	 0.9	 2.79	 0.1(X	 0.01

Shampoo versus sho%%er gel

Similarities primed condition benefits 	 Simiarities primed conditioon science 	 Similarities primed condition

factor	 and technology factor	 trustworthy image factor

l.4	 _____________________
-. 1.27 ____________

057	 0.77	 ________ _____________________________________________ 	 0.46

ampoo	 shower gel	 -1	 -1
.0.09	 0.04

______________________________________________________	 shampoo	 shower gel	 shampoo	 shower gel
-apple	 perfumed	 I ________________________________________ ________________________________________ 218
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3

-0.
apple

0.47

apple with vitamin E

0.29	 0.44

apple	 apple with vitamin E

Shampoo fortifying association
changes in means Shor gel fortifying association changes

in means

2

	

0.84	 0.81

0.29

	

shower gel	 shampoo

2

0.73
0.22

-1
shower gel	 shampoo

2

-1
shampoo shower gel

0.44

APPENDIX 10.1: Analysis of Interaction Effects (Dependent measure - changes in associations'
strength)

Incongruity operationalized as a number of incongruent attributes:

Apple scent versus apple scent with vitamin E

Shampoo fortifying association
Shor gel fortifying association

changes in means	
changes in means

—4-- differences primed	 similarities primed —4— differences primed	 similarities primed

Incongruity operationalized as degree of attribute incongruity:

Apple scent versus perfumed scent

-0.03
	

0.29O.22

apple	 perfumed
	

apple	 perfumed

--- differences primed	 similarities primed	 —4— differences primed	 similarities primed

Incongruity operationalized as category distance:

Category effect - shampoo versus shower gel

Apple scent fortifying association
	

Perfumed scent fortifying 	 Apple scent with vitamin E
changes in means	 association changes in means	 fortifying association changes in

means

	

—4--differences primed	 —4--differences primed	 —4--differences primed 219
	similarities prim.dJ	 similarities primed	 similarities primed



2

1.71

.1 r- 4

____	 âow gd

2

o
0.04

owgd

0.7$

APPENDIX 10.2: Analysis of Interaction Effects (Dependent measure - changes in the overall
attitude)

Incongruity operationalized as number of incongruent attributes:

Apple scent versus apple scent with vitamin E

shampoo overall attitude changes in 	 Shor gel overall attitude changes in

means

o. t4.os._	
-	 0.39

apple	 app&ewith'iitaminE

—4--differences primed 	 similarities primed

means

2

—. 0.78

0.4
-1	 -o!47

apple	 apple with itaminE

—4—differences primed	 similarities primed

Incongruity operationalized as degree of attribute incongruity:

Apple scent versus perfumed scent

shampoo overall attitude changes in	 Shower gel overall attitude changes in
means

0.: ±?--------	
037

nwans

—0.88

-1 I	 0.04

apple	 perfumed	 apple	 perfumed

—4— differences primed	 sartfts primed	 —S—	 primed	 similarities primed

Incongruity operationalized as category distance:

Shampoo versus shower gel

apple scent overall attitude changes In 	 perfumed scent overall attitude 	 apple acent with vitamin E overall
means	 changes in means	 attitude changes In means

PrüII	 ulanhI

p•••• — I	 —	 I
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APPENDIX 11.1: Analysis of Interaction Effects by Factors - Benefits Factor

Interaction operationalization of incongruity by condition
Associations by factors

Sla-l: shampoo apple scent versus apple scent with vitamin E
Si a-2: shower gel apple scent versus apple scent with vitamin E
Si L - 1; sI iarrupoo apple scent versus perfumed scent
Sib -2: shower gel apple scent versus perfumed scent
Sic-i: apple scent shampoo versus shower gel
Si c-2: apple scent with vitamin E shampoo versus shower gel
Slc-3: perfumed scent shampoo veius shower qel

etits	 science and tec trustworthy image
P	 F	 P	 F	 P

12.25 0.0001	 8.66 0.0001	 7.3	 0.0002
21.53 0.0001 10.85 0.0001	 7.21	 0.0002
13.69 0.0001	 8.01 0.0001	 7.81	 0.0001
13.63 0.0001 13.63 0.0001	 9.93	 0.0001
12.55 0.0001	 9.78 0.0001	 11.73	 0.0001
17.01 0.0001	 8.04 0.0001	 1.42	 0.2411
16.08 0.0001 16.08 0.0001	 3.81	 0.012

Benefits factor:

Apple scent versus apple with vitamin E

Shampoo benefits factor changes in means

2

A	 -*1.07

0.56

.2

apple	 apple with vitamin E

--differeaces primed	 similarities primed

Shower gel benefits factor changes In means

2j
• 1.17

-0.09

-2

apple	 apple with vitamin E

-4-differences primed	 similarities primed

Apple scent versus perfumed scent

Shampoo benefits factor changes in means 	 Shower gel benefits factor changes in means

2-

i4v5J7	 0.85

0.54

-2
apple	 perfumed

-- differences primed	 similarIties primed

21

-2	

• 0.57

apple	 perfumed

-- differences primed	 similarities primed

Shampoo versus shower gel

Apple scent benefits factor dianges in
	

Perfumed scent benefits factor changes	 Apple scent with vitamin E benefits
means
	

In means	 factor changes in means

21	 2

p.57	
_______-i8frv 1.27	

2	
1.62	

1.17

0.36

	

057	 01
shampoo	 shower gel	 shampoo	 shower gel	 shampoo	 shower gel

I--°'	 rences primed	 nilarities pthned	 prlaied	 similarities primed
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APPENDIX 11.2: Analysis of Interaction Effects by Factors - Science and Technology Factor

Interaction operationalization of incongruity by condition
Associations by factors

and
P

a-i: shampoo apple scent versus apple scent with vitamin E
a-2: shower eI apple scent versus apple scent with vitamin E
b - 1: shampoo apple scent versus perfumed scent
b -2: shower qel apple scent versus perfumed scent

Sic-i: apple scent shampoo versus shower gel
Slc-2: apple scent with vitamin E shampoo versus shower gel
Si c-3: perfumed scent shampoo versus shower ael

10.85 0.0001
8.01 0.0001

13.63 0.0001
9.78 0.0001
8.04 0.0001

16.08 0.0001

Science and technology factor:
Apple scent versus apple scent with vitamin E

shampoo science and technology factor 	 Shower science and technology factor

2	
.__._______.___-• 1.51

0.39

apple	 apple with vitamin E
	

apple	 apple with vitamin E

primed	 similarities primed
	 primed	 similarities primed

Apple scent versus perfumed scent

shampoo science and technology factor

o.23ETT0.04

•ppi•	 psrfumsd

---diffsrencss prim•d	 •imliaritl•s prim.dl

Shor science and technology factor

2i
1.51

-2

appl•	 appl• with vitamin E

—I--diffsrsncsa prlmsd	 slmiiariti.s prim.d

Shampoo versus shower gel

Apple scent science and technology

factor changes in means
Perfumed scent science and technology

factor changes In means

Apple scent with vitamin E science and
technology factor changes In means

1
2	
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shampoo	 shower gel	
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APPEN1)IX 11.3: Analysis of Interaction Effects by Factors — Trustworthy Image Factor
Interaction operationalization of incongruity by condition

lAssociations by factors

Sla-1: shampoo apple scent versus apple scent with vitamin E
Sla-2: shower ciel apple scent versus apple scent with vitamin E

b - 1: shampoo apple scent versus perfumed scent
b - 2: shower ael anole scent versus Derfumed scent
c-i: apple scent shampoo versus shower gel
c-2: apple scent with vitamin E shampoo versus shower gel
c-3: nerfumed scent sham000 versus shower ael

P

	

7.3	 0.0002

	

7.21	 0.0002

	

7.81	 0.0001

	

9.93	 0.0001

	

1.73	 0.0001

	

1.42	 0.2411

	

3.81	 0.012
Trustworthy

Apple scent versus apple scent with vitamin E

Shampoo trustworthy Image	 Shower gel trustsworthy image

2	 ______________________________________

	

_________________ __________	 21
l.3

.2 r	 -1 
%t	 f.	 - —. 0.67

0.1

apple	 apple with vitamin E 	 -2 I

—4—differences primed	 ,milarlde, -	 I	
apple	 apple with vitamin E

—4—differences primed	 similarities primed

Apple scent versus perfumed scent

Shampoo trustworthy image	 Shower gel trustworthy image

2j
1.3	 1.09

.2 fae

	 0.26

perfUmed apple

—4—difference, primed 	 sImIlarItIe, primed
_______________________________________	 ---differences primed	 similarities primed

Shampoo versus shower gel
Apple scent trustworthy image changes	 Perfumed scent trustworthy image	 Apple scent with vitamin E

in means	 factor changes in means	 trustworthy Image factor changes In
meaus

2
fi.m

.21	

fs.33

apple perfumed

2

1.3	
L.p..	

1.09

0L	 0.26
-1 I

impoo	 shower gel shampoo	 shower gel

4—differences primed	 similarities primed I__diences primed	 similarities primedi
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APPENDIX 12: Conditions Effects by Factor: Similarities versus Differences Priming Conditions

MANOVA___________ Factors	 ___________ Overall
Benefits	 Science and Trustworthy attitude

_____________________ ___________ ____________ technology _____________ ______________
H5a-l:applescent	 8.0884***	 37Ø7***	 14.29***	 5•5*	 2.06
shampoo	 p=0.000l	 p=0.000 I	 p=0.0004	 p=O.023 I	 p=O.l 568
H5a-2:applescent	 2.7375***	 5•35**	 ll.78**	 18.74**	 0.41
shower gel	 p=0.0009	 p=0.025	 p=O.0012	 p=O.0001	 p=O.5259
H5b-l: apple scent	 3.2614**	 7Ø7*	 0.96	 1.16	 1.05
with vitamin E	 p=O.0001	 p=O.0IO2	 p=O.33	 p=0.2857	 p=0.3093
shampoo__________ ___________ ____________ ___________ ____________
H5b-2:applescent	 6.4249*** 42.04***	 20.76***	 2.95*	 21.5***
with vitamin E shower p=0.000I	 p=O.000I	 p=0.000l	 p=0.0914	 p=O.000l
gel___________ ____________ _____________ ____________ _____________
H5b-3: perfumed	 6.7218***	 3.19*	 5.07*	 2.35	 0.85
scent shampoo	 p=0.000l	 p=O.0791	 p=O.O282	 p=0.1306	 p=0.3607
H5b-4: perfumed	 6.6366***	 33.18***	 26.17***	 8.32**	 6.9*
scent shower gel	 p=0.000l	 p=0.000l	 p=0.000l	 p=O.0056	 p=O.0l

1-typotneses is supportea:	 - at 0.0001 level;	 - at 0.001 level; - at 0.1 level;
Hypothesis is not supported: -
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